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Abstract
We give a systematic study of a new equivariant cohomology theory

£(&G)*

that we

construct from a given equivariant cohomology theory &£, where G is a compact Lie group.
If k,Q is ordinary cohomology, then t(kc)* is classical Tate-Swan cohomology if G is finite
and is Jones' version of cyclic cohomology if G is the circle group. As in these cases, t(ko)*
vanishes on free G-spaces, enjoys useful periodicity properties, and is obtained by splicing
the fc-homology with the fc-cohomology of the Borel construction EG xG X, where k* is
the nonequivariant cohomology theory that underlies kG.
After establishing the formal properties of our theories, including the fact that t(kc)*
is multiplicative if kG is multiplicative, we construct an analog of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch
spectral sequence for the calculation of t(kc)*(X).

If G is finite or 5 1 , then the E^-term

is the Tate-Swan or cyclic cohomology of X with coefficients in k*. The convergence of
our spectral sequences is rather delicate, and we give a careful study that may be of wider
interest.
We consider various special cases in detail. If G is cyclic of order 2, then the fixed
point spectrum of the G-spectrum t(ko) is equivalent to holim(RP?? AEfc) and our AtiyahHirzebruch spectral sequence generalizes Mahowald's root invariant spectral sequence for
the stable homotopy groups of spheres. This result, among others, establishes a close
relationship between Tate theory and areas of current interest in nonequivariant stable
homotopy theory. In particular, we show that there is a web of relations connecting Tate
cohomology for general finite groups with nonequivariant stable homotopy groups.
In the case of periodic equivariant X-theory KQ, we prove the striking fact that t(Ko)*
is rational if G is finite, and we identify t(Kc)* explicitly. We include a complete algebraic
analysis of the equivariant rational stable homotopy category for this purpose. Here the
^2-term of our Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence is annihilated by the order of G, and
yet it converges strongly to the rational vector space t(Ko)*•

The arguments establish

vii
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ABSTRACT

an intimate connection between the rationality of the Tate theory and the Atiyah-Segal
completion theorem.
These results all have analogs for general families of isotropy groups. We develop
these analogs, together with the relevant algebra, in a final part. Here, for finite groups,
the role of classical Tate cohomology is played by Amitsur-Dress-Tate cohomology, which
first appeared in induction theory and deserves much further study.
Key words and phrases:
Amitsur-Dress cohomology, Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence, Atiyah-Segal completion theorem, Borel cohomology, Burnside ring, Cyclic cohomology, Eilenberg-MacLane
G-spectrum, Equivariant cohomology theory, Equivariant stable homotopy theory, Homotopy limit problem, K-theory, Mackey functor, Root invariant, Segal conjecture, Stable
homotopy groups of spheres, Tate cohomology, Transfer
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Introduction
Tate cohomology plays a prominent role in finite group theory and its applications.
In connection with Smith theory, Swan generalized the purely algebraic theory to a cohomology theory defined on G-spaces. The resulting theory is related to Borel cohomology,
H*(EG X ( ? I ) , by a long exact sequence whose third term we call /-cohomology. Borel
cohomology is one of the most basic tools in the theory of transformation groups. Tate
cohomology can be thought of as obtained from Borel cohomology by a process of killing
the cohomology groups of free G-spaces, and the vanishing of Tate theory on free G-spaces
makes it particularly well-suited to the study of fixed point phenomena. Tate theory also
enjoys calculationally powerful periodicity properties.
More recent topological work, especially in surgery theory, has led a number of people
to consider analogs of Tate theory associated to spectra with G-actions and to consider
analogs for compact Lie groups. When specialized to the circle group, Tate theory recovers
and generalizes one manifestation of cyclic cohomology theory. However, there has been
no systematic study.
The last decade has seen a large-scale development of equivariant stable homotopy
theory, with a concomitant understanding of generalized equivariant homology and cohomology theories. We shall redevelop and generalize Tate and Borel cohomology theories
within this now well-established framework.
Let G be a compact Lie group, let EG be a free contractible G-space, and let EG be
the unreduced suspension of EG with one of the cone points as basepoint. Let X+ denote
Received by the editor June 8, 1992.

1
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GREENLEES AND MAY

the disjoint union of a G-space X and a G-fixed basepoint. We have an evident cofiber
sequence
(A)

EG+ -> S° -

Let kG be a G-spectrum and let F{EG+,kG)

EG.
be the function G-spectrum of maps

EG+ —• kG. The projection EG+ —+ S° induces a map of G-spectra
(B)

e : kG = F{S°, kG) -+ F{EG+, kG).

By taking the smash product of the cofibering (A) with the map (B), we obtain the
following map of cofiberings of G-spectra:
kG A EG+
(C)

eAl
F{EG+, kG) A EG+

• kG

• kG A EG

\e

eAl

• F{EG+, kG)

> F(EG+, kG) A EG.

We introduce abbreviated notations for these spectra and explain the intuitions.
Roughly speaking, smashing a G-spectrum with the cofibering (A) has the effect of breaking the represented homology and cohomology theories into parts that see the free orbits
and the singular orbits of G-spaces: this is a modern formulation of an old idea.
Define
f(kG) =

kGAEG+.

We call f{kG) the free G-spectrum associated to kG. This construction is the spectrum
level analog of the standard way of associating to a based G-space X a new based G-space
whose action is free away from the basepoint. We shall see that f(kG)
appropriate generalized version of the Borel homology theory H*(EG xGX),

represents the
and we shall

therefore refer to all of the homology theories represented by G-spectra f(kG)

as Borel

homology theories. We shall refer to the cohomology theories represented by the f{kG)
simply as /-cohomology theories.
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Define
}'{kG) =

F{EG+,kG)?\EG+.

It will turn out the map e A 1 : f{kG) —• f'(kG)
G-spectra f(kG) and f'(kG)

is always an equivalence, so that the

can be used interchangeably. After proving this equivalence,

we will drop the notation / ' and just use / .
Define
f±(kG)
We call f±(kG)

=

kGAEG.

the singular G-spectrum associated to kG. This construction gives the

spectrum level analog of the standard way of associating to a based G-space X a new
based G-space that has the same fixed points as X under the action of any non-trivial
subgroup of G but is nonequivariantly contractible.
Define
c{kG) =

F{EG+,kG).

We call c(kG) the geometric completion of kG. The map e : kG —* c(kG) displayed in (B) is
the object of study of such results as the Atiyah-Segal completion theorem and the Segal
conjecture: quite generally, the question of the behavior of e on G-fixed point spectra is
called the "stable homotopy limit problem". As we shall explain later, one interpretation
of this problem is that of comparing the geometric completion c(kG) with the algebraic
completion (&G)J of kG at the augmentation ideal of the Burnside ring. We shall see that
c(kG) represents the appropriate generalized version of Borel cohomology H*(EG xG X),
and we shall therefore refer to all of the cohomology theories represented by G-spectra
c(kG) as Borel cohomology theories. We shall refer to the homology theories represented
by the c(kG) as c-homology theories.
Define
t(kG) = F(EG+, kG) AEG =

f^ika).
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We call t(kG) the Tate G-spectrum associated to kG. It is the singular part of the geometric
completion of kG. Our primary focus will be on the theories represented by the t(kG).
These are our generalized Tate homology and cohomology theories.
With this cast of characters, and with the abbreviation of e A 1 to e, diagram (C) can
be rewritten in the form

f(kG)
(D)

• kG

e\
f'{kG)

e

>c(kG)

• / x (fc G )
£

>t(ka).

We call the bottom row the "norm sequence". It is a generalization of the classical norm
sequence in the Tate cohomology of groups.
We shall study general features of the homology and cohomology theories on G-spaces
represented by these G-spectra and shall discuss a few important examples in detail. These
simple and conceptual definitions include all previous versions of these theories, and they
lead to a number of new and unexpected calculations. Diagram (D) relating them encodes
an extremely convenient unifying framework for the conceptual study of a variety of phenomena that are central to equivariant homology and cohomology theory. We shall see
that it is also closely related to certain areas of current interest in nonequivariant stable
homotopy theory.
It is clearly sensible to break the study of the homotopy limit problem into free and
singular parts, as is formalized by the diagram. This was a key idea in Carlsson's proof of
the Segal conjecture for finite p-groups [11]. The present framework began to emerge in
[13]; all ingredients of diagram (C) were explicit there, and its bottom row was exploited
with G taken to be a p-group and kG taken to be the Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectrum HZ_p
constructed in [32].
For finite groups G and Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectra HM, t(HM) represents classical Tate-Swan homology and cohomology. This is an insight of the first author [19], who
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was the first to study the representation of Tate theories. The second author wishes to
emphasize that the germ of much of the material here is in [19]; in particular, the definitions above are obvious generalizations of those given there. Elsewhere [20], [21], the first
author has used the c-homology and /-cohomology theories associated to HZ_p to set up
and analyze equivariant versions of the Adams spectral sequence.
For the circle group G and Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectra HM, t(HM)

represents

periodic cyclic homology and cohomology theory. There is an analogous identification for
the group of unit quaternions. In his paper [29] on cyclic theory, Jones had noted that
"there is a clear and precise analogy with the Tate homology of groups". Adem, Cohen,
and Dwyer [4] were the first to make this insight explicit and the first to consider Tate
theories associated to compact Lie groups. For finite G-CW complexes X, they constructed
spectra whose homotopy groups are the cyclic homology groups of X when G = S1. They
did not consider cohomology.
For general compact Lie groups G and Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectra HM, our theories give the appropriate generalization of Tate-Swan and cyclic homology and cohomology,
but we no longer have a chain level method to calculate the values of these theories on
general G-spaces. However, we do have a reasonable, and quite computable, chain level
method for calculating the coefficient groups t(HM)*. Here M is a Mackey functor, and
the bottom row of diagram (C) depends only on the 7To(G)-module V — M(G/e).
therefore write the represented Tate cohomology theory as

HQ(X;V)

We

in all cases, gener-

alizing the standard notation for finite groups and the circle group. When G is connected
of dimension d > 0 and X = 5°, we have the following explicit calculation in terms of the
ordinary (unreduced) homology and cohomology groups of the classifying space BG.

{

Hn(BG]V)

if0<n

0
iy_ n _!_ d (BG;F)

if - d < n < 0
ifn<-d-l.

The dependence on d is a natural consequence of the fact that the Spanier-Whitehead dual
of G+ is G+ A 5~ d , but it is nevertheless a rather startling phenomenon at first sight.
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One of the main contributions of this paper is the construction of spectral sequences

of Atiyah-Hirzebruch type that generalize the identifications of the previous paragraphs.
In Tate cohomology, the ^2-term is if£(X; &*), where k is the underlying nonequivariant
spectrum of ko and k~q = 7rq(k) regarded as a 7To(<3)-module. Although this is a whole
plane spectral sequence, it converges strongly to t(kG)*{X) provided that there are not too
many non-zero higher differentials. Moreover, when kc is a ring spectrum, this is a spectral
sequence of differential algebras. We emphasize that this works for general compact Lie
groups G. We have similar spectral sequences for Borel and /-cohomology, and in these
cases too the li^-terms depend only on the graded 7To(Gf)-module k*.
This very weak dependence on ko makes the bottom row of Diagram (D) far more
calculationally accessible than the top row, and another contribution of our paper is to
bring the theory down to earth with some explicit calculations in K-theory and some
concrete relationships to nonequivariant stable homotopy theory.
Our most interesting calculation shows that, for any finite group G, t{KUc) is a
rational G-spectrum, namely

t(KUG)~\jKUA®Q^i),
where J A is the Mackey functor of completed augmentation ideals of representation rings
and i ranges over the integers. In this case, the relevant Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence is rather amazing. Its ^2-term is torsion, being annihilated by multiplication by
the order of G. If G is cyclic, then Ei = J^oo and the spectral sequence certainly converges
strongly. In general, the I^-term depends solely on the classical Tate cohomology of G and
not at all on its representation ring, whereas t(KUG)* depends solely on the representation
ring and not at all on the Tate cohomology. As an immediate corollary of the calculation
of t(KUG), we obtain a surprisingly simple and explicit calculation of the nonequivariant
.fif-homology of the classifying space BG:
K0(BG)*Z

and

KX{BG) £ J(G)$,G) ® (Q/Z).
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For comparison, if G is the circle group, then t(KUG)G is a homotopy inverse limit of
wedges of even suspensions oiKU and each even homotopy group oft(KUG)G

is isomorphic

to Z[[x]][x-1]> where 1 — x is the canonical irreducible one-dimensional representation of
G.
Connections with current nonequivariant work come from our observation that, if G is
cyclic of order 2 and kc = i*k is "the G-spectrum associated to a non-equivariant spectrum
fc", then (with a mnemonic labelling of the statement), we have
t(kG)G ~ holim(RPf? A Eife).

(R)

Similarly, if G is cyclic of odd prime order and kc = i*k, we have
(L)

t(kGf

~ h o l i m ^ A Efc),

where L ~ is the lens space analog of RPf^. Again, if G is the circle group and kG = i*k,
then
(C)

t(kGf

~ holim(CP~ A £2fc).

These are special cases of a phenomenon which occurs whenever G acts freely on the unit
sphere of a representation, and this phenomenon is the source of periodic behavior in Tate
theory.
These equivalences allow us to apply the reservoir of nonequivariant calculations of
spectra on the right sides to study equivariant theories. It also gives new insight into the
nonequivariant theories. In particular, if A; is a ring spectrum, then t(kG) is naturally a
ring G-spectrum and t{kG)G is naturally a ring spectrum. This is not at all apparent from
a purely nonequivariant point of view of the spectra on the right sides.
When G is cyclic of order 2 and k is the sphere spectrum 5, our Atiyah-Hirzebruch
spectral sequence is (up to suspension) exactly the spectral sequence constructed by Mahowald (see [1]) some 20 years ago. Its conjectural behavior led to the form of the Segal
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conjecture proven by Lin [34], and its structure encodes Mahowald's "root invariants".
This spectral sequence and its odd prime analog have been studied more recently by Jones
[28], Miller [39], Sadofsky [43], and others, but there is little hint in the literature that
these spectral sequences might be multiplicative. Our spectral sequences for general finite
groups G and k = S encode a slew of further such symmetry invariants—not usually of a
periodic nature—and they give a fascinating and mysterious web of relations among the
stable homotopy groups of spheres and classifying spaces.
The theory and calculations described above are only part of the story. The entire
theory admits a vast generalization, in which the universal free G-space EG is replaced by
the universal .F-space ET for any family T of subgroups of G. The definitions above deal
with the case T = {e}, and there are precisely analogous definitions for any other family.
The map e : kc —• F(EJ7+1kc)

is the object of study of a generalized homotopy limit

problem, special cases of which include the generalized Atiyah-Segal completion theory of
[2] and the generalized Segal conjecture of [3].
When G is finite, we shall analyze the ^-Tate G-spectra t^(KUa),
7

which turn out to be rational for any family J , and the .F-free G-spectra
fjr(KOc)'

and

tjr(KOc),

/^(KUG)

and

The generalization to families is interesting in its own right, and it leads to

considerably simpler proofs than would be possible if we concentrated solely on the case

T={e}.
When G is finite and kc is an Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectrum HM, the .F-Tate Gspectrum tp(HM)

represents the generalization to homology and cohomology theories

on G-spaces and G-spectra of the Amitsur-Dress-Tate theories that figure prominently
in induction theory. We again obtain general Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences in the
context of families. These vastly extend the web of symmetry relations relating equivariant
theory with the stable homotopy groups of spheres.
The phenomena uncovered here deserve much further study. The present paper raises
far more questions than it answers, and its later sections are sprinkled with open problems,
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conjectures, and glimpses of new and unexplored mathematical terrain.
The paper is divided into four parts. In Part I, which comprises Sections 0 through
5, we set up the general framework. We explain our definitions in Section 0. We prove
invariance statements that allow us to understand when different (7-spectra kc give the
same bottom row in (D) in Section 1. We record the basic general properties of our
represented theories and describe the behavior of / , c, and t regarded as functors on Gspectra in Sections 2 and 3. It is to be expected that Diagram (D) is closely related to
completion at the augmentation ideal I of the Burnside ring in view of the relevance of
completion at J to the homotopy limit problem. In Section 4, we show that, when G is
finite, c(kc) is always /-complete and f(ko) and t(ko) are /-complete if ko is bounded
below. The bounded below hypothesis is necessary since we shall see that the completion
of t{KUc) at / is trivial. We also discuss the relationship between completion theorems
and suitable homological analogs. In Section 5, we describe Tate homology in terms of
transfer and compare our definition with other recent topological definitions.
In Part II, which comprises Sections 6 through 10, we study the "ordinary" / , c, and
Tate theories obtained when kc in (D) is an Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectrum HM and give
our generalized Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences. We take a completely topological
point of view in this part. For example, we give an axiomatic proof, independent of the
usual chain level description, that t{HM)*, with its products, agrees with classical Tate
cohomology when G is finite. The interplay between the topology and algebra is especially
interesting here. For example, the topology gives a new construction of a basic algebraic
functor from coefficient systems to Mackey functors that was central to Lewis' study [31]
of the equivariant Hurewicz theorem. One point of this "no chains" approach is that
we don't know how to realize topologically the usual chain level description of products.
More importantly, we want to emphasize the inevitability of our definition of the Tate
cohomology of general compact Lie groups, despite the unfamiliar calculational behavior
noted above.
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Part III comprises Sections 11 through 16. It gives specializations and calculations,

and the impatient reader may wish to turn to it first. Sections 11 and 14, respectively, give
chain level studies of the relation between our represented theories for finite groups and the
classical Tate-Swan theories and between our represented theories for the circle group and
cyclic theories. Sections 12 and 13 give our calculational results for finite groups, except
that the proofs of our results about periodic If-theory are deferred to Part IV. Section
15 gives our calculational results for the circle group. The proofs of (R), (L), and (C),
together with a discussion of periodicity phenomena, appear in Section 16.
Part IV, Sections 17 through 25, deals with the generalization to families, about which
nothing is said in Parts I-III. Sections 17 and 18 describe the .F-version of the material of
Part I. Section 19 gives the formulation and proofs of our results about KUQ and KOQ- In
Section 20, we specialize to Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectra. Here, for general compact Lie
groups, another interesting phenomenon appears: we must use two quite different kinds
of Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectra. The cohomology theory satisfying the dimension axiom
specified in terms of a Mackey functor M is represented by HM, whereas the homology
theory satisfying the dimension axiom specified in terms of a "coMackey functor" N is
represented by JN.
In Sections 21 through 25, we focus on finite groups. We use explicit models for the
universal ^"-spaces ET to define algebraic Amitsur-Dress-Tate cohomology theories, and
we then relate them to our topological theories, giving generalized Atiyah-Hirzebruch type
spectral sequences. In Section 23, we give some methods for the calculation of AmitsurDress cohomology groups, the most interesting of which involves use of a special case of
the AHSS, and apply these methods to calculate the Amitsur-Dress cohomology groups for
the family of proper subgroups of a nonabelian group of order pg, where p < q are primes.
In Sections 24 and 25, we specialize to stable homotopy theory. We use the family V of
proper subgroups of a finite group G to obtain two related spectral sequences, both of which
converge to the completion of the (nonequivariant) stable homotopy groups of spheres at
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n(V), where n(V) is the product of those primes p such that Z/pZ is a quotient of G. For
example, if G is a nonabelian group of order pq, p < q, then n(V) = p and the spectral
sequences provide a mechanism for the prime q to affect stable homotopy groups at the
prime p. One of the spectral sequences is the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence whose
222-term is the Amitsur-Dress-Tate cohomology of V. The other comes from a filtration
of EG in terms of the reduced regular representation of G. These spectral sequences lead
to new equivariant root invariants, and the Jones-Miller root invariant theorem [28], [39]
generalizes to the spectral sequence constructed by use of the regular representation.
There are two appendices. The first proves the folklore result that rational G-spectra
split as products of Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectra when G is finite and gives a complete
algebraic analysis of the rational equivariant stable category.
The second gives an analysis and comparison of the versions of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch
spectral sequence with target [X, Y]* that arise from filtrations of X and of Y. It is written
nonequivariantly, but it applies verbatim equivariantly. In Section 10, we use filtrations of
X to obtain chain level information and prove convergence, and we use filtrations of Y to
study products.
In all of what follows, G-spaces are to be based G-CW complexes, and homology and
cohomology are to be understood in the reduced sense. As we recall in Section 0, there are
two basic kinds of G-spectra, namely ordinary spectra with G-actions, which we refer to
as "naive G-spectra", and genuine G spectra indexed on representations. Our G-spectra
are of the latter sort unless otherwise specified. There is a forgetful functor i* from Gspectra to naive G-spectra. This functor has a left adjoint i* which constructs G-spectra
from naive G-spectra by building in nontrivial representations. The algebraic counterparts
are coefficient systems and Mackey functors, and the topology will lead to an analogous
algebraic functor s* that constructs Mackey functors out of coefficient systems by building
in transfer maps.
Naive G-spectra represent Z-graded cohomology theories; genuine G-spectra represent
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#0(G)-graded, or RO(G)-gradable, theories. In fact, most interesting theories are RO(G)gradable, and such theories come with a great deal of calculationally useful extra structure,
whereas theories represented only by naive G-spectra lack some of the most rudimentary
properties. For example, they do not admit a Spanier-Whitehead duality theorem (simply
because one cannot embed non-fixed G-spaees in trivial representations), and, in fact,
interesting homology theories on G-spaces cannot be represented in the form
for a naive G-spectrum jo- such represented theories vanish on

TT*((JG/\X)G)

X/XG.

Much of the force of our work comes from the fact that (D) is a diagram of genuine
and conveniently explicit G-spectra indexed on representations, so that all of the Z-graded
theories mentioned above are RO(G)-gradable. The significance of the RO(G)-grading will
be illustrated in our discussion of periodicity and Euler classes in Section 16, and it will
be vital to the proofs of our results on periodic i^-theory in Section 19.
While [19] worked with genuine G-spectra, later authors, motivated by nonequivariant
applications, worked with naive G-spectra and gave central emphasis to the role of the
transfer map. Essentially, their versions of Tate spectra can be obtained from ours by
passing to fixed point spectra. With our definitions, the Tate homology of X is
t{kG)*{X) =

n*((t(kG)AX)G).

As we show in Section 1, we may assume without loss of generality that UQ = i*JG for a
naive G-spectrum jo> As we show in Section 5, provided that X is finite, the spectrum
(£(&G)

A X)G

is then equivalent to the cofiber of a suitable transfer map

(jG A HAd^X)/hG

ss {jo A EG+ A E A d ^ X ) / G - F{EG+JG A X)G = (jG A X)hG.

When G is finite, jo is a nonequivariant spectrum k given trivial action by G, and X = S°,
this reduces to kABG+ —• F(BG+, k). Detailed comparisons of our definitions with those
of Adem, Cohen, and Dwyer [4] and of Weiss and Williams [47] would only require detailed
verification that our version of the transfer map agrees with theirs.
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Part I: General theory
§0. Preamble: definitions, change of universe, and split G-spectra
In the interest of intelligibility, we begin by recalling some of the basic definitional
framework of [33]. We especially want to make clear the idea of "change of universe".
In any framework, in one guise or another, this notion is central to the mathematics at
hand. We also want to explain the technical notion of a split G-spectrum, which plays
an important role in comparing equivariant and nonequivariant phenomena. The essential
point is to make clear how to go back and forth among genuine G-spectra, naive G-spectra,
and nonequivariant spectra. This is crucial to explicit calculation in all of equivariant
cohomology theory.
Let U be a "complete G-universe", namely the sum of count ably many copies of each
irreducible representation of G. If G is finite, we may take U to be the sum of count ably
many copies of the regular representation. An indexing G-space V is a finite-dimensional
sub inner product space of U. If V C W, let W — V be the orthogonal complement of V
in W. A G-spectrum kc indexed on U consists of based G-spaces kcV for indexing spaces
V and a transitive system of G-homeomorphisms kcV = £lw~v (koW) for V C W. A
map kc —• k'G consists of based G-maps kaV —> kfGV that are strictly compatible with
the given homeomorphisms. Let GSU be the category of G-spectra indexed on U. The
G-spectra of this paper are to be understood as G-spectra indexed on U unless otherwise
specified.
The G-fixed point space UG is a "trivial G-universe" and may be identified with E°°.
We define the category GSUG of G-spectra indexed on UG exactly as above, but restricting
attention to the G-fixed indexing G-spaces. There is no loss of information if we restrict
further to just the indexing spaces R n . Thus G-spectra indexed on UG are just ordinary
spectra with G-action, and we refer to them as naive G-spectra. We regard nonequivariant
spectra as G-trivial naive G-spectra.
14
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Working in either universe, we define G-prespectra just as we defined G-spectra, except
that we place no restrictions on the structural G-maps koV —• Q,w~v(kGW),

and we

obtain categories GVUG and GVU of G-prespectra. We then construct functors L from
G-prespectra to G-spectra that are left adjoint to the evident forgetful functors I from Gspectra to G-prespectra. This allows us to lift any prespectrum level functor F that fails to
preserve spectra to the spectrum level, by taking LFL In general, spacewise constructions
on prespectra that are left adjoints, such as wedges, cofibers, and smash products, fail to
preserve spectra while constructions that are right adjoints, such as products, fibers, and
function spectra, do preserve spectra.
Let i : UG —> U be the inclusion. We have the forgetful functor z* : GSU —» GSUG
given by forgetting about those indexing G-spaces with non-trivial G-action. The underlying nonequivariant spectrum k of kc € GSU is i*kc with its action by G ignored. The
functor i* has a left adjoint u ' GSUG —• GSU, which builds in non-trivial representations.
Explicitly, for a naive G-prespectrum jo and an indexing G-space V,

(nJa)(V)=jG(VG)ASv-vG
For a naive G-spectrum jo, i*JG ~ Li*lJG, as prescribed above. The following intuitively
obvious result is proven in [33, II.1.8].
LEMMA

0.1. For jo € GSUG, the unit G-map n : jo —> i*i*JG of the (i*,i*) adjunction

is a nonequivariant equivalence. For kc € GSU, the counit G-map e : i*i*kc —* kc is a
nonequivariant equivalence.
The composite of i+ and the suspension spectrum functor ££? : GT —* GSUG is
the suspension spectrum functor Eg3 : GT —• GSU, where GT is the category of based
G-spaces. The V t h space (Eg ) X)(F) is the G-space Q G ( E y X ) , where QGY is the union
of the G-spaces £lwY,wY; Eg5 : GT - • GSUG is defined similarly, but using only G-fixed
indexing spaces.
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In either category of G-spectra, for a G-space X and a G-spectrum kG, we have

the function G-spectrum F(X, kG). Its Vth space is the space F(X, kGV) of based maps
X —• kGV, with G acting by conjugation. The smash product X A he is defined on
G-prespectra kG by
(X AkG)(V)

= X AkGV

and on G-spectra kG by X AkG = L(X A £kG). It is obvious from the definitions that
i*F(X, kG) = F(X, i*kG)

for kG G GSU.

By playing with adjunctions [33, pp. 18-20], this implies that
u{X A jG) ^X

A i*jG

for j

G

G G<S*7G.

Smash products of G-spectra, and the concomitant function G-spectra, are defined and
proven to have all of the expected properties in [33, II§3]. The functor z* commutes with
smash products.
For j

G

G GSUG, we define the fixed point spectrum (jG)G simply by passing to fixed

points spacewise, {jG)G(V)

= (jGV)G.

It is essential that G act trivially on V to obtain

well-defined structural homeomorphisms here. For kG G GSU, we define (kG)G = (i*kG)G.
DEFINITIONS

0.2. A naive G-spectrum j

G

with underlying nonequivariant spectrum j is

said to be split if there is a map of spectra ( : j —• (jG)G
inclusion of (jG)

G

whose composite with the

in j is homotopic to the identity map. A G-spectrum kG is said to be

split ifi*kG is split.
The If-theory G-spectra KUG and KOG are split [33, p. 458]. The Eilenberg-Maclane
G-spectrum HM associated to a Mackey functor M is split if and only if the canonical map
M(G/G) —• M(G/e) is a split epimorphism; this implies that G acts trivially on M(G/e),
which is usually not the case. (See Section 6 for definitions.) The suspension G-spectrum
T,*QX

of a G-space X is split if and only if X is stably a retract up to homotopy of X G ,

which again is usually not the case unless G acts trivially on X. In particular, however, the
sphere G-spectrum SG = E g ^ 0 is split. The following observation gives more examples.
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0.3. IfJG € GSUG is split, for example ifG acts trivially on jo, then i*JQ € GSU

is also split.
PROOF:

Let C :

JG

—•

UG)G

be a splitting map. Then, by Lemma 0.1 and an easy diagram

chase, the following composite is a splitting map
i*i*JG —

i*i*((JG)G) - ^ UG)° - ^

{i'uiof-

The notion of a split G-spectrum is defined in nonequivariant terms, but it admits the
following equivariant interpretation.
LEMMA

0.4. Let ko be a G-spectrum with underlying nonequivariant spectrum k. Then

ko is split if and only if there is a map of G-spectra i*k —• kc which is a nonequivariant
equivalence.
PROOF:

Composing a splitting map £ : k —• (i*ko)G with the inclusion (i*ko)G —> i*ko,

we obtain a G-map v : k —• i*kc which is the identity map nonequivariantly. Its adjoint
v : i*k —• ko is a G-map which is a nonequivariant equivalence since v — i*v o 77 and
77 : k —• i*i*k is a nonequivariant equivalence. Conversely, given a nonequivariant equivalence v, its adjoint 1/, regarded as a nonequivariant map, is an equivalence k —• k which
factors through a map £':&—• (i*ko)G> The composite of C and an inverse to v gives a
splitting map £.
Sphere G-spectra G/H+ASn in GSU are obtained by applying u to the corresponding
sphere G-spectra in GSUG. A map of G-spectra is called a weak G-equivalence if it induces
an isomorphism on all homotopy groups

TT^(?)

= [G/H+ A 5 n ,?]G- Such a map between

G-CW spectra is a G-equivalence by the G-Whitehead theorem [33, 1.5.10]. The stable
category is constructed from the homotopy category of G-spectra by formally inverting
the weak G-equivalences [33,I§6], so we make no distinction between weak and actual
G-equivalences in what follows.
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There are also sphere G-spectra 5 a G GSU for virtual representations a [33, p.34].

For G-spectra X and kG,
kG(X) = [Sa,XAkG]G

(0.5)

and

kaG{X) = [X A 5 " a , kG]G.

When we restrict to integer gradings, we may use standard adjunctions to rewrite this
definition as follows in terms of the ordinary homotopy groups of nonequivariant fixed
point spectra:
k°(X)=7rn((XAkG)G)

(0.6)

and fc£(X) =

it-n{F{X,kG)G).

Orbit spectra jG/G of naive G-spectra are constructed by first passing to orbits spacewise on the prespectrum level and then applying the functor L from prespectra to spectra.
On free G-spectra X, we can often reduce (0.6) to nonequivariant calculations on orbits. A
based G-space is said to be free if it is free away from its G-fixed basepoint. A G-spectrum,
in either sense, is said to be free if it is equivalent to a G-CW spectrum built up out of
free cells G+ A CSn. The functors E°° : T - • GSUG and n : GSUG -+ GSU carry free
G-spaces to free naive G-spectra and free naive G-spectra to free G-spectra. In all three
categories, X is homotopy equivalent to a free object if and only if the canonical map
EG+AX

—» X is a G-equivalence [33, II.2.12]. A free G-spectrum Y has the form i*X for

a free naive G-spectrum X, which is unique up to equivalence [33, II.2.8]. A useful slogan
is that "free G-spectra live in the trivial universe".
When kG is split and X is a free naive G-spectrum, we have
(0.7)

k°{uX)

S M(EAd(G)*)/£)

and

k£{uX)

<* kn(X/G)

by [33, II.8.4]. The second isomorphism is elementary. The first depends on the dimensionshifting transfer isomorphism discussed in Section 5.
The functional (or Spanier-Whitehead) dual of a G-spectrum X is D(X) = F(X, SG).
For H C G, let L(H) be the tangent representation of H at the identity coset of G/H.
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Then
(0.8)

Z}(Eg>G/# + ) is equivalent to G

KH

S~L{H)

where the functor G tx# (?) extends iJ-spectra to G-spectra [33,11.6.3]. In particular,
£>(Eg>G+) is equivalent to Eg>G+ A S"d [33,11.4.8].
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§1. Invariance properties of the functors / , c, and t
The bottom row of Diagram (D) is a substantial simplification of the top row because
it is invariant under G-maps that are nonequivariant equivalences.
PROPOSITION

1.1. Let <j) : he —• k'G be a map of G-spectra that is a nonequivariant

equivalence. Then the induced maps
</)Al:kGAEG+->k'GAEG+

and F(1,0) : F{EG+,kG)

-* F{EG+,k'G)

are G-equivalences. Therefore the cofibration sequences
f'(kG)^c(kG)^t(kG)

and

f'(k'G)->c(k'G)^t(k'G)

are G-equivalent.
PROOF: The smash product of any G-speetrum with EG+ is a free G-spectrum (see p.20),
and the statement about (j) A 1 follows from the G-Whitehead theorem of [33,11.2.2]. For
G-spectra X
[X, F(EG+, kG))G ^ [ I A EG+, kG)G.
Using the natural isomorphism [ I A G + , kG]G = [i*X, k] of [33, II.4.7 and 4.8] to handle
skeletal subquotients, we see by induction up the skeleta of EG+ and use of the lim1 exact
sequence of {[X A EG+,kG]G}

that [X, F(1,(/>)]G is an isomorphism for all X. It follows

that F ( l , (j)) is a G-equivalence.
Since the middle vertical arrow e : kG —• c(kG) of Diagram (D) is a nonequivariant
equivalence, the first statement of the proposition implies the following basic fact about
the left vertical arrow e = e A 1.
PROPOSITION

1.2. For any G-spectrum kG,
e : f(kG) = kGA EG+ -> F(£G+, kG) A EG+ =

is an equivalence of G-spectra .
20
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Prom now on, we agree to write / instead of / ' .
By Lemma 0.1, Proposition 1.1 directly implies the following result. It says that,
when studying the bottom row of Diagram (D), there is no loss of generality if we restrict
attention to G-spectra of the form i+joCOROLLARY

1.3. If (j> :

JG

—•

JG

iS a ma

P of naive G-spectra that is a nonequivariant

equivalence, then the cohbration sequences
f(i*Jo) -+ c(njG) -»t(nj G )

and

f(uj'G)

-> C ( W G ) ->

*(**JG)

are G-equivalent. If JG = i*kG for a G-spectrum &G, then the cofibration sequences
f(kG)

-+ c(kG) - • t(kG)

and

/(Z*JG) - • c(t*j G ) -> * ( W G )

are G-equivalent.
REMARK 1.4: Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 are true as stated, with the same proofs, for naive
G-spectra. We could naively define

C(JG)

=

F(EG+,JG)

since Lemma 0.1 implies an

equivalence
F{EG+,jG)

- F(EG+,i*i*jG)

=

i*F(EG+,i*jG),

so that C(JG) — i*c(i*JG)> However, because i* fails to commute with smash products,
nothing like this is true for / or t: JG A EG+ is very different from i*(i*JG A EG+). For
example, if j = JG is the nonequivariant sphere spectrum, then
(jA£G+)G-*

but

i*(» I 1 I jAEG + ) G ^E 0 0 (E A d ( G ) BG + /G).

It is an interesting open question, raised recently by Rognes, to determine which naive
G-spectra JG come from genuine G-spectra. The answer for naive Eilenberg-MacLane Gspectra was determined in [32] and will be recalled in Section 6.
Of course, the action of G on JG is non-trivial in general. However, by Lemma 0.4,
Proposition 1.1 implies that in surprisingly many cases we can reduce further by ignoring
this action without changing the bottom row of diagram (C).
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COROLLARY

1.5. Ifkcisa

split G-spectrum with underlying nonequivariant spectrum h,

then the cofibration sequences
/(&(?) —• c(kG) —• t(kG)

and

f(i*h) -» c(i*k) -* t(nk)

are G-equivalent.
The reader primarily interested in equivariant theory as a tool for the study of
nonequivariant phenomena may wish to concentrate on the G-spectra i*k. When considering only split G-spectra, there is no loss of generality. Note however that there usually will
be more than one split G-spectrum having underlying nonequivariant spectrum equivalent
to a given spectrum k.
EXAMPLE

1.6: Let KU be the classical periodic K-theory spectrum. Then

KUG

and

i*KU are inequivalent split G-spectra both of which have KU as underlying nonequivariant
spectrum. They therefore have equivalent / , c, and t G-spectra. The analogous assertions
hold in the real and connective cases.
In sum, we may always start with naive G-spectra as input, and we may often start
with classical nonequivariant spectra. However, the functors / and t are inconvenient to
define or to compute on the naive level, and it is essential to our work that the functors
/ , c, and t all have genuine G-spectra as output.
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§2. Basic properties of the theories represented by f(kG),

c(kG), and t(kG)

Of course, Borel homology and cohomology theories have long been studied. The
following result shows how our theories relate to them.
PROPOSITION

2.1. Ifkis

the underlying nonequivariant spectrum of a split G-spectrum

kG and X is a naive G-spectrum, such as the naive suspension spectrum of a G-space,
then
c(kG)n{uX)^kn(EG+AGX)

f{kG)n(UX)^kn(EG+AGi:Ad^X),

and

where Ad(G) denotes the adjoint representation ofG.
PROOF: Immediate from (0.7).
We have the following analogous reduction to naive level theories; in view of Corollary
1.3, it applies in complete generality. Recall Remark 1.4.
PROPOSITION

2.2. IfkG = i*jG for a naive G-spectrum j

G

and X is a naive G-spectrum,

such as the naive suspension spectrum of a G-space, then
c(kG)n(uX)*c(jG)n(X)
PROOF:

f(kG)n(uX)^irn((jGAEG^AEAd^X)/G).

and

These isomorphisms are composites

c(kG)n(i,X)

S 7r-n(F(i,(EG+

A X), kGf)

<* -K-n{F{EG+ A X, jGf)

Si

c(jG)n(X)

and
f(kG)n(i*X)

Si ir„((t.0o A EG+ A X)f)

Si nn((jG A EG+ A E Ad < G >X)/G).

In both cases, the first isomorphism holds because z* commutes with smash products. For
c, the second isomorphism holds by [33, II.2.8]. For / , the second isomorphism holds by
[33,11.7.2]; see Theorem 5.3 below.
23
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We will say more about the cited results in Section 5, where we will give an analogous

reduction of Tate homology, in terms of transfer, when X is finite. No such reduction is
known for infinite G-CW complexes X.
The relationship between the three kinds of theories is immediate from the bottom
cofiber sequence of diagram (C).
PROPOSITION

2.3. For G-spaces or G-spectra X, there are natural long exact sequences

• • • - f(ka)n(X)

- c(kGr(X)

- t(kG)n(X)

- f(kG)n+1(X)

• • • - f(kG)n(X)

- c(kG)n(X)

- t(kG)n(X)

-> /(fc G )n-iPO

- •••

and

We also call these norm sequences. Under appropriate hypotheses, they collapse to
give isomorphisms.
PROPOSITION

2.4. Let X be a free G-space or a free G-spectrum . Then
t{kG)*(X) = 0 and t{kG)*{X) = 0.

Therefore
f(kG)*(X)*c(kG)*(X)

and

f(kG)*{X)<*c(kG).(X).

If, further, kG is split with underlying nonequivariant spectrum k, then
f(kG)*(X)

S* k*{EG+ AG X) £

k*(X/G)

and
c(kGUX)
PROOF:

S* k*{EG+ AG EAd^X)

3 * # ((E Ad < G >X)/G).

X is G-equivalent to EG+ A X and thus EG A X is G-contractible (see p.20).

Therefore t(kG)*(X)

— 0. For cohomology, note that t(kG) is contractible as a nonequiv-

ariant spectrum since EG is contractible as a space. Since X is constructed out of spaces or
spectra G+ A Sn and all G-maps from these into t(kG) are null homotopic, t(kG)*(X) = 0.
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2.5. If X is a nonequivariantly contractible G-space or G-spectrum, then
c(kG)*(X) = 0 and

/ ( * G ) * ( X ) = 0.

Therefore
t(kG)n(X)
PROOF:

S f(kG)n+\X)

and

c(kG)n(X)

S

t(kG)n(X).

X is G-equivalent to EG AX and thus EG+AX is G-contractible (see [33,11.9.2]).

By definition, Tate homology is a special case of c-homology,
t(kG)n(X)

=

c(kG)n(EGAX).

The previous results combine to show that, analogously, Tate cohomology is a special case
of /-cohomology.
PROPOSITION

2.6. The Tate spectrum t(kG) is equivalent to F(EG, Y,f(kG)).

Therefore,

for any G-space or G-spectrum X,
t(kG)n(X)^f(kG)n+l(EGAX).
PROOF:

F(EG+,t(kG))

and F(EG,c(kG))

are trivial by the previous two results, hence

5° —• EG and EG —• EEG+ induce equivalences
t(kG) = F(S°,t(kG))

- F(EG,t(kG))

->

F(EG^f(kG)).

This seems like a formality, but it hides substantial content and we will use it heavily.
If we filter EG, then we get a homotopy colimit description of t(kG) but a homotopy limit
description of the equivalent G-spectrum F(EG, T,f(kG)). This dichotomy will sometimes
lead us to two quite different means of algebraic computation (and the equivalence actually
admits a purely algebraic analog [50]). This is part of the substance of the equivalences
(R), (L), and (C) in the introduction.
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§3. Homotopical behavior of the functors / , c and t
In the previous section, the G-spectrum kG was fixed. However, the fact that / , c, and
t are well-behaved functors will be crucial to our work. As a left adjoint (see Proposition
1.2), / preserves wedges, cofibers, and colimits. As a right adjoint, c preserves products,
fibers, and limits. The functor t is neither a left nor a right adjoint, but it clearly preserves
finite wedges and cofibration sequences since finite wedges and products are equivalent and
cofibration and nbration sequences are equivalent. The following result along these lines
will be needed in our study of Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences. Given (2-spectra Xp,
p € Z, and maps Xp —• X p + 1 , we write
TelXp = hocolim^oo Xp

(3.1)

and

Mic Xp = holinv^-oo X p .

Precise spectrum level definitions are recalled in Appendix B.
PROPOSITION

3.2. If the Xp are bounded below, with a uniform bound, then the following

diagram displays a G-equivalence between cofiber sequences:

PROOF:

/(Mic Xp)

• c(Mic Xp)

• t(Mic Xp)

Mic f{Xp)

• Mic c(Xp)

• Mic t(Xp)

For any G-space or spectrum E, the functor F{E,1) commutes with arbitrary

microscopes, so it suffices to prove that the left vertical arrow is an equivalence. In view
of Proposition 1.2, it suffices to show that the natural map E A (fj Xp) -^ Y\(E A Xp) is a,
G-equivalence when E is a bounded below G-CW spectrum with finite skeleta. Since the
Xp are uniformly bounded below, consideration of homotopy groups shows that it suffices
to prove this when E is finite. Here, for any K, we have
[K,EAl\Xp]G

S [KADE,]\Xp]G

<* \[[KADE,XP]G

S Y[[K,EAXP]G

S

[K,Y[EAX]G.

We shall be interested in applications of this result to the Postnikov tower {Yq} of
a (2-spectrum Y. To keep track of the indexing of spectral sequences, we shall find it
26
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convenient to index Postnikov towers so that Y —* Yq = Y(—oo, — q] is obtained from Y
by killing its homotopy group systems in dimensions greater than —q. There results a
map Yq —* Yq+1 under Y, unique up to homotopy, and its fiber is an Eilenberg-MacLane
G-spectrum K(7£_q(Y), —q). The induced map Y —• M\c(Yq) is an equivalence, where the
homotopy limit is taken as q —• — oo.
PROPOSITION

3.3. If{Yq}

is the Postnikov tower of a G-spectrum Y, then the following

diagram displays a G-equivalence between cofiher sequences:

PROOF:

f(Mic Yq)

• c{Mic Yq)

> t(Mic Yq)

Mic f(Yq)

> Mic c(Yq)

•Mict{Yq).

Since we have not assumed that Y is bounded below, there is something to prove.

Let X —• Y be the connective cover of Y, so that X = F[0, oo). The Postnikov tower
{Xq} of X maps to that of Y, and the cofiber of Xq - • Yq is Yq if q > 0 and y ( - o o , -1]
if q < 0. We may take our homotopy limits over q < 0, and the previous result applies
to the system {Xq}. The conclusion of the previous result holds trivially for the constant
system {Y(—oo, —1]}, and the result follows.
Smash products and therefore multiplicative structures also behave well. We have the
canonical smash product pairing

F{X, Y) A F(X', Y') -> F(X A l ' , 7 A Y').
Since EG+ has a diagonal map and since there are equivalences
EG+ A EG+ - EG+

and

EG AEG-

EG,

unique up to homotopy, we obtain a commutative diagram of associative and commutative
natural pairings, which we call a "norm pairing diagram":

(3.4)

f(kG) A f(k'G)

J

• c(kG) A c(k'G)

J

f{kG A k'G)
> c{kG A k'G)
This easily implies the following result.

> t(kG) A t(k'G)

J

>t(kGAk'G)
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PROPOSITION

3.5. If kG is a ring G-spectrum, such as i*jG for a naive ring G-spectrum

JG, then c(kG) and t(kG) are ring G-spectra and the following part of diagram (C) is a
commutative diagram of ring G-spectra:
kG

• kG A EG

c(kG)

>t(kG).

If kG is commutative, then so are c(kG) and t(kG).

If mG is a kG-module

then c(rriG) is a c(kG)-module G-spectrum and t(mG) is a t(kG)-module

G-spectrum,

G-spectrum.

The unit of t(kG) is the smash product of the unit of c(kG) and the canonical map
S° —• EG; only the lack of a unit prevents f(kG) from also being a ring G-spectrum.
The G-fixed point spectra of ring G-spectra are ring spectra. The essential point is
that there is an associative and commutative natural pairing [33, II.3.14]
(3.6)

u> : (kGf

A (k'G)G - (kG A k'G)G.

In contrast to the space level, u is not an equivalence. If JG is a naive ring G-spectrum,
then the natural map (jG)G —*

(UJG)G

is a ring map. Of course, the case when G acts

trivially on j is of particular interest.
We cannot expect t(kG) to be functorial in G since classical Tate cohomology is not
functorial in G. However, we do have restriction and transfer maps satisfying all of the
usual properties. That is, the collection {f(fc#)(X)} for H C G specifies a Mackey functor
(see Sections 6 and 20). This is a direct consequence of the following easy observation.
Recall that EG regarded as an if-space is a model for EH, and similarly for EG.
PROPOSITION

3.7. Let kn denote kc regarded as an H-spectrum for H c G.

regarded as H-spectra, f(kc),

C(&G)>

and t(ko) are equivaJent to f(kn),

respectively.
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There is a more subtle result along the same lines. The forgetful functor from Gspectra to iif-spectra has both a left adjoint G KH (?) and a right adjoint FH[G, ?). These
two functors are equivalent when H has finite index in G, but in general they differ by a
suitable suspension. The results [33; II.4.3, 4.9, and 6.2] imply the following commutation
relations.
PROPOSITION

3.8. Let kn be an H-spectrum.

Then the following comber sequences of

G-spectra are canonically equivalent:
G

*H

f{kH) -> G xH c(kH)

t(kH)

^GKH

and
f(G xH kH) - c{G KH kH) - t(G xH

kH).

Similarly, the following cofiber sequences of G-spectra are canonically equivalent:
f(FH[G, kH)) - c(FH[G, kH)) - t ( F H [ G , kH))
and
FH[G,f(kH))

- FH[G,c(kH))

-

FH[G,t(kH)).
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§4. Completion at the augmentation ideal of the Burnside ring
We introduced completions of G-spectra at ideals of the Burnside ring A(G) in [25].
Let J C A(G) be the augmentation ideal. The following result, which will be proven
shortly, may be viewed as a formalization of the intuition that completion at / is intimately
connected with the kind of invariance displayed in Proposition 1.1. Of course, completion
at J only makes sense for genuine G-spectra since the starting point of the construction
is the natural action of A(G) =

7T§(SG)

on G-spectra. Until Proposition 4.20, we restrict

attention to finite groups in this section.
THEOREM

4.1. Let G be finite. Then c{kc) Is I-complete for any G-spectrum kc> If kc

is bounded below, then f{kc) and therefore £(&G) are aiso I-complete. If G is a p-group
and kc is bounded below, then t(kG) is p-complete.
The last statement follows from the topological fact that t(kG) is nonequivariantly
contractible and the algebraic fact that, for any Mackey functor M, J-adic completion
agrees with p-adic completion on the kernel of 7r* : M(G/G) —• M(G/e), IT : G/e —• G/G.
Since /(KUG)

and t(KUG) are not /-complete (see Theorem 13.1), the bounded below

hypothesis is essential. As explained in [25, §4], the Atiyah-Segal completion theorem and
the Segal conjecture imply that e : kc —• &(&G0

1S a

completion at J when kc is

KUG,

KOG, or SG- In the last case, we can conclude from Diagram (D) that /±SG —• £(£G) is
also a completion at J. In general, the map e : kc —• &(&G) 1S a completion at J if and only
if the cohomology theory represented by (&G)/ carries G-maps which are nonequivariant
equivalences to isomorphisms, and this holds if and only if the left derived functors LQ and
L[ of J-adic completion vanish on (koYiX)

whenever X is a nonequivariantly contractible

G-spectrum.
The last statement holds since we have short exact sequences
(4.2)

0 - • L[(Yn+1(X))

-+ ( Y / T W -• Lj(Y n (X)) -+ 0

for any G-spectra X and Y and any ideal J C A(G) [25, 3.3]. Under finite type hypotheses,
30
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these sequences reduce to isomorphisms

( r / T W - (Yn(x))$.

(4.3)

There is a simple and explicit construction of Y}A for any / . For a G A(G), let M(a)
be the fiber of SG —• Sola"1], where Sola"1] is the telescope of iterates of a : SG —• Self I = ( a i , . . . ,a fc ), let
(4.4)

M(/) = M(ai) A • • • A M(ak).

Up to equivalence, M(J) depends only on J and not on the choice of its generators, and
M(I) A M(I) ~ M{I).

By construction, we have a canonical map M(I) —• SG, and

completions at J are given by the induced maps
(4.5)

Y = F(SG,Y)

- F(M(I),Y)

= YTA.

In fact, completion at J is just Bousfield localization at M{I) [25, 2.2].
This construction of completions leads to a different way of thinking about completion
theorems. Returning to the augmentation ideal J, we note that the map M(I) —• SG is
a nonequivariant equivalence. By the Whitehead theorem, there is thus a unique map
£ : E°°£G+ -> M(I) over SG- By (4.5), we conclude that e : kG -> F(EG+,kG)

is a

completion at J if and only if the "completion conjecture map"
(4.6)

r : ( M / = F(M(I\

kG) - F(EG+, kG) = c(*G)

is an equivalence. See [25, §4] for discussion. This is a question about the cohomology
theory &£., and it virtually demands consideration of the corresponding question about the
homology theory kf: when is the "cocompletion conjecture map"
(4.7)

£* = 1 A £ : kG A EG+ ^ kG A M(I)

an equivalence? We shall prove the following very surprising relationship between these
two questions. Although we find this result illuminating, it is something of a digression
and will not be used later.
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THEOREM

4.8. Let ko be a ring G-spectrum . Then the map £* of (4.7) is an equivalence

if and only if t(kc) is a rational G-spectrum and the map £* of (4.6) is an equivalence.
When these equivalent conditions hold, f±{ko)I^

and £(&£)/

are

trivial, hence c(kc) is the

completion at I of both ko and f{kc)In the case of KUG and KOG, £* is an equivalence by the Atiyah-Segal completion
theorem, £* was proven to be an equivalence by the first author in [22], and the rationality
of the Tate spectra will be proven independently in Section 19.
Clearly these results on X-theory are very special. In particular, if kG is bounded
below and £(fcc?)7 is trivial, then t(kG) is itself trivial, by Theorem 4.1. Aside from the Ktheory spectra, the only examples we know of for which the cocompletion conjecture map
is an equivalence are the obvious ones, namely free G-spectra kc and rational G-spectra
kG such that fe - fe A EG.
To begin the proof of Theorem 4.8, we see that £* is an equivalence if £* is an equivalence by the following general observation of Adams.
LEMMA

4.9. Let kc be a ring G-spectrum and

a : X —• Y is a map such that 1 A a :

TUG

fccAX^

be a kc-module G-spectrum.

If

&G A Y is an equivalence, then the

following maps are also equivalences:
1 A a : mG A X -+ mG A Y and F(a, 1) : F(Y,mG)
PROOF:

Equivalently, if kc A Z is trivial, then so are

first, m<3 A Z is a retract of TUG A kc A Z.

TUG A

-+ F{X, mG).
Z and F(Z,

TUG)-

For the second, the adjoint <j> of a map

(/>: W —* F(Z, TUG) factors as the composite
/i(l A 4>)(rj A 1) : W A Z -> kG AW A Z ^ kG /\ mG --> mQ.
In particular, since c{kc) is a fcc-module G-spectrum, the map
(4.10)

For the

f* = 1 A £ : c(kG) A EG+ - c(kG) A M(I)
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is an equivalence if the map £* of (4.7) is an equivalence. This leads us to the following
formal part of Theorem 4.8.
PROPOSITION

4.11. The map £* of (4.7) is an equivalence if and only if the maps £* of

(4.6) and £* of (4.10) are both equivalences.
PROOF:

By Proposition 1.1, the left arrow in the commutative square
kG KEG+

• kG A M(I)

cG(kG) A EG+

• cG(kG) A M(I)

is always an equivalence. Since completion at J is Bousfield localization at M(I), the right
arrow is an equivalence if and only if e : kG —• c(kG) is a completion at I, and this holds
if and only if the map £* of (4.6) is an equivalence. The conclusion follows.
To tie in rationality considerations, let M(I) denote the cofiber of M{I) —> SG. We
have a map of cofiber sequences
EG+

• S°

(4.12)
M(I)

S°

• EG

r
•M(I).

Therefore the map £* of (4.7) is an equivalence if and only if the map
(4.13)

&, = 1 A f : kG A EG -+ kG A M(I)

is an equivalence, and the map £* of (4.10) is an equivalence if and only if the map
(4.14)

£* = 1 A f : t(kG) = c(kG) AEG-+ c(kG) A M(I)

is an equivalence. The main point of Theorem 4.8 is the following result.
PROPOSITION

4.15. Let kG be a ring G-spectrum . Then t(kG) is rational if and only if

the map f* of (4.14) is an equivalence.
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PROOF: By Remark A. 14 below, the vertical arrows in (4.12) are rational equivalences. If
t(kc) is rational, then the map £* of (4.14) is a ring map and a rational equivalence with
rational domain. This implies that its target is also rational and thus that it itself is an
equivalence. For the converse, q acts invertibly on t(kc) for any G-spectrum he if Q is a
prime that does not divide |G|, by Corollary 11.5 below. The following three lemmas show
that p acts invertibly on t(ko) if the map £* of (4.14) is an equivalence and p is a prime
that does divide |G|. Observe that the assumption about the map (4.14) is inherited on
passage to subgroups (as in Proposition 3.7).
Recall the construction of M(I) in (4.4). Since M(I) —• SG is the smash product of
maps M(a) —> SG with cofibers Sczfa -1 ], where a runs through a finite set of generators
of J, M(I) has a finite filtration each of whose subquotients is of the form

SG[O:~X]

A Y for

some element a £ I and G-spectrum Y. This has the following consequence.
LEMMA

4.16. If G is a non-trivial p-group, then p acts invertibly on X A M(I) for any

G-spectrum X.
PROOF:

In A(G), p divides some power of any element a £ J. Therefore p acts invertibly

on each subquotient of the induced filtration o f l A M ( J ) .
Returning to our general finite group G, let p divide \G\ and let P be a p-Sylow
subgroup of G. For any G-spectrum &G, the composite
kG-+kGA

G/P+ — kG

of transfer and projection is multiplication by the element [G/P] G ^4(G), and kc A G/P+
is isomorphic to G Kp kp by [33, II.4.8]. Therefore, if multiplication by [G/P] is an
equivalence on kG, then kc is a wedge summand of G Kp kp.
LEMMA

4.17. IfX is a free G-spectrum and Y is a p-local G-spectrum , then multiplication

by [G/P] is an equivalence on X AY and on

F(X,Y).
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Since G+ is self-dual, the two cases are the same when X = (?+; the conclusion

PROOF:

holds in this case since multiplication by [G/P] agrees with multiplication by \G/P\ on
G + A Y.

The result holds for a wedge of free G-spectra X if it holds for each wedge

summand, and the conclusion follows by induction up the sequential filtration of X [33,
1.5.2].
LEMMA

4.18. If ho is a G-spectrum such that p acts invertibly on t(kp), then p acts

invertibly
PROOF:

ont(ko)'
Let Mp be the mod p Moore G-spectrum, that is, the cofiber of p : So —•

Then p acts invertibly on kc if and only if kc A Mp is trivial. Since f(kc)

SG-

is free and

c(ko) AMp is equivalent to F(EG+, kc AM P ), the previous lemma gives that multiplication
by [G/P] is an equivalence on both f(ko) A Mp and c(ko) A Mp and therefore also on
t(ko) A Mp. Since the hypothesis implies that t(kc) A Mp is trivial when regarded as a
P-spectrum, the conclusion follows.
The following observation implies the last statement of Theorem 4.8.
LEMMA

4.19. IfX is a G-spectrum such that 1 A£ : XAEG —• XAM(I)

is an equivalence,

then (X A EG)$ is trivial
PROOF:

Since completion at / is Bousfield localization at M(I), YTA is trivial if and only

if Y A M(I) is trivial, and M{I) A M{I) is trivial since M(I) A M(I) ~ M(I).
We must still prove Theorem 4.1. The following more general result is valid for any
compact Lie group G.
PROPOSITION 4.20. Let J he any finitely generated ideal contained in the augmentation
ideal I C A(G). Then the following conclusions hold.
(i) c(kc) is J-complete.
(ii) Any bounded below free G-CW spectrum Y is J-complete.
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If J is obtained from an ideal K by adding a new generator a, then (4.4) and (4.5)

imply that Y£ = (Y£)£ for any Y. Inductively, it suffices to prove the results for J = (a).
Since a is trivial as a nonequivariant map, the underlying nonequivariant spectrum of
Sola"1] is trivial and M(a) —• SG is a nonequivariant equivalence. Part (i) follows from
(4.5), adjunction, and Proposition 1.1. By (4.5) again, (ii) will hold if F(S[a~1],Y)

is

trivial. For any X, we have the exact sequence
0 -+ lim^EX, Y] G - • [X.FOSIa- 1 ], Y)] G -+ lim[X, Y] G -> 0,
where lim and lim1 are taken with respect to countable iteration of a : X —• X.
Y = G+AK,

If

then [X,Y]G = [X,ZdK] by [33, II.4.8 and 6.5], where X and K on the

right are underlying nonequivariant spectra. Since a is nonequivariantly trivial, the lim
and lim1 terms vanish. Taking K to be a wedge of spheres 5 n , and applying induction,
we see that the conclusion holds if Y is finite dimensional. If Y is bounded below and X
is finite, then all maps X —• Y factor through a fixed finite dimensional subcomplex of Y
and again the lim and lim1 terms vanish. Thus F(S[a~1]1 Y) has trivial homotopy groups.
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§5. Transfer and the fixed point spectra of Tate G-spectra
Transfer has played no overt role in setting up our basic definitions. However, it is
implicitly present, as we now explain.
Looking back at diagram (C) and recalling from Proposition 1.2 that its left vertical
map is a G-equivalence, we see that, up to equivalence, t(kG) can be viewed as the cofiber
of the evident composite.
(5.1)

kG A EG+ ->kG-+ F(EG+, kG).
As in (0.6), when we compute homology in integer degrees, we first smash with the G-

space X, then take G-fixed point spectra, and finally compute homotopy groups. Smashing
with X commutes with passage to cofibers. Taking fixed points commutes with fibers, by
inspection of definitions, hence commutes up to equivalence with cofibers. As pointed out
in Section 0, to pass to fixed points we must first apply the forgetful functor i* and then
pass to fixed points spacewise. Thus Tate homology is obtained by taking the homotopy
groups of the cofiber of the composite
(5.2)

(i*(kG A EG+ A X)f

-+ (i*(kG A X))G - (i*(F{EG+, kG) A

X)f.

Replacing X by i*X for a finite naive G-CW spectrum X, for generality, we here give
an equivalent description in terms of naive G-spectra, indexed on UG:, without reference
to the change of universe functors z* and i*. However, such a description certainly should
not be taken as a definition, since it necessarily encodes far less information. By Corollary
1.3, we may assume without loss of generality that kG = i*(jG) for a naive G-spectrum
jG.

Since n commutes with smash products, the domain of (5.2) now has the form

{i*i*(JG A EG+ A X))G.

The following specialization of [33, II.7.1] gives a purely naive

description of this spectrum.
THEOREM

5.3. For naive G-spectra X, there is a natural equivalence of spectra
r : (jG A EG+ A XAd^X)/G

- (i*u(jG A EG+ A X))G.
37
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The equivalence f is given by an appropriate transfer map. We sketch its construction.
To handle equivariance, we work with the semidirect product r = G x c G as the

ambient group, where c is the conjugation action of G on itself. Write G' for the subgroup
G x c e of T and write II for the normal subgroup e x c G, so that G = T/H. Write 'G
for G regarded as a left T-space with action given by (g,g')h = gg'hg-1.

We obtain a

T-homeomorphism from 'G to the orbit T/G' by sending h to the coset of (e, h). Define
e : T -+ G and (p : T - • G by e{g,g') = g and (f(g,gf) = ggf.
If Y is a free G-space and ip*Y denotes Y regarded as a G-space by pullback along <p,
then Y is G-homeomorphic to the orbit space (if*Y x fG)/U. The right way to think of
Y —• Y/G as an equivariant bundle is to regard the II-free T-space ip*Y as its associated
principal bundle, the T-space 'G = T/G' as its fibre, and the subgroup II of V as its
structural group. As usual, our definition of the transfer begins with an appropriate
definition of the "pretransfer" on the level of fibers.
Embed 'G in a T-representation V. The tangent T-bundle of 'G is trivial with fibre
A — Ad(G?), where T acts on A through e. The complement V — A of A under the
embedding of tangent spaces is also a representation of T, the normal T-bundle of the
embedding is 'G x (V - A), and we obtain a T-map t : Sv

—• 'G+ A SV~A

by the

f u

Pontryagin-Thom construction. Let the complete G-universe U be (U ) , where Uf is a
complete T-universe. Passing to suspension T-spectra (but leaving out notation for the
suspension spectrum functor) and desuspending by V — A, we obtain a pretransfer map
t: SA —• 'G+ of T-spectra indexed on U'.
Now let Y be a free naive G-spectrum, such as JG A EG+ AX.

By analogy with

the space level description given above, there is a sensible way of defining the "associated
principal II-free T-spectrum" determined by Y [33, II.7.4], and [33, II.7.5] explains how to
smash this spectrum with the map t and then pass to orbits over II to obtain a map
(5.4)

r : n((ZAY)/G) -

uY

of (7-spectra indexed on [/, where G acts trivially on (Y,AY)/G.
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transfer map
(5.5)

:(ZAY)/G^(i*uY)G.

f

By [33, II.7.1], this map is a natural equivalence.
For the target in (5.2), we have the following more elementary reduction to the naive
level; however, it is only valid for finite X.
THEOREM

5.6. For finite naive G-CW spectra X, there is a natural equivalence of naive

G-spectra
F(EG+JG
PROOF:

A X) ~ t*(F(BG+, ujG) A uX).

Since X is finite, the canonical map
F(£G+, ujG) A uX -+ F(EG+,i*jG

A i*X)

is an equivalence [33, III.2.8(ii)], and, by Lemma 0.1 and Proposition 1.1,
i*F(EG+,uJG*i*X)

S F(EG+,i*u(jGAX))

~

F(EG+JGAX).

Composing the equivalences of the previous two results with the maps induced by
(5.2), we obtain a natural map
(5.7)

r : (JG A EG+ A ZAd^X)/G

Our discussion shows that, with kG =
homotopy groups are

«*JG?

- (F(EG+JG A

X)f.

its cofiber is equivalent to (t(hG)AX)G,

whose

t(kG)*(X).

For a naive G-spectrum F , it is fashionable to call F(EG+,Y)G
point spectrum" of Y and to denote it by YhG.

the "homotopy fixed

The dual notion of the "homotopy orbit

spectrum" is {EG+ A Y)/G which, by analogy, is sometimes denoted YhG- With these
notations, (5.7) can be written as
(5.8)

r : (jG A E Ad < G >X) hG - (jo A X)hG.
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For a naive G-spectrum Y, Adem, Cohen, and Dwyer [4] define H(Y) to be the fiber

of a suitable transfer map from a spectrum they call (EG+ AG Y)&d to YhG.

They call

the homotopy groups of H(Y) the Tate homology groups of G with coefficients in Y.
While their description is different, (£G+ AG F ) a d is equivalent to ZAd(G>>YhG. Taking
Y = HZ A X, they claim that ir+(HY) gives the Tate-Swan and cyclic homology of X,
modulo the obvious difference in grading resulting from their description of H(Y) as a fiber
rather than a cofiber. (Our choice is dictated by the inherent logic of diagram (C) and the
fact that t(kG) should be a ring G-spectrum when kG is a ring G-spectrum.) However, as
the following observation makes clear, their claim is not correct for infinite complexes.
SCHOLIUM

5.9. Let G act trivially on X and HZ. Then (HZ A X)hG is equivalent to the
Its (—n)"1 homotopy group is the

product over s of the spectra F(BG+,K(H8(X),s)).
product over s of Hn+8(BG',H8(X)).

As a functor of X, this clearly fails to satisfy the

wedge axiom, whereas the homotopy groups of (HZ A T,Ad^X)hG

clearly do satisfy this

axiom. Therefore the homotopy groups of the fiber H(HZ A X) fail to satisfy the wedge
axiom.
The definitional framework of Weiss and Williams [47], especially their version of
function spectra, seems a bit ad hoc to us, so we will not attempt a precise comparison
of their definitions with ours. Rather, we show that our Tate spectra have the essential
properties they require in their applications. The following is the main point; compare [47,
§2].
THEOREM

5.10. Let G be finite. LetjG be a naive G-spectrum and write j for j G regarded

as a nonequivariant spectrum. Then the following diagram commutes. Here i : G —• EG
is determined by a choice of basepoint and N denotes the norm map Y,g : j —• j :
(jGAG+)/G

S j—2-^j

~

U

(1A»)/G
(jG A EG+)/G

F(EG+,j)

T

-

• F(EG+,jG)G
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Moreover, for any nonequivariant spectrum j ,
r : (j A G+ A EG+)/G -+ F(EG+,j A G+)c
is an equivalence.
PROOF:

The second statement is an immediate consequence of the case kc = i*j and

X = G+ of Proposition 2.4. Note that, as on the space level

(jG*G+)/G*(j/\G+)/G~j
since jo A G+ with its diagonal action by G is isomorphic to j A (7+ with its action by
G on the factor G+ [33, II.4.8 and II.4.15(iv)]. Expanding r via (5.2), with X = 5°, and
using the naturality of f, we see that the following diagram commutes and that traversal
of its periphery gives the composite around the bottom of the diagram of the statement.
j a (jG A G+)/G

• (ja A EG+)/G

i*it(jGAEG+)c

•*i.(j'AG+) +

F(EG+,i*ujGf

F{EG+,j)-

F(EG+,jG)c

Passing to adjoints, we may view r as a G-map i*j —• (i„j) A <?+, and it suffices to show
that its composite with the projection £ : (uj) A G+ —• z*j is Y,i*(g). Here u j acts as a
dummy variable, and [33, II.7.6] shows that r = 1 A t, where t : S —• E 0 0 ^ is the usual
transfer map. Explicitly, if V is the regular representation of G and G x V —• V is a tubular
neighborhood of the inclusion of basis elements G —• V, then £ is the desuspension by V of
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the Pontryagin-Thom map Sv —> G+ A Sv. The relevant comparison of definitions should
be clear from the fact that the map G —• V can be reinterpreted as an allowable choice of
the T-embedding 'G —• V that was the starting point of our construction of r. Incidentally,
it now follows that £ o r : i*j —• i*j is multiplication by the element [G] G A(G). Since the
Pontryagin-Thom map just cited is a pinch map suitable for computing sums, it is easily
checked (by use of [33, II.4.8 and 4.15(iii)]) that { o r does indeed coincide with Y,i*(g).
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Part II: Eilenberg-Maclane G-spectra and the spectral sequences
§6. Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectra and their associated theories
In this and the following two sections, we study the cohomology theories represented
by t(HM) for an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HM.

We are particularly interested in

their coefficient groups, which we think of as topologically defined algebraic invariants of
the group. In principle, there are at least three ways to get at these theories. In favorable
cases, namely finite groups and the circle and unit quaternion groups, these theories can be
obtained as hypercohomology groups defined by mixing canonical algebraic complexes and
singular or cellular cochain complexes. In the same cases, as we shall prove in Sections
11 and 14, we can realize these mixed algebraic and topological cochain complexes by
appropriate topologically defined cellular cochain groups. Our present point of view is
that both of these cochain level approaches are calculational devices for the study of the
topologically defined, represented, theories. We prefer to understand the latter before
restricting attention to special cases.
Let G b e a compact Lie group of dimension d and let G denote its finite group TTQ(G)
of components. Let OS be the full subcategory of the stable category of G-spectra whose
objects are the suspension spectra of orbits G/H+. A Mackey functor M is an additive
contravariant functor OS —• Ab, written M(G/H)

on the object Eg5G/H+. For finite

G, this is equivalent to the standard definition of Dress [17], by [33, V.9.9]. For any G,
M(G/e) is a G-module, which we denote by UM (and think of as the underlying G-module
of M). For a G-spectrum X and an integer n, we have the rr

homotopy group Mackey

functor 7£n(X). Its value on G/H is
irn(XH) = [Sn,X)H

= [G/H+ A 5 n , X ] G ,

and its contravariant functorality on OS is obvious.
By [32], for a Mackey functor M, there is an Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectrum HM,
unique up to equivalence, whose only nonvanishing homotopy group Mackey functor is
43
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T£JQ{HM)

= M. Maps HM —• HM' correspond bijectively to maps M —• M' of Mackey

functors. We will prove shortly that, as suggested by Proposition 1.1, the bottom row of
Diagram (D) for HM depends only on UM. The proof is based on an understanding of the
relationship among G-modules, Mackey functors, and G-spectra, and this understanding
will be critical to our study of products in Section 8. Let Z[G] and M[G] denote the
categories of Z[6r]-modules and of Mackey functors over G.
LEMMA

6.1. The functor U : M[G] -+ Z[G] has a left adjoint F, so that
RomM[G](FV, M) S Hornby, UM)

for a Mackey functor M and a G-module V. Moreover, UFV = V.
As a left adjoint, the functor F is right exact. It is not left exact, and it has left
derived functors L*F, i > 0, with L0F = F; see [12, V§§2,3]. The topology realizes this
algebraic fact in a rather remarkable fashion.
THEOREM

6.2. There is a functor L from Z[G] to the stable category of connective

G-spectra such that 7£0(LV) = FV and L is exact, in the sense that it transforms
short exact sequences 0 —• V -+ V —> V" —• 0 of G-modules to cofihration sequences
LV —• LV —» LV" of G-spectra . If G\ denotes the component of the identity element of
G, then
itf (L(Z[G) 0 A)) £ Hi-.d{BGi+\ A) for any Ahelian group A and all i > 0.
If G is finite, then
TiiiLV) 2 LiFV for any G-module V and all i > 0;
moreover, ifV = Z[G] <8> A, then t(LV) is trivial and LV ~ f(LV) -
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6.3. Let M be a Mackey functor and let V = UM. Then the following three

cofibration sequences are canonically G-equivalent:
f(HM)
f(HFV)

—• c(HM) —
—• c{HFV) —•

t(HM),
t(HFV),

and
f(LV) —+ c{LV) —+ t(LV).
Therefore, if M and M' are Mackey functors such that UM = UM', then the norm
cofibration sequences of HM and HM' are canonically G-equivalent.
Except for the part about LV, this is immediate from Lemma 6.1 and Proposition 1.1:
the identity map on V extends uniquely to a map of Mackey functors FV —• M, and the
resulting map HFV —• HM induces an equivalence of bottom rows of Diagram (D). By
Corollary 1.5, the theorem specializes as follows to trivial G-modules and split G-spectra.
EXAMPLE

M(G/e)

6.4: Let M be a Mackey functor such that the natural map M(G/G) —•

= V is a split epimorphism; thus G acts trivially on V.

Then the split G-

spectra HM, HFV, LV, and i*HV all have equivalent / , c, and t G-spectra, where HV
is the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum (regarded as a naive G-spectrum with trivial action).
FV and the "constant Mackey functor" V_ with V_(G/H) = V and with identity restriction
maps (see [33, V.9.10]) give two different examples of Mackey functors M with UM = V.
The results stated above will be proven in the next section. They allow us to make the
following definition. Modulo variant grading conventions, it includes the Tate and cyclic
homology and cohomology theories. Our gradings are dictated by the usual definitions
of represented homology and cohomology theories and by a shift of dimensions resulting
from the fact that the dual of G+ is G+ A S~d, so that the homology theories represented
by Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectra fail to satisfy the dimension axiom unless G is finite.
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In fact, this last observation leads to a deeper, and definitive, topological motivation for
our choices, but we prefer not to explain this until Section 20. For if*, if*, and if*, our
gradings agree with the others that we have seen in the literature, but gradings of the
other three functors tend to vary from source to source.
DEFINITIONS

6.5. Let V be a G-module and let M be any Mackey functor such that

UM = V. For G-spectra X and integers n, define
H%-d(X; V) = f(HM)n(X)

and

H£(X; V) =

c(HM)n(X);

H%_d(X; V) = c(HM)n(X)

and

ifg(X; V) =

f(HM)n(X);

H%_d(X; V) = t(HM)n(X)

and

ifS(X; V) =

t(HM)n(X).

When X = S°, we delete it from the notation, writing

HQ(V),

etc.

The differing decorations on H for / and c are suggested by Proposition 2.1, which
tells us that the first two groups specialize to the appropriate homology and cohomology
groups of the Borel construction when G acts trivially on V; compare Example 6.4. In
this and the next few sections, we concentrate on the case X = 5°, thinking of Definitions
6.5 as giving invariants of groups. For finite G, they are the standard invariants by the
following consequence of Theorems 6.2 and 6.3. For the moment, let H*(G, V) denote
Tate cohomology as defined in [12, XII§2].
PROPOSITION

6.6. Let G be finite. Then there are natural identifications

H°{V) = T o r f ^ Z , V), 1*3(10 = ExtS[G](Z, V), and flg(V) =
PROOF:

Hn(G,V).

Note first that, by connectivity and obstruction theory, H„ and ifg are identically

zero for n < 0. All three functors on the right admit standard axiomatizations, and we need
only verify the axioms. By Theorem 6.3, we may view the theories on the left as /(LV)*,
c(LV)*, and t(LV)*. Theorem 6.2 then gives the required long exact sequences in all three
theories and shows that they agree with the theories on the right when specialized to free
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HQ*(V)

=

VG = V/IV, where J is the augmentation ideal of Z[G], and H%{V) = VG. To complete
the check of axioms for

HQ(V),

it suffices to compute H%G{V) for any one i, and the norm

sequence implies that HG(V) = HlG{V) for all positive i. Alternatively, the norm sequence
and Theorem 5.10 imply that 8%(V) S

H°(G,V).
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§7. Mackey functors and coefficient systems
We must prove Lemma 6.1 and Theorems 6.2 and 6.3. The main arguments depend
on the relationship between coefficient systems and Mackey functors, which is the algebraic
counterpart of the relationship between naive G-spectra and genuine G-spectra .
We first give an algebraic proof of Lemma 6.1, which is actually an instance of a general
categorical result. An alternative topological proof will drop out of the construction of the
functor L of Theorem 6.2.
ALGEBRAIC P R O O F OF LEMMA

6.1: Write G/H+ for Sg ) G/if + . The essential point is

that [G+,G+)G = Z[G). If V = Z[G], we let FV be the represented Mackey functor
(FV)(G/H)

—

[G/H+,G+]G-

The isomorphism of Lemma 6.1 is formal in this case.

Extend F to free Z[G]-modules by additivity. For a general V, let Pi —• P0 —• V —• 0 be
the initial segment of a resolution by free Z[G]-modules on specified bases and define FV to
be the cokernel of the induced map FP\ —• FPo- By a standard comparison of resolutions
argument, FV is independent of the choice of the resolution, and the isomorphism of
Lemma 6.1 follows by a comparison of exact sequences.
We next recall the definition of coefficient systems. Let AfOS be the full subcategory
of the stable category of naive G-spectra whose objects are the suspension spectra of orbits
G/H+. As is easily checked, the group of morphisms G/H+ —• G/K+ in AfOS can be
identified with the ordinary (reduced) integral homology group Ho((G/K)+).

A coefficient

system R is an additive contravariant functor AfOS —• Ab, written R(G/H) on the object
G/H+. Again, UR = R(G/e) is a G-module.
Let C[G] denote the category of coefficient systems. The analog of Lemma 6.1 for coefficient systems is trivial: we identify the category of G-modules with the full subcategory
of coefficient systems V such that V(G/H) = 0 for H ^ e, and we find immediately that
(7.1)

Homc [G] (F, M) £* Hom^(F, UM).

In particular, the identity map of V lifts uniquely to a map of coefficient systems V —• R
48
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for any coefficient system R such that UR = V.
For a coefficient system R, there is a naive Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectrum HR,
unique up to equivalence, whose only nonvanishing homotopy group coefficient system
is

7TQ(HR)

= R. Maps HR —• HRf correspond bijectively to maps R —» Rf of coefficient

systems. A naive Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectrum HR comes from a genuine EilenbergMacLane G-spectrum if and only if R comes from a Mackey functor.
Formally, following Lewis [31], let s : AfOS —• OS denote the functor given by
application of z* to orbits and let 5* denote the forgetful functor from Mackey functors
to coefficient systems that is obtained by precomposition with s. Then i*HM — Hs*M.
When we write HV below, we mean the naive Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectrum associated
to the G-module V regarded as the coefficient system specified by
V(G/e) = V

and

V(G/H) = 0 for H ^ e.

DEFINITION 7.2. For a coefficient system R, let LR be the G-spectrum uHR and let s*R
be the Mackey functor 7£0(i*HR). Write LV and s*V for these functors on G-modules V
regarded as coefficient systems.
PROPOSITION

7.3. The functor 5* : C[G] -* M[G] is left adjoint to the forgetful functor

s* : M[G]-> C[G).
For a coefficient system R we can attach cells to i*HR to kill its higher homotopy

PROOF:

groups and so obtain a map 1: i*HR —• H]i0(i*HR) that induces the identity on 71^. For
a Mackey functor M, 1 induces an isomorphism on
rIomM[G](s*R,M)

= [H1LQ{UHR),HM}G

£* [HR,i*HM]G
REMARK

S

HQ(?;M)

=

[?,HM]G-

Therefore

[UHR,HM]G

= [HR,Hs*M)G

= Homc [G] (#,s*M).

7.4: Lewis [31, 4.5] proved the existence of the left adjoint s* by quoting a general

categorical criterion for the existence of adjoints. As a matter of category theory, s*R is
a certain coend, and [31, 4.8] gives a direct, but necessarily quite complicated, algebraic
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description. The functor u from naive G-spectra to genuine G-spectra somehow builds
in this algebra. In general, there are many ways to furnish a given coefficient system R
with transfer maps that make it into a Mackey functor M. The identity map of R = s*M
has an adjoint map s*R —• M of Mackey functors for every such M. The price of this
universality is that it cannot be true that s*s*R = R except in the very special case when
R(G/H) = 0 for H ^ e, when there are no non-zero transfer maps to furnish.
P R O O F OF THEOREM

6.2: By the uniqueness of adjoints, s*V = FV since Us* = U.

That is, T£0(LV) = FV. The functor H from coefficient systems to naive G-spectra carries
short exact sequences to cofibrations and the functor i+ preserves cofibrations, hence L is
exact. Now let V = Z[G] <8> A for an Abelian group A. We may take HV to be the naive
G-spectrum G+ A EG+ A HA. In fact, the computation of fixed point spectra of naive
G-spectra is easy, and, if H ^ e, then (G+ A EG+ A HA)H is trivial since EGH is empty.
As a nonequivariant spectrum, G + A EG+ A HA ~ G + A HA, and its zero*'" homotopy
group is V. By [33, II.6.5 and II.7.2] and a standard Serre spectral sequence argument, we
find that
7T?(L(Z[G] 0 A)) = ir?(nHV)

3 ^(EG^

A uHA)

S )r $ (5 A d ( G l ) A Gl EG1+ A HA)
"H.i&BGx+iA).
Finally, suppose that G is finite.
w^LV)

By the axioms for derived functors, to prove that

= LiFV for all G-modules V it only remains to prove that n^LV)

= 0 for

i > 0 when V = Z[G] ® A. Here, since G+ A EG+ ~ G + ,
LV~G+MmHA~c(LV).
By [33, II.6.5],

TT?(LV)

= H+(G/H+;A).

Since G+ is self-dual and EG A G+ is trivial,

t(LV) is trivial by a standard duality equivalence.
P R O O F OF THEOREM

6.3: Let M be any Mackey functor with UM = V. The identity

map of V lifts uniquely to a map of coefficient systems V —• s*M. We have an induced
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map of G-spectra
LV = KHV -> i*Hs*M = ui*HM.
By Proposition 1.1 and Lemma 0.1, both this map and the natural map e : i*i*HM —» HM
induce G-equivalences of bottom rows in Diagram (D).
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§8. Products in the theories associated to Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectra
We need a multiplicative elaboration of Theorem 6.3 to introduce product pairings
in all of the theories of Definition 6.5 and, later, to study products in our generalized
Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences. The categories of coefficient systems and of Mackey
functors, in common with all such categories of additive functors, have their own internal
tensor products; see e.g. [30], [40], [48]. In view of the invariance properties of the theories
of interest to us here, we do not need an algebraic understanding of these products, and
we therefore simply define them topologically by
(8.1)

M®M'

= ?L0{HM A HM').

By killing the higher homotopy groups of HM A HM', we obtain a canonical map
i : HM A HM' -+ H(M <g> M').
Since i induces an isomorphism on

—

HQ{7-,M")

[?,HM"]G,

pairings of G-spectra

HM A HM' —• HM" are in bijective correspondence with pairings M ® M' —• M".
These tensor products of coefficient systems and of Mackey functors extend the tensor
product of G-modules in the sense that
U{M®M')

=

UM®UM'.

To see this, just observe that we are here computing the zero

homotopy group of the

smash product of two ordinary Eilenberg-MacLane spectra and then remembering the
actions. Thus a pairing HM A HM' —• HM" of G-spectra or, equivalently, a pairing
M <8> M' —> M" of Mackey functors induces a pairing UM <g> UM' —• UM" of G-modules;
we say that the former pairing realizes the latter one. Such a pairing gives rise to the
following special case of the norm pairing diagram of (3.4):

(8.2)

f(HM) A f(HM')

• c(HM) A c(HM')

• t(HM) A t(HM')

f{HM")

>c{HM")

>t(HM").

J

I

52
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This gives compatible pairings in the theories of Definition 6.5, and these are welldefined by the following elaboration of Theorem 6.3.
THEOREM

8.3. Let a : V<g)V —• V" be a pairing ofG-modules. Then there are canonically

induced pairings of G-spectra
LVALV'^LV"

and HFV AHFV' -+ HFV"

that realize a on 7To, and their induced norm pairing diagrams are canonically equivalent.
IfHMAHM'

—• HM" also realizes a, then its norm pairing diagram is canonically equiv-

alent to these norm pairing diagrams, hence any two realizations give rise to canonically
equivalent diagrams.
PROOF:

Clearly we have ^(HV

A HV) = V 0 V , so that a induces a map

HV A HV -+ H(V (8) V) -> HV".
Applying i* and using that it commutes with smash products, we obtain
LV A LV = uHV A nHV

- • uHV" = LV".

Killing higher homotopy groups and using obstruction theory, this gives
HFV AHFV

-* HFV".

Given any other realization HM A HM' —• HM", we obtain the following commutative
diagram. Its horizontal arrows are those used to prove Theorem 6.3.
Hs*V A Hs«V <— nHV A i*HV —• i*i*HM A i*i*HM' —• HM A HM'

Hs*V" <
nHV"
• ni*HM"
• HM".
To see that the right rectangle commutes, pass to adjoints and note that the following
diagram commutes by inspection on the zeroth homotopy group coefficient system level:
HV A HV

• Hs*M A Hs*M'

HV"

>Hs*M".
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Similarly, an elaboration of the proof of Proposition 6.6 shows that these topologically

defined pairings agree with the usual algebraic pairings when G is finite. This is particularly
important to us since, in contrast with Proposition 6.6, we do not have an alternative chain
level proof in the case of Tate cohomology.
PROPOSITION

8.4. IfGis

finite, then the equivalences

H°(V) = Tor? G l(Z, V),

flS(V)

= Extg [G] (Z, V), and H£(V) = Hn(G, V)

carry the pairings just introduced on the left sides to the usual algebraic pairings on the
right sides.
PROOF:

Since the smash product of a cofiber sequence with a G-spectrum is a cofiber

sequence, easy diagram chases show that the pairings on the left commute appropriately
with connecting homomorphisms. As a matter of algebra, an elaboration of [12, XII§5]
shows that it suffices to check the conclusions on Hg(V) <8> H${V)

and H%{V) 0 H%(V)

when V = Z[G] 0 A and V = Z[G] 0 A' and on HlG(V) 0 HJG(Vf) for any one pair
In all three cases, it suffices to check on the identity pairings to V 0 V.

(ij).

The first two

cases are easily checked by diagram chases from the calculation in degree zero given in the
proof of Theorem 6.2. As in the proof of Proposition 6.6, the third case follows directly
from the second.
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§9. Chain level calculation of the coefficient groups
In this section and the next, we shall be concerned with chain complexes that come
from filtered G-spectra with free subquotients, and we must first explain precisely how to
pass from the topology to algebra.
Let W = UWp, p e Z, where each Wp - • Wp+l and Wp -* W is a cofibration, and
let W = Wp /Wp~1. If we were just given a sequence of G-spectra and maps, we could
use the telescope construction to arrange to have cofibrations as specified. Assume that
W9 is equivalent to G+ A Kp, where Kp is the wedge of copies of the sphere spectrum Sp.
As usual, we have the geometric boundary map
d : W9 ~ CiyVp-x -> Wp) - • EW^" 1 - • E(W r p - 1 /^ r p " 2 ) = SW*" 1 .
Let kc be a G-spectrum with underlying nonequivariant spectrum k. Taking the
induced nitrations of kc A W and of F(W, kc) and passing to G-homotopy groups, we
obtain exact couples and spectral sequences. (See Appendix B for details.) They satisfy
E

L = *&•,<&*)

and

E™ = h^W*),

and d1 and d\ are induced by d.
We can compute d1 and di in terms of ordinary integral homology and cohomology.
To see this, let G have dimension d and recall that D(G+) = G + A S~d. By [33, II.4.7,
II.4.8, and II.6.5], we have
(9.1)

k°(G+AKp)^k*(Y,dKp)

and

A£(G+ A Kp) S k*(Kp).

As written, these isomorphisms are natural in Kp but not in G+ A Kp. However, a G-map
G+ A Jp —• G + A K p , where J p and X p are both wedges of p-spheres, is determined by
its nonequivariant restriction Jp —• G+ A Kp, which is given by a collection of elements in
the homotopy group

TTP(G+

A Kp). Remembering that our homology groups are reduced,

we see that the Hurewicz and Kunneth theorems give isomorphisms
TTP(G+ A Kp) S HP(G+ A Kp) S tf0(G+) 0 i^ P (X p ) = Z(5] 0 ^p(X p ),
55
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where G — 7To(G). The action of G on ko induces an action of G on Is*, and (9.1) can be
rewritten in the following forms:
(9.2)

*p+«(G+ A Kp) S kq.d ®c HP{G+ A Kp)

(9.3)

*&+9(G+ A Kp) S Hom^(# p (G+ A Kp), kq).

These descriptions correctly encode the naturality in G+ A Kp and thus tell us how to
compute d1 — d* and d± = d* in terms of integral homology and cohomology. Note that
the right sides depend only on G actions.
These isomorphisms suggest the following algebraic definition. We write W_ for a
G-spectrum W with a given filtration as specified above.
DEFINITION 9.4. Define a chain complex CAW) of G-modules by letting
CP(W) = HP{WP) = HP(G+ A Kp) s Z[G] 0

HP{KP),

with differential d*. For a G-module V, define H* (Wj V) and H* (Wj V) to be the homology
of CAW) ®-gV and Hom^(C*(H0, V), respectively.
The reader is warned that, in this generality, these homology and cohomology groups
need not calculate anything of topological interest. The underline on W is meant to
emphasize that they may depend on the given filtration and not just on the homotopy
type of W.
While the theories displayed in Definition 6.5 often have chain level descriptions of this
general sort, we have not succeeded in proving that they always do. The problem arises in
filtering the variable X. Taking X = 5°, we can give such a chain level calculation of the
coefficient groups in all cases. We describe how to do this in the rest of this section.
Choose a model for EG as a free G-CW complex with finite skeleta EGP.
G is finite, the bar construction B(G,G,*)

When

is a suitable model, but the natural filtra-

tion on B(G, G, *) is not the skeletal filtration of a G-CW structure in general. We can
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embed any G in a unitary group U(n) and take EG to be the infinite Stiefel variety
U(C°° 0 C°°)/e x U(C°°), regarded as a G-space via the inclusion of G = G x e in
U(n) x U(C°°). Since U(2k)/e x U(k) is a smooth compact G-manifold, it is triangulable
as a finite G-CW complex. It is convenient to let EGP be empty for p < 0 and to filter
EG+ by the £ G * .
We also need a suitable filtration of EG. We have EG = S° U C(EG+), and we give
it, or rather its suspension G-spectrum, the "filtration"
( S°UC(EGp+-1)
£G P =1 S°

(9.5)

I D(EG-P~d)

ifp>0
if - <2 < p < 0

\ip<-d.

We use the telescope construction to convert this to an actual filtration of a G-spectrum
equivalent to EG without change of notation. Replacing EGP by S° for p > 0, we obtain
a compatible filtration of the zero sphere spectrum 5°. Note that E12G+ = EG/S°; the
quotient filtration of E£G+ is that specified explicitly by (££G+) P =

^(EG^T1).

This strange looking filtration is arranged so as to ensure that, for all integers p,
P

EG /EGP~1

= G + A Kp where Kp is equivalent to a wedge of finitely many p-spheres.

For p > 1 this quotient is clearly equivalent to T,EGP~1 /EGP~2. Up — 1, it is equivalent to
EE'G^.. If — d < p < 0, it is trivial. For p < — d, the implicit maps are duals of inclusions,
and the j r " subquotient is equivalent to
XD(EG-p-d+1/EG-p-d)
Of course, D(K~p~d+1)

= ££>(G+ A K~p-d+l)

- £ G + A S~d A D ( t f - p - d + 1 ) .

is a finite wedge of spheres Sp~hd~1.

The following explicit examples will be central to our study of the circle and unit
quaternion groups.
EXAMPLE

9.6: Let T be the group of unit complex numbers and let V = C regarded as

the canonical representation of T. The union S(ooV) of the unit spheres S(qV) is a model
for ET and the union S°°v of the SqV is a model for ET. We give ET the filtration
ET2p = ET2^1

= SpV

for all integers p.
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Here the successive odd filtration quotients are
ET2p+1/ET2p

* (Sv/S°)

A SpV = (ET+) A SpV 2 E 2 p + 1 T+.

Analogously, let U be the group of unit quaternions. Let V = H regarded as the canonical
representation of U and define
EV4p = El)4**-1 = EU*P~2 = EU 4 p " 3 = SpV for all integers p.
Then
EV4p+1/EV4p
REMARK

^ Sv/S°

A SpV = EU+ A SpV 2 E 4 p + 1 U+.

9.7: We emphasize that the filtration on EG is not the skeletal filtration of a

structure of free G-CW spectrum. A free G-CW spectrum X is equivalent to EG+ A X,
but £G+ A EG is trivial. However, each pair (EG, EGP) is equivalent relative to EGP to
a relative free G-CW spectrum, as is proven by an inductive argument from the form of
the filtration subquotients. The point is just the obvious distinction between relative and
absolute free G-CW spectra.
Now return to the context of Definition 6.5, with X = S°. Of course, there are only
three distinct sequences of invariants of groups here since, as with the coefficient groups
of any G-spectra, we have
f(HM)n

= f(HM)~n,

c(HM)n = c(HM)~n,

and t(HM)n

=

t(HM)~n.

Nevertheless, we shall give six chain level prescriptions.
THEOREM

9.8. Let V be any G-module and let M be any Mackey functor such that

UM = V. Then there are canonical isomorphisms
H%_d(V) = f(HM)n

2 Hn-d(EG+;

V)

and flg(V) = c(HM)n s Hn(EG+; V);

H%_d(V) = c(HM)n £ Hn_d(S°; V)

and H%{V) = f(HM)n

H%_d(V) = t{HM)n S Hn-d(EG; V)

and

H£{V) = t(HM)n
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The proof of the theorem will be immediate once we set up and prove the convergence
of our spectral sequences in the next section. To see its consistency, note that Cr(Y,EG+) =
CP-\(EG+).

We have a short exact sequence of chain complexes

(9.9)

0 -> C*(S°) -+ Cm{EG) ->

Q.(SJEG+)

-+ 0,

and it gives rise to the norm sequences of Proposition 2.3 for he = HM and X = 5°.
Of course, since we started with a free (2-CW complex EG and any two choices of EG
are cellularly homotopy equivalent, the evident homotopy invariance of the conclusion was
only to be expected.
The essential point is that these are eminently computable algebraic invariants of
compact Lie groups. Since EG/G = BG is a CW-complex with the obvious quotient cells,
we have the following immediate corollary, which gives complete information when G is
connected. It could also be derived from Propositions 2.1 and 2.3.
COROLLARY

9.10. Suppose that d > 0 and G acts trivially on V. Then

H°(V) = f(HM)n+d

a Hn(BG+; V),

flg(V)

= c(HM)n £ Hn(BG+; V),

and
( Hn(BG+;V)
if0<n
H%(V) = t(HM) * I 0
if
-d<n<0
{ 7f_ n _ 1 _ d ( J BG + ; V) ifn < -d - 1.
Of course, the analog when d = 0 and thus G is finite is familiar: the same conclusions
hold except that HQ1^) and HQ(V) are now the kernel and cokernel of \G\ : V —• V.
n

REMARK

9.11: We do not know how to compute products in

HQ(V)

in general. However,

if G is connected and V is a field, then the methods of Benson and Carlson [6] can be
adapted to give complete information. The essential point is that t(HFV) is a c(HFV)module spectrum. Let x and y be elements of degrees m and n. If m > 0 and n > 0, xy is
the usual cup product. Restricting to skeleta and using a comparison between equivariant
and nonequivariant duality [33, III.2.12], we find that xy is the usual cap product if m > 0
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and n < —ra. If G has p-rank at least 2, where char V = p, then xy = 0 in the remaining
cases. The p-rank 1 cases are U(l), SU(2), and 50(3) at p ^ 2 (where it is equivalent to
SU(2)). Here we have the evident periodic products; see Section 14.
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§10. The / , c, and t Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences
We will have two variants of our spectral sequences which will coincide when both are
defined and well-behaved. One is based on a filtration of the variable X and the other is
based on the Postnikov filtration of &<?• The general theory is explained in Appendix B,
which includes a discussion of convergence. With the language there, we are only interested
in our spectral sequences when they are both relevant and conditionally convergent; we
then say that they are potentially convergent. Theorem B.6 explains in terms of the
behavior of higher differentials what more is needed to ensure strong convergence to the
specified target groups.
The following somewhat ad hoc definition describes what is needed to set up our first
spectral sequences. Recall the filtrations of EG+,S°, and EG described in the previous
section.
DEFINITION

10.1. Let X be a G-CW spectrum with skeleta Xn.

We say that X is

calculable if, for W any ofEG+, S°, and EG, W A X can be given a filtration {(W A X)p |
p € Z}, arranged as an increasing sequence of G-cofibrations, such that the following
properties are satisfied.
(i) Each subquotient (W A X)P/(W

A A")*"1 is equivalent to a G-spectrum G+ A Kp,

where Kp is a wedge ofp-sphere G-spectra.
(ii) The maps EG+ A X - • S° A X -» EG A X are filtration-preserving.
(Hi) If X is bounded below, then the filtrations ofEG+ A X is bounded below in the sense
that (EG+ A X)p — * for p sufficiently small.
(iv) If X is finite, then, for each p, there exist non-negative integers r and s such that
WpAXc(WA

X)p+r and (W A X)p C Wp+S A X.

These seem to be the minimal conditions needed to set up spectral sequences with
both calculable ^ - t e r m s and reasonable convergence properties. Here (i) will be used to
identify ^2-terms, (ii) will ensure the compatibility of the / , c, and t spectral sequences,
61
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and (iii) and (iv) will be used in convergence arguments. The obvious product filtrations
on EG+ A X, S° A X, and EG A X show that any X is calculable when G is finite. More
generally, the product filtrations show that X is calculable if all of its cells have orbit type
of the form G/H where H has finite index in G. In Section 14, we shall construct different
filtrations which show that any X is calculable when G is S1. Unfortunately, for general
positive dimensional groups, calculability seems to be a stringent condition on X.
PROBLEM

10.2: For general G — CW spectra X, non-trivial positive dimensional orbit

types G/H give rise to smash products of spheres with (G x G/H)+ in the subquotients
of the product filtration. While the diagonal action can be replaced by the left action
on G and then G/H can be triangulated as a nonequivatiant GVF-complex, the resulting
description of subquotients is inconvenient for calculation. Is there a sensible way to refine
these observations to show that X is calculable?
Via the definitions and Propositions 1.2 and 2.6, we may view our homology and
cohomology theories as
f(kG)n(X)

S k°(EG+ A X)

and

c(kG)n(X)

<* k%{EG+ A X);

c(kG)n(X)

S c(kG)n(S° A X)

and

f(kG)n(X)

<* f(kG)n(S°

t(kG)n(X)

* c(kG)n(EG A X)

and

t(kG)n(X)

£* fika^^EG

A X);
A X).

When X is calculable, we use the given filtrations of EG+ A X, S° A X, and EG A X (or
the desuspension of the filtration of EG A X) to obtain three homology spectral sequences
from (B.0) and three cohomology spectral sequences from (B.2). We can read off all six l a terals from the discussion in the previous section, in particular formulas (9.2) and (9.3).
Remember that G = 7To(G) and that f(kG),

c(kG), and kG have the same underlying

nonequivariant spectrum k. Recall Definitions 6.5 and 9.4.
THEOREM 10.3. Let kq
Mq = 7Lq(kG) = M~q.

=

k~q denote irq(k) regarded as a G-module and let

Assume that X is calculable. Then the given filtrations give
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rise to spectral sequences with E2-terms and targets:
E2VA = HP(EG+ A X; kq_d) =• f(kG)n(X);
Elq = HV(S°AX, fcq_rf) =• c(kG)n(X);
El<q = Hr(EG A X; kq_d) => t{kG)n(X);

E™ = H^jEG+AX;

k") =» c(kG)n(X);

E™ = H*>(S0AX; *«) => f(kG)n(X);
E™ = i P + 1 ( £ G A X ; kq) =*•

t{kG)n(X).

IfX is bounded below, the top two spectral sequences are potentially convergent and their
Epq and E™ terms are isomorphic to
H°(X; kq-d) = f(HMq-d)p+d(X)

and HG(X; k") = c(HM")P(X).

If X is finite, the remaining four spectral sequences are potentially convergent and their
Epq and E™ terms are isomorphic to
H°(X; i

H

) = c{HMq-d)p+d(X)

H°(X; kq-d) = t(HMq-d)p+d(X)

and H%(X;fc«)= f(HM*Y>(X);
and H%(X; kq) =

t(HM«Y{X).

When he = HM, all six spectral sequences collapse at E<i for any calculable X,
hence they converge strongly when they are potentially convergent. Therefore the statements about potential convergence will imply the second descriptions of the i^-terms.
We emphasize that this works independently of any particular choice or construction of
the nitrations we start with. Since X = S° is obviously finite and calculable, this case
of Theorem 10.3 implies Theorem 9.8. The following lemma will be proven at the end
of the section and will complete the proof of Theorem 10.3. In it, the given filtrations
need only satisfy (iii) and (iv) of Definition 10.1, not (i) and (ii). We point this out since
there are many variant spectral sequences that fit into the framework above except for the
identifications of Ei-terms, and some of them might well prove useful,
LEMMA

10.4. If X is bounded below, then the spectral sequences obtained from the

filtration EG+ A X are potentially convergent. If X is finite, then the spectral sequences
obtained from the filtrations S° A X and EG A X are potentially convergent.
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In general, since we have not assumed that kG is bounded below, the Tate theory

spectral sequences can be non-zero throughout the whole plane even when X is finite,
although the / and c homology and cohomology spectral sequences are then restricted
to half planes. Theorem B.6 specifies two conditions, (a;) and (p), on higher differentials
which together suffice to ensure the strong convergence of a potentially convergent spectral
sequence; (a;) holds if the spectral sequence lies in any half plane, and (p) holds if only
finitely many differentials are non-zero on any given bidegree, for example if each E\'q is
finite.
We don't have calculable filtrations in general, and even when we do have them we
don't know how to use them to study products. Moreover, we used f(kG), which is not a
ring G-spectrum, to set up the Tate cohomology spectral sequence above. We get around
these problems by filtering f(kG),

c(kG), and t(kG), leaving the X variable alone.

By Proposition 3.3 and the discussion above it, application of the functors / , c, and
t to the Postnikov tower of kG gives us compatible "/, c, and t Postnikov towers". That
is, t(kG) — Mict((kG)q),

and similarly for / and c. By (B.4), these Postnikov filtrations

give rise to spectral sequences for the calculation of t(kG)*(X), etc. We emphasize that,
a priori, this construction has nothing to do with any possible filtration on X. The cited
results immediately imply the first statement of the following theorem.
THEOREM

10.5. Let k~q denote nq(k) regarded as a G-module and let M~q = Eq(kG)-

Then the Postnikov tower of kG gives rise to conditionally convergent spectral sequences
with respective E2-terms and targets:
f(kG)n(X)

E™ = H%(X;kP) = f(HM*r(X)

=*

E™ = H%(X;k*) = c(HM«r(X)

=•

c(kG)n(X)

E™ = H%{X;kq) = t{HMq)p(X)

=*

t{kG)n(X).

Moreover, there are natural external pairings of spectral sequences in each case. If kG is a
ring G-spectrum and X is a G-space, the c and t spectral sequences are spectral sequences
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of differential algebras.
PROOF:

A pairing kG A k'G - • fc£ induces a map EM{ A #M'^ -> HM,fi+j to which / , c,

and £ can be applied, giving canonical induced pairings
t(kG)*(X) A t ( ^ ) * ( X ' ) - *(*£)*(* A X')
tiHMyiX)

A t{HM'iy(X')

-> t(HM"i+j)*{X

A X ; ),

and similarly for / and c. Compare (3.4) and (B.9). The latter makes clear that these
pairings induce pairings of exact couples with all of the expected properties. The last
statement follows by naturality.
On the 2?2-level, for Tate theory, the products
# g ( X ; kq) <g> flg'pT; kq>) -> H^p>' (X; kq+q')
are induced from the diagonal map of X. Here the ordinary Tate theories are viewed as
represented by the t(HMq), and these are paired by maps induced by the product on kc>
Compare Proposition 8.3 and the diagram (8.2).
When ko is bounded below, these spectral sequences are certainly relevant. They are
then lower half-plane spectral sequences, so that (UJ) of Theorem B.6 is satisfied and the
spectral sequences converge strongly if (p) holds. When ko = i*k for a nonequivariant
spectrum fc, the Borel cohomology spectral sequence agrees under the isomorphisms of
Proposition 2.1 with the classical Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for EG+ AQ X. We
have the following comparison between the two triples of cohomology spectral sequences
given in Theorems 10.3 and 10.5.
THEOREM

10.6. Let ko be any G-spectrum and let X be a calculable G — CW spectrum.

IfX is bounded below, then the two spectral sequences for the calculation ofc(kG)*(X) are
isomorphic. IfX is finite, then the two spectral sequences for the calculation

off(kG)*{X)

and oft(kG)*(X) are isomorphic. Under the specified bounded below or hniteness hypothesis, if the isomorphic spectral sequences satisfy condition (u), then the spectral sequence
derived from the Postnikov tower is relevant.
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PROOF: By Proposition 2.6 and its proof, we have natural isomorphisms
t(kG)*(X) <- t(kG)*{EG A X) - (Xf(hG))*(EG

AX)*

fikoY^EG

A X).

In view of Proposition 3.3, these induce isomorphisms of Postnikov tower spectral sequences, and we use the rightmost version in our comparison for t. We deal with the three
cases simultaneously in the rest of the proof. We need only check the hypotheses (i)-(iii) of
Theorem B.8 below, and (i) is part of Lemma 10.4. The underlying nonequivariant spectra
of the f((kG)q)

and c((kG)q) both give Postnikov towers for the underlying nonequivariant

spectrum k oikG. For any G-spectrum kG, we have

c(kGT(G+) £ f(kaY(G+) s kG(G+) s F ,
and (ii) and (iii) are now clear by standard properties of Postnikov towers.
REMARK

10.7: Let X be finite and calculable. We have a cohomology spectral sequence for

the computation of £(&G)*(X), described in the two equivalent ways of Theorem 10.6, and
a homology spectral sequence for the computation of the isomorphic groups

t(kG)*(DX).

In fact, as one would expect, these spectral sequences are isomorphic. However, this is
not obvious from the constructions. A proof can be obtained by the same method in the
previous argument, but also using a homological variant of Theorem B.8.
PROOF OF LEMMA 10.4: As observed in Appendix B, the homology spectral sequences
are relevant and the cohomology spectral sequences are conditionally convergent for any
X. If X is bounded below, then so is EG+ AX.

As also observed in Appendix B, this

implies that the spectral sequence for f(kG)* is conditionally convergent and the spectral
sequence for c(kG)* is relevant. The next lemma says that the other two homology spectral
sequences are conditionally convergent and the other two cohomology spectral sequences
are relevant when X is finite.
LEMMA 10.8. Let X be finite. Then, for W_ = EG A X orW_= S° AX,
lin^_ > _ 00 c(* 0 ) 1 ,(W p ) = 0, e = 0 and e = 1,

and

colimp^-00f(kGy(Wp)
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PROOF: Since EGP = (S°)p for p < 0, the statements are the same for the two choices of
W. For the first statement, it is equivalent to show that Mic c(kG) A Wp is trivial. For
any finite G-CW spectra J and K,
[J, holinv^ooC^G) A EGP A K}G = [J, holim p ^ 0 0 F(£G+, fcG) A Z>(£GP) A K]G
£ [J A £G+ A hocolim p ^ 00 i2G p , fcG A JRf]G = [J A £G+ A EG, fcG A K]G = 0
and
colim p __ 00 [EG p AK,kGA

EG+]G = colimp_00[jD(EGp) AK,kGA

EG+]G

S colimp-.oolii:, fcG A £G+ A £G P ] G S [K, kG A EG+ A EG]G = 0
by standard duality isomorphisms and the fact that EG + AEG ~ *. A cofinality argument
from Definition 10.1 (iv) completes the proof.
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Part III: Specializations and calculations
§11. Tate-Swan cohomology and the spectral sequences for finite groups
Let G be a finite group throughout this section. Let X be a CW complex with a
cellular action by G, such as a G-CW complex viewed as a CW complex with \G : H\ cells
for each G-cel\ of orbit type G/H. (We could work more generally with suitable G-spectra
X, but we prefer to leave that generalization to the reader.) Via product filtrations, X
is calculable in the sense of Definition 10.1, and it is easy to interpret the ordinary / , c,
and t homology and cohomology groups of X in classical algebraic terms. In fact, except
that not all of our grading conventions are standard, the answer is dictated notationally
by Definition 6.5 and the descriptions of the ^ - t e r m s in Theorem 10.3 (with d = 0). The
following theorem will be proven after we recall the classical chain level definitions of the
groups that appear on the left. For trivial G-modules, the result is originally due to the
first author [19] and an equivalent version of the homology half, for finite X, was later
proven by Adem, Cohen, and Dwyer [4]; Section 5 explains the equivalence.
THEOREM

11.1. Let V be a G-module and let M be any Mackey functor such that

UM = M(G/e) = V. Then there are natural isomorphisms
HS(C.{X); V) S

ffn(EG+Al;

HS(C*(X); V) S Hn(S°AX;
H°(C.{X);

V) S HJEGAX:

V) * f(HM)n(X)
V) S c(HM)n(X)

= H%(X; V)
= H%(X; V)

V) S t{HM)n{X)

= H%(X; V)

and
H2,{C*(X);V) S* Hn(EG+AX;V)
H%(C*{X);V) S Hn(S°AX;V)
HZ(C*(X);V)

2 c(HM)n(X)
S f(HM)n{X)

S* Hn^(EGAX:V)

= H%(X;V)
= H%{X;V)

S t{HM)n(X)

= H%(X;V).

In fact, it will suffice to prove the left-hand isomorphisms. The middle isomorphisms
come from the collapsed spectral sequences of Theorem 10.3, except that in four of the
68
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six cases we only know that the spectral sequences converge when X is finite. Two of
these cases occur in homology, and here the isomorphisms for general X follow by passage
to colimits. In the two cohomology cases, the isomorphisms for general X follow by a
standard application of Brown's representability theorem and the wedge axiom: the left
hand side theories can be represented on all X by some naive (2-spectra f(V) and t(V),
and the uniqueness clause of Brown's representability theorem on finite complexes implies
that f(V) and t(V) must be equivalent to i*f(HM)
Let P

+

and i*t(HM).

be a resolution of Z by finitely generated free left Z[(2]-modules. Recall from

[12, XII§3] that a complete resolution P is a Z-graded exact complex of finitely generated
free left Z[(7]-:modules Pi such that cfo : Po —• P - i factors through a surjection PQ —• Z
and an injection Z —• P_i. The standard way to construct such a P is to splice P + with
its dual. Conversely, letting P~ be obtained from P by replacing Pi by 0 for i > 0, we can
identify P+ with P/P~.
DEFINITION 11.2. For a Z[G]-chain complex C and a Z[G]-module V, define the following
homology and cohomology groups:
H%(C; V) = Hn{(P+ 0 C) 0 G V)

and

H%(C; V) = iy n (Homo(P + 0 C, V));

H%{C; V) = f T n - i ( ( P - 0 C) 0 G V)

and

H%(C; V) = H^^EomoiP-

HG(C; V) = fl»_i((P 0 C) 0 G V)

and

H%(C; V) = Hn(RomG(P

(8) C, V));
0 C, V))

Note that the short exact sequence 0 —• P ~ —• P —• P + —> 0 gives rise to long exact
sequences connecting these groups.
The classical Tate cohomology groups are obtained by taking C = Z. The generalization to G-complexes and G-spaces is due to Swan [45]. If Q~j = Hom(Pj_i,Z), then,
with the induced differential, Q is another complete resolution, and E P is isomorphic to
Hom(Q,Z). This accounts for a standard shift of degrees in the comparison of Tate homology and cohomology. We have chosen to regrade Tate homology so as to eliminate
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this shift. That is, with our definitions we have H^(V) = HQn(V).

Our justification is

that the shift is incompatible with our topological point of view, which clearly suggests a
grading of these homology and cohomology theories in which Spanier-Whitehead duality
takes the usual form.
P R O O F OF THEOREM

CJW AX)

11.1: For W_ any of EG+,

^ C*(2Q 0 C*(X).

5^, or EG_, Definition 9.4 gives

(We drop the underline when we are looking at the

chains of a CW-complex but we keep it when we are looking at intrinsically spectrum level
nitrations.) Of course, C*(EG+) is a resolution P+ of Z. Looking at the filtration (9.5)
of EG, we see that C* (EG) is the suspension of the complete resolution P obtained by
splicing P + with its dual resolution and that C* (SP) = £ P ~ . The left-hand isomorphisms
of the theorem follow directly. For consistency, note that the exact sequence (9.9) is the
suspension of 0 —* P~ —• P -» P + —• 0.
Theorem 11.1 gives us a good algebraic hold on the ^ - t e r m s of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch
spectral sequences of Theorems 10.3 and 10.5. In particular, we have the following generalization of a standard observation about the classical Tate cohomology groups [12, XII.2.5].
PROPOSITION

11.3. Let G be finite of order n. Then multiplication by n annihilates

H^(C; V) and HQ(C; V). IfC and V are finitely generated Abelian groups (so that each
Cj is finitely generated and only finitely many Cj are non-zero), then each Hf(C\ V) and
H&(C;V) is finite.
PROOF: AS

in [12, XII.2.4 and 2.5], it suffices to observe that H?(C; V) and H£,(C; V) are

both zero when V = Z[G] <8> A for an Abelian group A. The verification uses elementary
isomorphisms and change of rings to reduce to the obvious acyclicity of P <8> C <g> A and
Hom(P(g)C,A).
COROLLARY

11.4. Let ko be a G-spectrum with underlying nonequivariant spectrum k

such that k* is of finite type and let X be finite. Then the Tate homology and cohomology
spectral sequences for kc are annihilated by n and are finite in each bidegree. If k is
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bounded below, they are strongly convergent.
COROLLARY

11.5. ifqis prime to the order ofG, then q acts invertibly on t(ko) for any

G-spectrum hePROOF:

Since t(kc) is a t(S,G)-niodule (j-spectrum, by Proposition 3.5, it suffices to prove

the result for SQ- Here the conclusion is immediate from the strong convergence of the
spectral sequence.
We illustrate the form of the spectral sequences by recording the Tate JE2-terms in
some cases of groups with periodic Tate cohomology [12, XII§7]. In fact, the p-groups in
the following examples are exactly those which contain a unique subgroup of order p, and
these are the only p-groups with periodic Tate cohomology [12, XII. 11.6]. For an Abelian
group A, let
(A)n = A/nA

and

Of course, when X = S°, {Epq} = {E~p,~q},

n(A)

= Ker(n : A —• A).

and this is a multiplicative spectral sequence

if kc is a ring G-spectrum.
EXAMPLES

11.6: Take X = S° and assume that G acts trivially on k*.

(i) Let G be cyclic of order n. Then
jpp.q
J

2

kq
f( ((*«)„
)n
U(fc«)

pis
if P
is even
if pis
is odd.

If kc is a ring spectrum, the product on E2 is induced from the product of the ring
k*, except that the product of two elements of odd filtration degree is multiplied by
n/2 if n is even and is 0 if n is odd.
(ii) Let G be the generalized quaternion group of order 4n with generators x and y such
that xn = y2 and xyx = y. Then, if n is even or odd, respectively
f (kq)An
2{kq) 0 2{kq) or 4(kq)
E™ = I
(kq)2 0 (kq)2 or (kq)4
I 4n(&g)

ifp = 0mod4
if p = 1 mod 4
if p == 2 mod 4
if p = 3 mod 4.
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In fact, these examples are extremely special and highly misleading. For general finite
groups G, the i£2-terms cannot display periodicity. Moreover, as was proven by Benson
and Carlson [6], all products between negative degree elements of Tate cohomology are
zero for "most" finite groups. Precisely, taking coefficient groups in a field A, this holds
in HQ(A) whenever HQ(A) contains a regular sequence of length two. We illustrate this
with the simplest possible example.
EXAMPLE

11.7: Let G = Cm x C n , where Cn is the cyclic group of order n. Let d be the

least common divisor of m and n. Let A be an Abelian group with trivial action by G.
Then, with
Am , n

= Ker(-n + m : A 0 A —• A)/ Im((ra, n ) : i - ^ i 0 i ) ,
mA

0 (Ad)8 0 (dA)8'1

Am 0 ( ^ m , n )
HVG{A)

5-1

0 nA

© An

if p = - 2 s , S > 1

mnA

ifp=-l

Amn
mA

if p = - 2 5 - 1, s > 1

ifp = 0
0 (Amin)8

®nA

U m 0 ( d ^ ) s 0 (Arf) 5 " 1 0 i

if p = 2s + 1, s > 0
n

if p = 25, 5 > 1.

The lack of periodicity is obvious: the number of summands increases as p either increases
from 0 or decreases from —1. Products are difficult to describe in general but, if m and
n are divisible by the same primes and A is a field, then all products of negative degree
classes are zero.
PROBLEM

11.8: Products are computed in the Tate cohomology of finite groups by use

of suitable maps ijj : Pn -+ P{ <8> Pn-i [12, XII§4]. Except that a given element p e Pn
will generally map non-trivially to infinitely many Pi 0 Pn-i, we may regard ip as a chain
map P —* P (8) P. Although we know by Proposition 8.4 that our topologically defined
products agree with those computed in this algebraic fashion, it would still be interesting to
determine if such a chain map P —• P<8>P can be realized by a comparison EG —• EG AEG
of filtered G-spectra . If so, the products that we obtained on the HQ(X; V) by naturality
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from external pairings should agree with the products obtained by chain level use of cellular
approximations of diagonal maps.
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§12. Some remarks on nonequivariant stable homotopy theory
Still assuming that G is finite, we next consider stable homotopy theory. We have
TT?(X)

=

= Q)ir*{EWH+

(SGUX)

AWH

XH)

for any G-space X, where WH = NH/H and the sum runs over one H in each conjugacy
class of subgroups of G (e.g. [16] or [33, V.9.1]). With X replaced by EG+ A X, only the
trivial subgroup contributes and we get the summand ir*(EG+ AG X)\ with X replaced
by EG A X, only the nontrivial subgroups contribute. In view of Section 4, the Segal
conjecture has the following immediate consequence.
THEOREM

12.1. Let G be finite and let X have finite skeleta. Then

t(SGUX)^(

0

**(EWH+AWHXH))*.

If G is a p-group, then
t(SG).(X)<*

^{EWH+AWHXH)^

0
(H)*(e)

The following immediate corollary of Theorems 10.5, 11.1, and 12.1 seems fascinating
to us. For simplicity, we state it only for X = S°.
THEOREM

12.2. Let G be a finite p-group. Then there is an upper half-plane spectral

sequence such that El * =

H^(TT^)

and which converges strongly to the sum over (H) ^ (e)

of the groups 7r*(BWH+)p, the (G)" 1 summand being (7r*)p . Thought ofcohomologically,
this is spectral sequence of differential algebras.
PROBLEM

12.3: How can one compute the products on the target groups? Nothing at all

is known about this question. The splitting used to identify the target groups bears no
obvious relation to the Tate theoretic source of the multiplicative structure. The question
is interesting from both the equivariant and the nonequivariant points of view. For the
former, note that, by Proposition 3.4, t(Sc)* acts on t(kG)*(X) for all kc and X.
74
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The restriction to p-groups is made only to simplify the form of 7-adic completion. We
actually have such spectral sequences for all finite groups G. In Section 23, we shall obtain
a great many more such spectral sequences, some of which seem even more interesting to
us than those just described. For example, for a finite p-group G we will obtain a spectral
sequence which converges to (7r*)p itself, with no additional summands, at the price of
requiring a less familiar algebraic cohomology theory for the l^-term.
The spectral sequence of Theorem 12.2 is constructed in various equivalent ways. With
the cohomological construction of Theorem 10.3, (B.2) makes clear that it is obtained by
passage to homotopy groups from the inverse sequence of spectra
W8 =

F{EGIEG8-1,Y>EG+)G.

Here
WSIWS+1 ~ F(G+ A Ks, Y,EG+)G ~ F(K8, S 1 ),
where K9 is a wedge of s-spheres and thus F ( X 8 , 5 1 ) ~ Y,D(K3) is a wedge of
(1 — s)-spheres; see (9.5). The spectral sequence gives rise to a version of Mahowald's
root invariant. For a given element a : Sq —* S° of 7r* = 7r*(BWG+), one takes the
smallest s such that a maps nontrivially to j y s + 1 and defines

RG((*)

to be the set of all

lifts of a to a map Sq - • D(K8), where D(K8) is viewed as the fiber of W8+1 - • W8.
Thus RG(&) is a finite set of elements of 7r9+s associated to the given element a £ irq.
(Technically, to avoid dependence on the choice of cells, JRo(a) should be interpreted as
an element of E2.)
In negative total degrees, all elements in E2 must be wiped out by higher differentials.
In total degree zero, there are c copies of the p-adic integers in the target group of the
spectral sequence, where c is the number of conjugacy classes of non-trivial subgroups
of G. Since |G| annihilates E2 and therefore E°°, each of these copies is built up from
E°° by infinitely many non-trivial extensions involving infinitely many of the higher stable
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homotopy groups of spheres. In particular, the root invariants of the elements p* are highly
non-trivial. Even these root invariants are different for different choices of G.
If G is cyclic of order n = p>, the E^-term is given explicitly in Examples 11.6.
It depends simply and explicitly on the p-torsion structure of the stable stems, and yet
convergence is to the sum of the p-completed stable homotopy groups of the classifying
spaces of the cyclic groups of order pl, 0 < i < j . When n = 2, this is precisely the
suspension of the spectral sequence of Mahowald discussed by Adams in [1], namely the
inverse limit of the stable homotopy Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences of the spectra
RPfJ. For general n, such a spectral sequence is implicit in the work of Ravenel [42].
Even in these cases, the fact that the spectral sequences are multiplicative is new. The
Mahowald spectral sequence is already a miracle, and this collection of spectral sequences
more of one. The 2£2-terms build up only in that more and more of each torsion tower
in 7r* becomes visible as j increases. It is remarkable that this is sufficient to allow the
building up of the full stable homotopy groups of more and more classifying spaces.
The generalized quaternion groups give more of a glimpse into how extraordinary
these spectral sequences are. As seen in Examples 11.6, the E 2 -terms are scarcely more
complicated than for cyclic groups, but the following tabulation of subgroups shows that
the target of the spectral sequence involves classifying spaces of dihedral groups and many
copies of RP°°. The existence of a consistent pattern of differentials must imply constraints
on both the stable stems and the stable homotopy groups that appear in the target.
EXAMPLE

12.4: Let Q(j) have generators x and y and relations x2,3 = y2 and xyx = y.

Let D(j) have generators w and z and relations w2J = 1, z2 = 1, and wzw = z. These have
order 2 J + 2 and 2 J + 1 , respectively; Q(0) and D(Q) are cyclic. Let C(j) be cyclic of order
V. The distinct conjugacy classes of proper non-trivial subgroups of Q(j) are represented
by the cyclic subgroups C(i) generated by x23
Q(i) generated by x23

%

and y and by x2,3

%

for 0 < i < j + 1 and the two copies of
and xy, respectively, for 0 < i < j . The C(i)

are normal in Q(j) and have WC(i) = D(j + 1 — i). The normalizer of each copy of Q(i)
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is the corresponding copy of Q(i + 1) and therefore satisfies WQ(i) = C(l). According to
Mitchell and Priddy [41], there are 2-local stable splittings
BD(n) ~ BPSL2Wq V 2(^-2Sp4S/Sp2S)

V 2RP°°,

where q is so chosen that D(n) is a 2-Sylow subgroup of PSL>2Fq.
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§13. The Tate If-theory of finite groups and related calculations
Turning to periodic if-theory, we have the following identification. Our original proof
was quite convoluted. A simpler proof of a much more general result will be given in Section
19. Let J A be the Mackey functor whose value at G/H is the J(if )-adic completion of
J(H), where J(H) is the augmentation ideal of the complex representation ring R(H).
For the real case, let JOA, JSpA, R/ROA,

and R/RSpA

be the Mackey functors whose

values at G/H are the JO(#)-adic completions of JO(H), JSp(H),
and RU(H)/RSp(H),

RU(H)/RO{H),

respectively, where JO(H) is the augmentation ideal of the real

representation ring RO(H) and JSp(H) is the augmentation group in RSp(H).

Where

RO(G) acts through R(G), the completions at J(G) and JO(G) are isomorphic. Since G
is finite, these completions are also isomorphic to completions at the augmentation ideal
I of A(G), by [25, 4.5].
THEOREM

13.1. With wedges taken over all integers i,
t(KUG) ~ t(UKU) ~ \ / K(JA 0 Q, 2%)

and
t{KOG) ^ t{uKO) ~\I{K{JOLA

0 Q,8i) V K(RU/RSpA
A

V K(JSp
Moreover, the completions oft(KUo)

0 Q,Si + 2)

0 Q, Si + 4) V K(RU/ROA

0 Q, Si + 6)).

and t(KOc) &t I are trivial.

We will explain the multiplicative structure in Section 18. In the real case, we have
expressed the answer in a form that will look plausible to the reader familiar with
However, we have
JOA 0 Q g JSpA 0 Q and

RU/RSpA 0 Q * RU/ROA 0 Q,

hence the displayed 8-fold periodicity reduces to 4-fold periodicity.
78
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We have already noted that t(KUG) ~ t(i+KU) and t(KOG) ~ t(uKO).

However,

even if we are only interested in i*KU we must work with KUQ since equivariant Bott
periodicity plays a role in the proof. The essential point is that t{KUc) is rational, in
sharp contrast to Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 11.3. By Corollary 11.5, only the behavior
of primes dividing \G\ is at issue.
REMARK

13.2: If G is cyclic of order n and he is any G-spectrum such that k* is torsion

free and concentrated in even degrees, then the Tate cohomology spectral sequence of
Theorem 10.2 is concentrated in even degrees when X = 5°, by Example 11.6(i). Therefore
E2 — EQO and the spectral sequence converges strongly to £(&<?)*. That is, t(kc)* is
filtered with associated graded group isomorphic to #£,(&*). In particular, this applies to
Since n annihilates

KUQ-

HQ(KU*)

and t(KUo)* is rational, this may seem incredible

at first glance, but there is no contradiction. To see what is going on, it helps to observe
that Z£[l/n] is rational and can be filtered by the subgroups nfeZ^ for integers k. The
compatibility of Theorem 13.1 with the existence of the Tate cohomology spectral sequences
for general finite groups G is much more mysterious.
Since KUn{BG+)

^ f(KUG)~n,

by Proposition 2.1, and we know c{KUG)* by

the Atiyah-Segal completion theorem and t(KUG)* by Theorem 13.1, we can read off
KU*(BG+) from the norm sequence, and similarly for KO*(BG+). (More details will be
given in Section 19.) Let Tor (A) denote the torsion subgroup of an Abelian group A.
COROLLARY

13.3. K0(BG+) s Z and Kl(BG+) 2 J(G)*{G) ® Q/Z. As q runs from 0 to

7, the groups KOq(BG+) take the following values:
Z

{RUlRSp)%

Z

(RU/R0)$o

<g> Q/Z 0 {RO/RU)%
(8) Q/Z e (RSp/RU)$0

Tor>{{RUI'RSp)$0)

JSp$0 (8) Q/Z

TorHRU/RO^o)

J0$o ® Q/Z

We conjecture that the connective versions kUG and kOG of equivariant if-theory
satisfy the following analog of Theorem 13.1. Note that the J-adic completion of J is
certainly local at |G|, since \G\ annihilates

Jn/Jn+1.
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CONJECTURE

13.4. With wedges taken over all integers i,
t(kUG) ~ t(ukU) ~ \ / K(JA, 2t)

and
t(kOG) ~ t(ukO) ^\f(K(JO_A,8i)

V K({{RU/RSp)/torsion)A,8i
A

V K(JSp ,8i

+ 2)

4- 4) V K (((RU/RO)/torsion)

A

,8i + 6))

This is correct if G is cyclic of order p for any prime p. In the real case of the conjecture,
we have quotiented out the torsion from our Mackey functors, which is 2-torsion only, on
the perhaps flimsy evidence that this is what happens when G is cyclic of order 2. When
G is cyclic of prime order, only calculations on fixed point spectra are required since both
sides are trivial as nonequivariant spectra, and J-adic and p-adic completion agree on J
and JO. In view of (R) and (L), the following version of the conjecture in these cases is
essentially just a restatement of the main results of Davis and Mahowald [14, 1.4 and 1.5]
and their odd primary analogs.
THEOREM

13.5

(DAVIS AND MAHOWALD).

~ t(ukU)G

t(kUGf

Let G be cyclic of order p. Then
~ \/K{{%y-\2i)

and
(

°

G )

-

{ t

°

}

-\V*((Zp)(p-1)/2,2i)

ifp>2.

Actually, the direct odd primary analog of the results of [14] concerns BP(1) and gives
that
t(nBP(l))G

~\/K(Zp,2i).

To deduce the theorem, it suffices to work p-locally, where kU is the wedge of E 2 j \BP(l),
0 < j < p - 2, and kO is the wedge of £ 4 ' £ P ( 1 ) , 0 < j < (p - 3)/2. Since the functor
£(i*?)G commutes with finite wedges, the conclusions of the theorem follow. Note that the
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number of factors Z£ in each Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum is predicted equivariantly by
the structure of the relevant representation rings, but appears for seemingly quite different
reasons in the nonequivariant calculations. Note too that the 2-torsion in real K-theory
makes no contribution in the case p = 2.
Conjecture 13.4 seems to be the appropriate substitute for the (false) connective analog
of the Atiyah-Segal completion theorem. The known cases put us in a situation analogous
to knowing only the theorems of Lin and Gunawardena en route to a proof of the Segal
conjecture. The critical step towards a general proof should be a good construction of
Chern and Pontryagin classes in the Tate theories of connective K-theories. The construction of such classes is just one of many problems and questions about such classes in these
and related theories.
The following remark describes the differentials in the spectral sequence of Theorem
10.1 which allow the calculation of Theorem 13.5 to work in the real case when p = 2.
REMARK

13.6: The ringfcO*has generators rj of degree 1, a of degree 4 and /3 of degree

8, with 2?7 = 0, rj3 = 0, rja — 0, and a2 — 4/3. Write elements of E2 in the form jip with
p e Z and 7 € fcO*, using Example 11.6(i). Then the following are all of the non-zero
differentials:
d2(/3nip) = ripnip-2

if V = 2 mod 4

d2(Pnr)ip) = Tf2/3nip-2

if P = 1 or 2 mod 4

d3(pnr]2ip) = /3naip-3

if p = 1 mod 4.

The survivors to E°° are i±p, ai±p, rji^p-i, r/2Z4P_2, and their products with /3 n for all n.
In fact, with n = 0, the d 2 's are forced by naturality from the case of the sphere spectrum,
where they were already known to Adams and Mahowald [1], and the d 3 's are forced by
the requirement that E°° be concentrated in total degrees divisible by 4.
In view of (R) and (L), the main results of [15] can be written in the following form,
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where G — Zjp and the products run over all integers k.
t{i*BP(2))G ~ Y[X2kBP(l)$

and

t(i*BP)G ~

n ^ ^ -

The proof in [15] is not complete, since [15, 2.3(iii)] is based on the incorrect assertion that
completion converts wedges to products, but it seems likely that this hole can be patched.
More generally, the authors of [14] and [15] conjecture that
t{uBP{n))G

~ l[Z2kBP(n

- 1)£

for all n.

Remark 13.2 can be used to recheck that the homotopy groups are right, and the ring
structure implied by our work may well be helpful, but we don't see an equivariant strategy
of proof.
REMARK

13.7: Since p = t(i*p) : t{i*KU) —• t(i*KU), Theorem 13.1 implies that p is an

equivalence and thus that t(i*KU/p) ^ * for any prime p, where KU/p denotes mod p Ktheory. More generally, Sadofsky and the first author [51] have proven that t(i*K(n)) c^ *
for all finite groups G and all n > 1, where K(n) is the n™ Morava K-theory spectrum.
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§14. Cyclic cohomology and the spectral sequences for the circle group
Let T be the group of unit complex numbers. As explained below, there are precise
analogs of the results to follow for the group of unit quaternions. Give T its standard
CW-structure with identity element as the unique vertex and a single 1-cell. Let X be
a CW-complex with a cellular action by T, so that TX J C X^+1.

The following lemma,

which will be proven at the end of the section, shows that any T-CW complex can be
replaced by an equivalent CW-complex with a cellular T-action.

LEMMA

14.1. Let Y he a T-CW complex. Then there is a T-CW complex X which is

T-homotopy equivalent to Y and has a decomposition as an ordinary CW-complex with a
cellular action by T.
We shall see that X is calculable in the sense of Definition 10.1, and we shall interpret
the ordinary / , c and t homology and cohomology groups of X in terms of cyclic theory.
Again, except that not all of our grading conventions are standard, the answer is dictated
notationally by Definition 6.5 and the descriptions of the J^2-terms in Theorem 10.3 (with
d = 1). The following exact analog of Theorem 11.1 will be proven after we recall the
chain level definitions of the algebraic cyclic homology groups that appear on the left. For
finite X, an equivalent version of the homology half of the result was first proven by Adem,
Cohen, and Dwyer [4]; Section 5 explains the equivalence.

THEOREM

14.2. Let V be an Abelian group and let M be any Mackey functor such that

UM = M(T/e) = V. Then there are natural isomorphisms

H^Cm-tV)
ffJ-ifC.W;

S Hn^jET+AX^V)
V) <*

ffn-^AXiV)

fl2,_1(C*(X); V) S Hn^(ETAX;V)

<* f(HM)n(X)

=

H^X^V)

<* c(HM)n(X)

=

H^XiV)

<* t(HM)n(X)

=

Hl^(X;V)

83
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and
H$(Cm(X);V)

S Hn(ET+AX-,V)

H%(C*(X); V) 9* Hn(S°AX;

S c(HM)n{X)

= H%(X;V)

V) £* f{HM)n(X)

H%{C*(Xy, V) 2 i? n + 1 (ETA_X; V) * t{HM)n{X)

= H$(X] V)
= fi?(X; V).

Again, by precisely the same arguments as in the paragraph after Theorem 11.1, it will
suffice to prove the left hand isomorphisms. The left hand groups are variants of the cyclic
homology and cohomology groups that were defined by Jones in [29]. Let P = Z[tt, it""1],
deg(u) = —2. Let P~ be the negative degree part of P and let P+ = Z[u - 1 ]; thus
P+ = P/P~.
DEFINITIONS

14.3. Let V be an abelian group. Let C be a chain complex together with a

degree one operator 3 such that dJ = —3d and J2 = 0 and define a differential on P 0 C
by the formula
d(p 0 c) = up 0 J(c) + p 0 d(c).
Observe that P ~ 0 C is a subcomplex, and regard P + 0 C as a quotient complex. Define
the following homology and cohomology groups:
Hj(C; V) = # n ( ( P + 0 C) 0 V)

and S ? ( C ; V) = if n (Hom(P + 0 C, V))\

Hl(C\ V) = ffn_i((P" 0 C) 0 VO and
# J ( C ; F) = # n _ i ( ( P 0 C) 0 V)

B?(C; F) = J F ^ H o m f p - 0 C, V));

and 5 ? ( C ; V) = Hn(Hom(P 0 C, V)).

JVote that the short exact sequence 0 —• P ~ —• P —• P + —• 0 gives rise to long exact
sequences connecting these groups.
The product of T is obviously a cellular map which, on the chain level, carries z 0 z
to zero, where z is the 1-cell. Since TX* C X J + 1 , we can define 3 : Cj(X) —• Cj+i(X) by
J(x) = /*(z 0 X), where / : T x X —• X is the action. (Reduced chains are understood.)
Then d3 = —3d and J 2 = 0. Thus the left hand groups in Theorem 14.2 are now defined.
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These definitions vary in two substantive ways (beyond differing signs and grading)
from those of Jones [29, §5]. First, he uses singular rather than cellular chains, with the
intervention of the shuffle map to pass from the tensor product of chains to the chains of
Cartesian products. It is technical, but not difficult, to use the techniques of [36, §13] to
obtain an isomorphism between the cellular and singular versions of these cyclic homology
and cohomology groups.
Second, he uses Hom(C, V) 0 P with the differential
6(cp <g> p) = ipd®'p + <pj <8> up

rather than Hom(P <g> C, V) in his definition of cohomology. These two complexes are
isomorphic if C is a free and finite dimensional chain complex, such as the chains on a
finite CW-complex. Our variant yields a cohomology theory that satisfies the wedge axiom,
and there are analogous variants of many of Jones' other definitions and theorems.
Actually, Jones is only concerned with V = Z, so that there is no coefficient slot in
his notation. We offer the following reconciliation of grading conventions.
NOTATIONS

14.4: Jones' grading on Hj(X),

ever, his Hj(X)

is our Hj^X),

his Gl(X)

Hj(X),

and Hj(X) agrees with ours. How-

is our f ^ l ^ X ) , and his G%(X) is our

Jones proves in [29,3.3] that the three sequences of homology groups are isomorphic
to the corresponding sequences of cyclic homology groups derived from the cyclic structure
on the singular chains of X. Similar identifications can be proven in cohomology, and these
apply to all spaces with our modified definitions. Closely related earlier results, due to
Goodwillie [18] and Burghelea and Fiedorowicz [10] and also proven in [29], calculate the
homology of free loop spaces in terms of cyclic homology.
Turning to the proof of Theorem 14.2, notice first that, by a glance at the explicit
filtration of ET in Example 9.6, the exact sequence
0 - C*(S°) - C*{ET) - CJVET+)

- 0
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of (9.9) can be identified with the suspension of the exact sequence
0 -> P~ - • P - • P+ - • 0.
Roughly speaking, we will construct a filtration on ET A X (or rather its suspension
spectrum) that behaves algebraically as if it were the skeletal filtration of a free T-CW
spectrum with chains isomorphic to Y,P<g>C*(X). The filtration twists the nonequivariant
skeletal filtration of X with the filtration of ET specified in Example 9.6. We explain the
idea in a more general context.
Intuitively, the idea is to construct a twisted G-CW structure on EG A X using cell
by cell application of the standard G-homeomorphism from G+ A X with G acting on
the left of G (and not on X) to G+ A X with G acting diagonally. Note that [33, II.4.8]
gives a spectrum level version of this G-homeomorphism. In fact, this (2-homeomorphism
was used in the identification of the subquotients ETP / ETP~1 in Example 9.6. Working
concretely on the space level, we have the following observation, in which G can be any
topological group.
PROPOSITION

14.5. Let W be a free G-CW complex and let X be a CW complex with

an action by G (not assumed to be related to the cell decomposition).
is a free G-cell complex with an n-cell u * \ f°r
j;

{

eacn

Then W x X

i-cell u : G x e* —• W and j-cell

j

X : e - • X, i + j = n; as a map G x e x e -+ W x X, (u * x)(p, a, b) = {gw{o), gx(b)),
where a;(a) = u(e, a). If, for some fixed positive integer d, GXk C X fc+d for all k and W
has cells only in dimensions at least d+1 apart, then W x X is a free G-CW complex with
this cell structure.
PROOF:

It is elementary to check that, with the specified cells, W x X has all the prop-

erties required of a G-CW complex except that n-cells may be attached to cells of higher
dimension. To determine the boundary of a cell u * \ of W x X, it suffices to determine
the restriction of a; * x to the boundary of e% x e^. If b G de^ and x(&) = x'(&')» where b'
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is in the interior of a cell \' of X, dimx' < j , then
(14.6)

( " * X ) ( 0 , M ) = (gu(a),gx!(b')) = (u; * X ')(<7,M').

More interestingly, if a € d e \ if a;(a) = u'{g', a'), where a' is in the interior of a cell u' of
W, dim a;' < z, and if (p r ) -1 x(^) ^ x'(&')> where 6' is in the interior of a cell x' of -X"? then
(14.7)

(W * x)fo,a,6) = Wu/{a')9gM(V))

= (a;' * x W . a ' . f t ' ) .

If GX* C X*+ d for all fc, then dim*' < j + d. HW has cells at least d + 1 dimensions
apart, then dimu/ < i — d.
There is a relative generalization in which W is obtained from a sub G-space W by
attaching free G-cells. It is a pleasant fact that the cases of immediate interest to us are
among the very few in which cells are attached only to cells of lower dimension.
When G is a compact Lie group, it is technical, but not difficult, to extend Proposition
14.5 and its relative generalization to the spectrum level, with W a free G-CW spectrum
and X a based CW-complex and a G-space with a G-fixed basepoint.
We apply this to W = JET+, J£T, ° r S°- In view of Remark 9.7, we must apply the
relative spectrum level version in the latter two cases. The two parts (14.6) and (14.7)
of the geometric boundary give rise to the two summands of the differential displayed in
Definition 14.3. The verification of this boils down to a check of signs and can be seen
most clearly by mapping in cells and so using twisted pairs of cells and their boundaries
as universal examples. Thus the cellular chain groups used to compute the second column
of homology and cohomology groups in Theorem 14.2 are isomorphic to the chain groups
specified in Definition 14.3 that compute the first column.
PROBLEM

14.8: Let C be a differential coalgebra with coproduct ^ such that

ipj = (J ® 1 + 1 ® «7)Vs f° r example C*(X) with the coproduct induced by any Tequivariant cellular approximation to the diagonal map. Let V be a commutative ring.
Define ip : P-2n —> P-2% ® P2i-2n by sending un to ul (g> un~%. If C is finitely generated,
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Hom(P <8> C, V) is a differential algebra with respect to the evident cup product. This
raises the obvious analog of Problem 11.8. Can one prove that the products that we have
defined topologically agree with these algebraically defined products?
Let U be the group of unit quaternions. Nearly everything done above works equally
well for U. We quickly run through the analogous definitions and results. Give U its usual
CW-structure, with identity element as the unique vertex and a single 3-cell. The product
of U is a cellular map which, on the chain level, carries z<8> z to zero, where z is the 3-cell.
Let X be a CW complex with a cellular action by U, so that UX? C X J + 3 , and define
J : Cj(X) -> Cj+${X) by J(x) = f*(z <g> x), where / : U x X - • X is the action. Then
dJ = -3d and J 2 = 0.
Let P = Z[u, u~x], deg(w) = —4, let P~ be its negative degree elements, and let
P + = Z[w -1 ]. For an abelian group V and a chain complex C together with a degree
three operator J such that dJ = — 3d and J 2 = 0, we define six homology and cohomology
groups precisely as in Definition 14.3; even the gradings work identically.
THEOREM

14.9. Let V be an Abelian group and let M be any Mackey functor such that

LM = M(U/e) = V. Then there are natural isomorphisms
# n - 3 ( C * P 0 ; V) *

ffn-3(MJ+AX;

#n- 3 (<?*P0; V) S Hn.3(S°AX-

V) S* f(HM)n(X)
V) S c(HM)n(X)

HV_3(C*(X)', V) £ i f n - 3 ( M A X ; V) £* t{HM)n{X)

= H^_3(X; V)
= H^_3(X; V)
= fi*!_3(X; V)

and
Hfi{C*(X); V) 2

ffn(MJ+AX;

fl{J(C,(X); V) * Hn{S^AX\
H$(C*(X); V) £

V) S c(HM)n(X)
V) * f{HM)n(X)

ffn+1(MJAX;

= flg(X; V)
= H$(X; V)

V) £ t(HM)n{X)

= H$(X; V).

Proposition 14.5 and its relative generalization apply to prove the result. Of course,
we use the filtration on EV specified in Example 9.6, The one thing that does not work for
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U (except under restrictive isotropy type hypotheses) is the proof of the analog of Lemma
14.1.
PROOF OF LEMMA

14.1: We shall construct X so as to have T-cells in bijective corre-

spondence with those of our given T-CW complex Y. Since any proper closed subgroup
H C T is finite, we can give T/H = S1 a CW-structure with eH as vertex and a single
1-cell. The action of T on T/H is cellular. Take the 0-skeleton of X to be the O-skeleton
of Y (as a T-complex) with its CW structure as a disjoint union of orbits.
Assume inductively that the (n-l)-skeleton of X as a T-CW complex has been constructed together with a T-homotopy equivalence £ n _i : Yn~l —• X n _ 1 , where Xn~l

is a

CW-complex of dimension n with cellular action by T. Note that ( X n _ 1 ) H is the union
of the T-cells of X*1"1 of type T/K with H C K and is a CW-complex. For an n-cell
of Y with domain T/H x e n , choose a cellular approximation 7 to the composite of £%-!
and the restriction Sn~l —• (Yn~l)H

of the attaching map, where S n - 1 has its usual cell

structure. The extension of 7 to a T-map T/H x S71-1 —• X n _ 1 is cellular, and we take it
as a typical attaching map for the construction of Xn. We give Xn the evident structure
of a CW-complex, and the action of T is clearly cellular. Comparisons of cofiber sequences
show that £ n _i extends cell by cell to a T-map £n : Yn —• Xn and that a homotopy inverse
of £ n _i extends cell by cell to a homotopy inverse of £ n .
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§15. Calculations in homotopy and K-theory for the circle group
We first consider the Tate theory spectral sequence of Section 10 in the case of the
circle group T. Here, since we no longer have the finiteness assertion of Proposition 11.3,
we must assume (p) as well as (u) of Theorem B.6 to deduce strong convergence from
potential convergence. However, both conditions hold automatically when the spectral
sequences collapse, and this often happens for dimensional reasons. Let kj be a T-spectrum
with underlyng nonequivariant spectrum k.
PROPOSITION

15.1. Let X = S°. Then E*+ = lL\u,u~x\ <8> K Iffc*is concentrated in even

degrees, then E%+ = E™. If, further, kj = i*k for a ring spectrum k, then
t(kr)T = holim( V £2''lfc).
If k is connective, then this homotopy limit reduces to a product, so that

3

PROOF:

The first two statements are clear. There are truncated version of the spectral

sequence for which they remain true. When kj = i*k for a ring spectrum k, these truncated
spectral sequences converge to the homotopy groups of the fc-module spectra C P ^ A E2fc
that appear as the terms of the homotopy limit on the right side of (C) of the introduction.
The collapse shows that these homotopy groups are A:*-free. Therefore the cited terms must
be equivalent as fc-module spectra to wedges of suspensions of k. If k is connective, then
the composite
£-2iA; -> C P ^ _ ! A £2fc ~ V E2iA;-> S" 2 **
of the map induced by the inclusion of the bottom cell of C P ~ _ 1 ? the constructed equivalence, and the projection to the wedge summand is a map of fc-module spectra which
induces an isomorphism on 7r_2i and is therefore an equivalence. This implies that the
maps of the inverse system { C P ^ A T,2k} are equivalent to the obvious projections on
wedge summands.
90
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15.2: The previous result has an obvious analog for U-spectra. Rather amaz-

ingly, by Corollary 9.10, we actually have that E2 = E°° for dimensional reasons when
fc* is concentrated in even degrees for any compact connected Lie group G of odd dimension whose classifying space has homology concentrated in even degrees. It is possible
dimensionally to have nontrivial higher differentials if G has even dimension.
From the nonequivariant point of view, Proposition 15.1 says that the spectra on the
right side of (C) are too simple to be of much interest. From the equivariant point of view,
however, the simplicity is welcome.
For a general compact Lie group G and any G-space X, we have
Trf (X) = (SGUX)
where WH = NH/H

= @irt(EWH+

AWH

EAd^WH^XH),

and the sum runs over one H in each conjugacy class of (closed)

subgroups of G ([33, V.9.1]). The summand corresponding to the trivial group comes from
(SG A EG+)*(X) and the other summands map isomorphically to (SG A EG)*(X). When
G = T, WH = T for every proper subgroup H. This compares plausibly with the following
result, which, in view of (C), is just a reinterpretation of part of Ravenel's result [42, Cor
1.15].
THEOREM

15.3

(RAVENEL).

Complete all spectra at p. Then t(Sj)T is equivalent to the

wedge of S with the product of countably many copies of the suspension spectrum of
ECP+% where the copies ofCP°° are thought of as the classifying spaces B(T/H)

for H

ofp-power order.
As Ravenel noted [42, 1.16], this implies another variant, Rr say, of Mahowald's root
invariant. The first author has recently obtained a more precise result [24] which gives a
global rather than just a p-adic description of

t(Sj)T.

Of course, Proposition 15.1 includes a computation of t(kUj)T for connective complex
jFf-theory. The following companion computation for connective real if-theory is due to
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Hal Sadofsky. It may be illuminating to see two sketch proofs, Sadofsky's using the Adams
spectral sequence and another based on the present theory.
PROPOSITION

15.4

t(WT)T

(SADOFSKY).

~ t{nkO)T ~

]JE^kU.
3

FIRST SKETCH PROOF: Modulo putting things together to get a global answer, it is mainly
behavior at the prime 2 that is at issue. Since H*(kO) =

A<S>A(I)

%2 and H*(CP°°) breaks

up as an ^4(l)-module into a sum of suspensions of the A(l)-module M which is Z2 in
degrees 0 and 2, connected by Sq2, change of rings gives the isomorphisms
ExtA(H*(CP™2i+1 AE 2 fcO),Z 2 ) <* ExU ( 1 ) (if*(E 2 CP~ 2 i + 1 ),Z 2 )
= 0

Ext A ( 1 ) (E 4 'M,Z 2 ).

This is the same as E2 for the wedge of copies of Y,4jkU, and E2 = Eoo since E2 lies in
even bidegrees. Thus 7r*(CP?2i+1 A ^2kO) = ®Y,4jir*(kU). Since there are no homotopy
groups in odd degrees, the generator in degree 4j extends over the cofiber E 4 j _ 2 C P 2 of
77: S4j+1 —• S4j. There results a composite map
X4jkU ~ E 4 j ~ 2 CP 2 A kO -> C P ^ i + 1 A Y?kO AkO-> C P ^ 2 i + 1 A E2fcO
that induces an inclusion on 7r*. The wedge of these maps is an equivalence. The conclusion
follows via (C) and passage to limits, as in the last part of the proof of Proposition 15.1.
SECOND SKETCH

PROOF: By naturality (compare Remarks 13.6) or otherwise,

d 2 ( / r V ) = /T7/V+ 1
in the spectral sequence of Theorem 10.1, and E3 = E°° since it is concentrated in even
degrees. Therefore, 77 € iri(kO) maps trivially to 7Ti(t(nkO)T).

It follows by use of

Proposition 3.4 that the map t(i*r])T is trivial. The functor £(i*?)T preserves cofiber
sequences, and we conclude that the evident cofiber sequence
t(nkO)T

- • t(ukU)T

->

t(nZ2kO)T
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splits. We deduce the conclusion from its already known analog for kU.
Finally, let us consider periodic If-theory. By Proposition 15.1 we know that
t(KUT)T ^ t(uKU)T

~ holim V

E2jKU.

We have the following explicit computation of the homotopy groups of this ring spectrum.
PROPOSITION

15.5. Let p e R(T) be the standard irreducible representation and let

X = 1 - p. Then

t(KuTy = z[[x]][x"1]®z[M,ti-1].
PROOF:

In a more general context, Proposition 19.12 below gives that t(KUj)* is the

localization c(if £/T)*[X - 1 ]. By the Atiyah-Segal completion theorem, c(KUj)* = R(T)j <S>
Z[u, it - 1 ]. As a matter of algebra, the inclusion
Z [ x ] c Z [ X , p - 1 ] = Z[p,p- 1 ] = fl(T)
induces an isomorphism when we complete at J = (x), and the conclusion follows.
The ring #(T)j[x _ 1 ] is also isomorphic to

MJWbrWT)),
where the inverse system is taken over multiplication by x- This can be seen algebraically,
where it is analogous to (Zp)[l/p] = lim(Z[l/p]/Z), and it also follows by inspection of
F{ET, T,KUG A EG+) via Proposition 2.6.
We owe the following analog of Proposition 15.1 for KO to Sadofsky.
PROPOSITION
PROOF:

15.6

(SADOFSKY).

t(KOT)T ^ t(i*KO)T - holim V

WKU.

Writing KO as the telescope of iterates of (3 : kO —• T,~8kO and noting that, after

smashing with S~ 2 CP 2 , the real Bott map becomes the fourth power of the complex Bott
map /3 : kU —> E~2fc(7, we easily deduce the required splitting of the terms CP^i+1
in (C).
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§16. Free G-spheres and periodicity phenomena
After proving a generalization of the identifications (R), (3L), and (C) stated in the
introduction, we shall use the RO(G) grading of our theories to discuss periodicity phenomena in generalized Tate cohomology.
Assume given a representation V of G whose unit sphere S{V) is a free G-space.
Necessary and sufficient conditions on G for there to exist such a V are well known [49].
The union S(ooV) of the spheres S(qV) is a model for EG, the union D(ooV) of the unit
discs D(qV) is G-contractible, and the quotient space D(ooV)/S(ooV)

= S°°v is a model

for EG. Thus we may view EG as equipped with a filtration by the subspheres SqV. This
leads to the following result. Let BGa denote the Thom spectrum associated to a virtual
representation a (e.g., [33], [37]).
THEOREM

16.1. Suppose that G acts freely on the unit sphere of a representation V.

Then, for any nonequivariant spectrum k, t(i*k)G is equivalent to Mic(BGAd^~lV
PROOF:

AEfc).

Propositions 2.6 and 1.2 and the equivalence EG ~ S°°v give

t{kG) ~ F{EG, Ec(fcG)) * F(S°°v,Z(kG
~ F(Te\SiV,

A EG+))
£(fcG A EG+)) c- Mic(£G+ A S~iV A EfcG)

for any G-spectrum kG. Now let kG = i*k. By [33, VI.1.17],
U(EG tx S~iV) ~ EG+ A S~iV,
where EG*? is a twisted half smash functor from G-spectra to free naive G-spectra . Since
i+ commutes with smash products, we have
EG+ A S~iV A Y,kG - u(EG

K

S~iV A Eib).

Applying the equivalence (5.5) to Y = EG x 5~* y A T,k and using that smash products
commute appropriately with twisted half smash products and Thom spectra [33, VI. 1.5
and X.3.9], we find that
(EG+ A S~iV A XkGf

~ {EG K G SfAd(G)-iV) A %k
94
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By [33, X.6.3] and [37, pp 362-363], £GK G S Ad < G >-* v is equivalent to BGAd^'iV.

These

equivalences are natural, and the conclusion follows on passage to homotopy limits.
With the usual choices of V, this gives (R), (L) and (C); Ad(5 1 ) = R introduces the
second suspension coordinate that appears in (C).
In homology and cohomology, the description of EG as 5°°^ implies the following
canonical isomorphisms for a G-spectrum mc, an integer n (or more general element of
RO(G)), and a G-space X, where X is finite in the case of cohomology:
(mG A EG)n(X)

2 colim(raG A SqV)n(X)

*

colim(mG)n-qV(X)

{mG A EG)n(X)

9* colim(raG A SqV)n(X)

S

colim(mG)n+qV(X).

and

To interpret the colimits algebraically, assume that mG is a module G-spectrum over
a ring G-spectrum kG. Let V be any representation of G, let e : S° —> Sv send the
non-basepoint to 0, and let ay € fc^(5°) be the image of the identity element of fc^(5°)
under the map

e* : k°G(S°) - k£(Sv) - *£(S°).
Equivalently, a y is represented by e A r/ : S° A SG —• Sv A kG. The theories ra£r and
m^ are module-valued over fcG(5°), where everything is interpreted in the i?0(G)-graded
sense, and the colimits above are both taken over iterated action by the element Oiy. The
algebraic theory of localization works perfectly well for general types of gradings, and the
observations above imply the following conclusion.
PROPOSITION

16.2. Let mG be a module G-spectrum over a ring G—spectrum kG. For

any representation V ofG, {mG A S°°V)*(X)
localizations ofmf(X)

and m^X)

and, if X is finite, (mG A S°°V)*(X)

are the

away from ay. Thus multiplication by ay provides a

periodicity isomorphism with period V on (mG A S°°V)*(X)

and (mG A S°°V)*(X).

By Proposition 3.5, the proposition has the following implication.
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16.3. Let he be a ring G-spectrum.

If G acts freely on the unit sphere

S(V), then t(kG)*(X) and, if X is finite, t(kG)*{X) are the localizations of c(kG)*(X)
and c(kG)*(X) away from ay.

Therefore, multiplication by ay provides a periodicity

isomorphism with period V on t(kG)*(X) and t(kG)*(X).
In the presence of a suitable Thorn isomorphism, we can sometimes deduce an integral
period. We say that kc is a split ring G-spectrum if it has a splitting Q : k —• {kc)G which
is a map of ring spectra. This holds if kc = i*k for a nonequivariant ring spectrum k. The
isomorphism c{koY{X) = k*(EG+ AG X) of Proposition 2.1 is then an isomorphism of Zgraded rings and of modules over c(kG)*(S°) —fc*(.BG+).Moreover, for any representation
V of G, we also have isomorphisms
(16.4)

c(kG)v(S°)

S k%{EG+ A S~v) S

k°(BG-y).

The first follows from the definitions. The second follows from (0.7) and the relationship
between the Thorn spectrum BG~V and the G-spectrum EG+ A S~v (as recorded in the
proof of Proposition 16.2).
Now let u = dimF.

In favorable cases, we will have a Thorn isomorphism

fj,: fcn(BG+) - • kn~u{BG-y).

In particular, we will have

(16.5)

ii: ku(BG+) S

k°(BG~v).

Combining (16.4) and (16.5), applied both to V and to the trivial representation Ru of
dimension it, we obtain
(16.6)

c(kG)v(S°)

<* ku{BG+) £* c(kG)u(S°).

If k is an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HA for a commutative ring A, then we have a
Thorn isomorphism (16.5) if H~U(BG~V; A) contains a Thorn class, for example if V is
a complex representation or if A has characteristic two ([37, Thm B]). In these cases, a
check of definitions shows that the image in HU{BG; A) of av e b(kG)v{S°)
classical Euler class \v of V. This gives the following result.
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16.7. Let G act freely on the unit sphere S(V) where dimV = u.

97
If

H~U(BG~V; A) contains a Thorn class and X is finite, then, in integer gradings, HQ(X; A)
is isomorphic to the localization H*(EG+ AG X; A^Xy1] and is therefore periodic with period u.
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Part IV: The generalization to families
§17. Families and their / , c, and t G-spectra
Many of our results directly generalize to families of subgroups of G, namely collections
of subgroups closed under subconjugacy. We give a recapitulation of the relevant portions
of part I in this section, and we let T be a fixed given family. We agree to exclude the
empty family from consideration. Some of the many important examples to keep in mind
are the following:
• The family T(p) of p-subgroups of a finite group G.
• The family T of finite subgroups of G (when G is not itself finite).
• The family C of (topologically) cyclic subgroups of G.
• The family T(H) of subconjugates of a given subgroup H.
• The family T[N] of subgroups of G which do not contain a given normal subgroup N.
• The family T(N, G) of subgroups whose intersection with a given normal subgroup
N is the trivial subgroup.
• The family V of proper subgroups of G.
• The family T(V) of subgroups H of G such that VH ^ 0 for a given representation
V ofG.
There is a universal .F-space ET characterized up to homotopy by the requirement
that ETH be contractible ifHeT

and empty if H £ T. We shall give an explicit model in

Section 20. If T = {e}, then ET = EG. If T = T{N, G), then ET is the universal iV-free
G-space. Let ET be the cofiber of the projection ET+ —* S°. We have the cofibering
(A)

ET+ -+S0^

Let ho be a G-spectrum and let F(ET+,kQ)

ET.
be the function G-spectrum of maps

ET+ —• ka> The projection ET+ —• S° induces a G-map
(B)

e : kG = F(S°, kG) -

F(ET+,hG).

98
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By taking the smash product of the cofibering (A) with the map (B), we obtain the
following map of cofiberings of G-spectra :
kG A ET+

(C)

• kG

• kG A ET

U

eAl
F(Ef+, kG) A ET+

eAl

• F{EF+, kG)

> F{Ef+, kG) A ET.

Roughly, smashing a G-spectrum with the cofibering (A) has the effect of breaking
the represented homology and cohomology theories into parts that see orbit types in T
and not in T. We introduce abbreviated notations for these spectra.
Define the ^"-free G-spectrum associated to kG to be
MkG)

=

kG*EF+.

We refer to the homology theories represented by G-spectra fp(kG) as .F-Borel homology
theories. We refer to the cohomology theories they represent as /^r-cohomology theories.
Define
f'r(kG)

=

F(ET+,kG)AEF+.

It will turn out that e A l : fp(kG) —• fj?(kG) is always an equivalence. After proving this,
we will drop the notation f'T and just use fa. Define
/>(* G ) = fcG A K F .
Define
cr(kG) =

F(ET+,kG).

We call cp(kG) the geometric ^"-completion of kG. The map e : kG —• c?(kG) of (B) is
the object of study of such results as the generalized Atiyah-Segal completion theorem and
the generalized Segal conjecture of [2,3,38]. The general .F-homotopy limit problem can
be interpreted as the problem of comparing the geometric ^"-completion cjr(kG) with the
algebraic completion (ka)^

of kG at a certain ideal of the Burnside ring. We refer to the
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cohomology theories represented by G-spectra c?{kG) as .F-Borel cohomology theories.
We refer to the homology theories they represent as c^-homology theories.
Define
tr(kG) = F{ET+,kG)

AEf =

f£cr(kG).

We call tj?(kG) the .F-Tate G-spectrum associated to kG. These G-spectra represent TTate homology and cohomology theories.
With this cast, and with the abbreviation of e A 1 to e, Diagram (C) can be rewritten
in the form
fAkc)

• kG
\e

(D)

fAka)

»tT{kG).

-criko)

We call the bottom row the ".F-norm sequence".
A map 0 : kG —• k'G of G-spectra is said to be an ,F-equivalence if <f>H is an equivalence
for H G J7, or, equivalently by the Whitehead theorem, if <j> is an if-equivalence for H G T.
The proof of Proposition 1.1 applies verbatim to give the following ^-invariance statement.
PROPOSITION

17.1. Let </>: kG —• k'G be an ^-equivalence. Then the maps

(t>M:kGA

ET+ -» k'G A ET+

and

F(l,<f>) : F{EF+,kG)

-»

F(ET+,k'G)

are G-equivalences. Therefore the cofibration sequences
f'r(kG)-+cr(kG)-+tr{kG)

and

fT(k'G)

- cT{k'G) -

tT{k'G)

are G-equivalent.
Since the middle vertical arrow e : kG —• cp(kG) of Diagram (D) is an ^"-equivalence,
the first statement of the proposition implies the following promised result.
PROPOSITION

17.2. For any G-spectrum kG,
e : M*G) = ^ A ET+ - • F{ET+, kG) A ET+ = f'jr(kG)

is an equivalence of G-spectra .
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The relationship between the three kinds of theories is immediate from the bottom
cofiber sequence of (D), which gives .F-norm sequences.
PROPOSITION

17.3. For G-spectra X, there are long exact sequences

• • • -> fHkG)n(X)

-> cr(kc)n{X)

- tr{ko)n(X)

• • • - MkG)n(X)

- cr{kG)n(X) - tT(kG)n(X)

- MkG)n+1(X)

- •••

and

- /^(*G)»-IP0

Under appropriate hypotheses, these collapse to give isomorphisms. A G-space is said
to be an ^"-space if all of its isotropy groups away from its G-fixed basepoint are in T.
A (naive or genuine) G-spectrum is said to be an ^"-spectrum if it is equivalent to a GCW spectrum built up from cells of orbit type G/H with H 6 T. In all three cases, an
object X is equivalent to an ^"-object if and only if the natural map ET+ A X —• X is a
G-equivalence. A G-space or G-spectrum X is said to be ^"-trivial or ^"-contractible if XH
is contractible for all H € T. The proofs of the next three results are identical to those of
Propositions 2.4-2.6.
PROPOSITION

17.4. Let X be an T-space or an ^-spectrum.
tT(kG)*(X)

= 0 and tr(kG)*(X)

Then
= 0.

Therefore
MkG)*(X)*cr(kG)*(X)
PROPOSITION

and

MkG).(X)

<*

cr(kGMX).

17.5. If X is an J7-contractible G-space or G-spectrum, then
cr(kG)*(X)

= 0 and

fjr(kG).(X)=0.

Therefore
tr(kG)n(X)*MkG)n+1(X)

and cT{kG)n(X)

2
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By definition, Tate homology is a special case of c-homology,
tr(kG)n(X)

=

cT(kG)n(ETAX).

Analogously, Tate cohomology is a special case of /-cohomology.
PROPOSITION

17.6. The Tate spectrum t^(kG) is equivalent to F(ET, Y,fr(kG)).

There-

fore, for any G-space or G-spectrum X,
tr(kG)n(X)

2

MkG)n+1(EfAX).

Formally, the functor f? preserves wedges, cofibers, and colimits while the functor
cjr preserves products, fibers, and limits. Therefore the functor tj: preserves finite wedges
and cofibration sequences. The proofs of the following results are identical with those of
Propositions 3.2 and 3.3, but the hypothesis on ET can only be expected to be satisfied
when the family T contains only finitely many maximal conjugacy classes (H).
PROPOSITION

17.7. The functor cjr preserves microscopes. If ET has a model as an

T-CW complex with finite skeleta, then the functors $? and tj? preserve microscopes of
inverse sequences of uniformly bounded below G-spectra.
PROPOSITION

17.8. If {Yq} is the Postnikov tower of a G-spectrum Y,Yq — Y(-oo,q],

and ET has a model as an T-CW complex with finite skeleta, then the following diagram
displays a G-equivalence between cofiber sequences:
MMic

Y q)

Mic fr(Yq)

>cT(Mic Yq)

>t?{Mic Yq)

• Mic cT(Yq)

• Mic

tT{Yq).

Since ET+ has a diagonal map and since there are equivalences
ET+ A ET+ ~ ET+

and

ET NET ~ ET,

unique up to homotopy, we obtain a commutative diagram of associative and commutative
pairings exactly as in (3.4); we shall call it the .F-norm pairing diagram.
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17.9. If ko is a ring G-spectrum, then c^{ko) and t^(ko)

are ring G-

spectra, commutative if kc is, and the right square of (D) is a diagram of ring G-spectra.
If mo is a ko-module G-spectrum, then ^(mc)
tr^G)

is a tjr(kc)-module

is a c^(ko)-module

G-spectrum and

G-spectrum.

The change of groups results of Propositions 3.7 and 3.8 also generalize to the present
context.
PROPOSITION

17.10. Regarded as an H-spectrum, tjr(ko) is equivalent to

where T\H = {K\K
PROPOSITION

t?\H{kH),

C H and K e T}, and similarly for f and c.

17.11. Let kn be an H-spectrum.

Then tj?(G

KH ^H)

is equivalent to

G KJJ t^\H(&#) and tj:{Fn[G, &#)) is equivalent to F H [CM JF|# (&#))> and similarly for f
and c.
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§18. Cohomological and homological completion phenomena
Let IT C A(G) be the intersection of the kernels of the restrictions A(G) —• A(H)
for H e T. The following result generalizes Theorem 4.1.
THEOREM

18.1. Let G be finite. Then c^(ko) is IT-complete for any G-spectrum kc> If

ko is bounded below, then f^(kc)

and therefore t^(ko) are also IT-complete.

Exactly as in Section 4, this is a consequence of the following more general result,
which is valid for any compact Lie group G.
PROPOSITION

18.2. Let J be any finitely generated ideal contained in IT.

Then the

following conclusions hold.
(i) cjr(kc) is J-complete.
(ii) Any bounded below T-spectrum Y is J-complete.
We take G to be finite in the rest of this section. As explained in [25,§4], the generalized
Atiyah-Segal completion theorem of [2] and the generalized Segal conjecture of [3] imply
that the map e : ko —• cjr(kc) is a completion at IT when kc is KUG, KOQ, or SQ- In
the last case, f^So

—• ^ ( ^ G ) is also a completion at IT.

In general, e : ko —»
represented by {ko)^

C;F(&G)

is a completion at IT if and only if the cohomology theory

carries ^"-equivalences to isomorphisms. By (4.2), this holds if and

only if the left derived functors L1^ and L{* of /.F-adic completion vanish on

(&G)*(X)

whenever X is an ^-trivial G-spectrum..
As in Section 4, there is another way to think about this. Defining M{IT)

as in

(4.4), we see that the canonical map M{IT) —• SQ is an ^-equivalence. Therefore, by the
Whitehead theorem, there is a unique map £ : T,°°ET+ —• M(IT)

over SG> By (4.5), we

conclude that e is a completion at IT if and only if the "completion conjecture map"
(18.3)

C • ( M / = F(M(IT),

kG) - F(ET+, kG) =
104
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is an equivalence. We can also ask when the "cocompletion conjecture map"
(18.4)

£* = 1 A £ : kG A EF+ - • kG A M{IF)

is an equivalence. By Lemma 4.9, if kG is a ring G-spectrum and £* is an equivalence,
then so is
(18.5)

f* = 1 A i : cr{kG) A EF+ - c^(A:G) A M ( / ^ ) .

Exactly as in Proposition 4.11, we have the following formal comparison.
PROPOSITION

18.6. The map £* of (18.4) is an equivalence if and only if the maps £* of

(18.3) and £* of (18.5) are both equivalences.
Let M{IF) be the coflber of M(IT)
ET+
(18.7)

—• SG. We have a map of cofibrations
• S°

i
M{IT)

>ET

i
• S°

• Af (IF).

Therefore the map £* of (18.4) is an equivalence if and only if the map
(18.8)

£, = 1 A £: kG A ET -> kG A M(IT)

is an equivalence and the map £* of (18.5) is an equivalence if and only if the map
(18.9)

£ = 1 A %: tr(kG) = cr{kG) NET^

cT(kG) A M{IT)

is an equivalence. The easier implication of Proposition 4.15 generalizes readily to the
present context.
PROPOSITION

18.10. Let kG be a ring G-spectrum. Iftjr{kG)

is rational, then the map

£* of (18.9) is an equivalence.
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We do not see how to generalize the transfer theoretic proof of the converse given

in Lemmas 4.16 through 4.18. However, the first author has recently obtained a quite
different proof. It involves a ring theoretic analog of Tate cohomology and will be presented
elsewhere [50]. Lemma 4.19 generalizes directly to give the following result.
LEMMA

18.11. If X is a G-spectrum such that 1A^:XAET-^XA

equivalence, then (X A ET)^

M(IF)

is an

is trivial .

We combine the previous results and the cited result from [50] to obtain the following
generalization of Theorem 4.8.
THEOREM

18.12. Let ko be a ring G-spectrum. Then the map £* of (18.4) is an equiv-

alence if and only if t^(kc)

is a rational G-spectrum and the map £* of (18.3) is an

equivalence. When these equivalent conditions hold,

/^(^G)/^

hence cj:{kc) is the completion at IT of both ko and

and tjr(kc)^

are trivial,

/F(&G)-

In the case of KUQ and KOQ, the map £* of (18.3) was proven to be an equivalence
in [2], the map £* of (18.4) was recently proven to be an equivalence by the first author in
[22], and the rationality of the Tate spectra will be proven in the next section. Thus the
results of [2] and [22] are in fact equivalent. This is not surprising since all three proofs
proceed by direct inductive reduction to quotations of equivariant Bott periodicity.
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§19. The generalized Tate G-spectra of periodic if-theory
Let G be finite in this section. We shall formulate and prove a generalization of
Theorem 13.1. In fact, for an arbitrary family T in G, we shall give a complete analysis
of the cofiber sequence
MKUa)

-* cjr{KUG) -

tr(KUa).

Although we shall not work out full details, we shall also explain the corresponding analysis
for KOG.
Let JT C R(G) be the intersection over H € T of the kernels of the restriction
homomorphisms R(G) —• R(H).

Define JOT C RO(G) similarly. The completions of

an R(G)-module at IT and at JT are isomorphic, by [25,4.5], and similarly in the real
case. By the generalized Atiyah-Segal completion theorem cited in the previous section,
and

CJT(KUG)

CJT(KOG)

are the completions of

cr(KUG)2i*R{G)5r
similarly,

C^(KOG)*

THEOREM

—

((KOG)*)JO(G)'

19.1. t^RUc)

KUQ

and

and

KOQ

cr{KUG)2i+1

at IT. Therefore
= 0;

The following theorem is the key to our analysis.

and tp{KOG) are rational G-spectra .

We explain the implications before giving the proof. We shall first determine the
rationalization of

/^(KUG)*,

next use the rationalization of the .F-norm sequence to com-

pute tp(KUG)*, and then go back to the unrationalized .F-norm sequence to determine
fjr(KUG)*> I n principle, this procedure applies equally well to KOG- The analysis will
simultaneously deal with subgroups in view of Proposition 17.10. In Appendix A, we shall
prove the folklore fact that rational G-spectra split as products of Eilenberg-MacLane
G-spectra (since G is finite). Therefore the rationalizations of the homotopy groups of
G-spectra determine their rational homotopy types.
Let (g) denote the subgroup of G generated by the element g. It is clear by character
theory that

JF={x\x(g)

= oif (g) e JF} c R(G).
107
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Define the "complementary ideal" J'T by
J'T={x\x(g)

=

Oif(g)^T}cR(G).

Since JT • J'T = 0, J'T$T = J'T and (R(G)/J'T)^
LEMMA 19.2. fr(KUG)2i

s

R(G)^/J'T.

® Q = J'^* ® Q and fc(KUGhi+i <8> Q = 0.

PROOF: Rationalize everything in this proof without change of notation. As explained in
Appendix A, the rational equivariant stable category decomposes in terms of idempotents
en of the rationalized Burnside A(G). By Remark A. 13, if e^ is the sum over H G T of
the idempotents e# and ejr — 1 — ejr, then IT — ej?A(G), ejrS0 ~ ET+, and ejrS° ~ ET.
Let /<F and jfc be the images of e? and e^ in the rationalized representation ring R(G),
Let ?i and S denote the sets of conjugacy classes of subgroups of G and of elements of
G, respectively. Passage from elements g to cyclic groups (g) gives a function S —• H.
Let Qn and Ce be the rings of functions H - • Q and £ -» C, and let 7r : Q w - • C £ and
p : A(G) —* -R(G) be the evident maps of rings. Then the following diagram commutes,
where (p is the isomorphism described in Appendix A and x is the trace map.
A(G)—?—>R(G)
<P\
QH

\X
7T

>£S

This easily implies that, rationally,
(19.3)

JT = fcR(G), J'T = f?R{G),

and

JT + J'T = R(G).

Therefore
(19.4)

MKUG).

®Q*J'T-

KU? ® Q.

As a matter of algebra, the proof just given implies the following result, which is
needed to reconcile the statements of Theorem 13.1 and Corollary 13.3 with the corollaries
which follow.
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LEMMA 19.5. The map JT*jT 0 Q -+ R{GYJTIJ'T

0 Q induced by the inclusion

JT —• R(G) is an isomorphism.
COROLLARY
PROOF:

19.6. tT(KUG)2i

= (R{G)/J'^)^

0 Q and tjr{KUG)2i+1

= 0.

We deduce this from the rationalized .F-norm sequence, noting that the map

fr(KUG)

—•

CJT(KUG)

factors as the composite

MKUG)

= KUG A ET+ -» KUG -+

cT{KUG).

In homotopy, the observation (19.4) identifies the rationalization of the first map, and
the generalized Atiyah-Segal completion theorem identifies the second. We see that
fr{KUG)2i

0 Q —• cjr(KUG)2i 0 Q is the evident inclusion.

COROLLARY

19.7. Let RjJ'TK

(R(H) J J' ^H)^}^.

be the Mackey functor whose value on G/H

Then tjr(KUG)
1

MacLane G-spectra K^RjJ'T )
(tr(KUG)H)*

is

is the product over integers i of the Eilenberg-

0 Q, 2i). As a ring,

s (R(H)/J'F\H)$m

0 Q[t;, tT 1 ],

degu = 2.

PROOF: Only the multiplicative structure requires comment. We know the ring structure
of ((KUG)H)* from Bott periodicity, and the map of the generalized Atiyah-Segal completion theorem induces a completion of graded rings. This determines the ring structure on
(CF(KUG)H)*

0 Q and, by Corollary 19.6 (together with the remark above Lemma 19.2),

we see that (tjr(KUG)H)*
COROLLARY

is the specified quotient ring of (cjr(KUG)H)* 0 Q.

19.8. fr{KUG)2i

PROOF: The map cT{KVG)2i

= J'f

and MKUG)2i+i

— tT{KUG)2i

= (R(G)/JfT)^

is induced by R(G) ->

0 (Q/Z).

R(G)/J'P.

As explained in [22], the equivalence KUG A ET+ —* KUG A M{IT)
alternative algebraic description of fr(KUG)*

implies an

in terms of Grothendieck's local cohomology

groups.
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Now consider the real case. The groups KO^ are periodic of period 8 with the

following values as q runs from 0 to 7:
(19.9)

RO(G)

RO(G)/rRU(G)

RSp(G)

RSp(G)/qRU(G)

RU(G)/c'RSp(G)

0

RU(G)/cRO(G)

0

Here r,c,q,c' are the evident homomorphisms. They and conjugation t on RU(G) are
related by the equations
re = 2, cr = 1 + t,

qc' = 2,

c'q = 1 4-t,

tc = c,

tc' = c',

qt = #,

rt = r,

t2 = 1.

and

For well chosen sets {£/*}, {V}}, and {Wk} of irreducible real, complex, and quaternionic representations, RO(G) is spanned by {Ui,rVj,rc'Wk})
{cUi, Vj,tVj,dWk},

RU(G) is spanned by

and RSp(G) is spanned by {qcUi,qVj, Wk}. This completely deter-

mines r,c,q, and c'. We see in particular that RO(G)/rRU(G)

and RSp(G)/qRU(G)

are

2-torsion and that, modulo their 2-torsion, RU{G)/c'RSp(G)

and RU(G)/cRO(G)

are

isomorphic. We also see that qc : RO(G) —• RSp(G) is a monomorphism with cokernel of
exponent 4.
We can define a "complementary ideal" J'O^ 7 C RO(G) such that JO.F • J'OT = 0.
With ,/> and jj= replaced by the images of e? and e^ in RO(G) 0 Q, the proof of Lemma
19.2 gives the evident real analogs of (19.3), (19.4), and (19.5). However, the computation
of J'OT - KOf <S> Q from (19.9) is not immediate. These groups are zero for odd q and
are isomorphic to J'OT <S> Q for q = 0 mod 4. They are isomorphic for all q = 2 mod 4,
but whether or not they are zero in these degrees depends on T. They are zero in these
degrees when T — {e}. One can deduce this algebraically from the fact that J'0{e} is
one dimensional with basis the regular representation. Alternatively, one can note that
the rational splitting KU ~ KO V T,2KO induces a rational splitting
f(uKU)

* f(i*KO) V

f(uJ?KO),
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so that f(KOG)iq+2 ® Q must be zero by a comparison of dimensions. In principle, we
can now read off the real analogs of Corollaries 19.6-19.8. We have recorded the answers
in the case T = {e} in Theorem 13.1 and Corollary 13.3. In the latter result, the non-zero
groups in odd degrees are direct sums because the kernels in the extensions that appear
in the norm sequence are divisible and hence injective Abelian groups.
P R O O F OF THEOREM

19.1: Assume inductively that the conclusion is true for all families

in any proper subgroup of G. The induction starts since Tate spectra for the trivial group
are trivial. If T is the family of all subgroups of G, then tjr(ko) is trivial for any hoThus we may as well assume that T C V, where V is the family of proper subgroups of
G. Taking the smash product of the cofibering EV+ —• S° —• EV with tjr(KUG), we see
that it suffices to prove that tp(KUG) A EV+ and tp{KUG) A EV are both rational. It is
clear by inspection of fixed-point subspaces that ET l\EV ~ EV. Therefore the following
two lemmas complete the proof.
LEMMA 19.10. t^(KUG) A X is rational for any family T and any V-spectrum X.
PROOF:

The colimit of rational G-spectra is rational, and if two terms in a cofibering are

rational, then so is the third term. Thus it suffices to prove the result when X = G/H+
for a proper subgroup H. Here the conclusion is immediate from the induction hypothesis
and Propositions 17.10 and 17.11.
LEMMA 19.11. t^KUc)

A EV is rational for any family T.

We deduce this from the following consequence of Proposition 16.2, in which G need
not be finite. For a complex representation V, let \y €

KUQ(SV)

be the Bott class. By

equivariant Bott periodicity, multiplication by Xy gives an isomorphism
KU%(S°) -+ KU%(SV) £ KU%(S°) = R(G).
Recall from Section 16 that av = e*(l) € KU%{S°), e : S° -> Sv. The image ofay under
the displayed isomorphism is the K-theory Euler class, which we denote by xv\ explicitly,
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it is just the alternating sum of the exterior powers of V. Recall that T{V) is the family
{H\VH # 0}.
PROPOSITION

then

(TTIG

m^(X)

19.12. If mo is a KUG-module spectrum, such as

A EF{V))*{X)

and, if X is finite,

{TUG

A EJr(V))*(X)

F{Y,KUG)

for any Y,

are the localizations of

and m*G(X) away from \v-

P R O O F OF LEMMA

19.11: Let V be the reduced regular representation of G. Then VG = 0

but VH ^ 0 for all proper subgroups H. Thus F{V) = V. It also follows that e is Htrivial and \v restricts to zero in R(H) for any proper subgroup H. That is, xv £ JV(G).
Since the product over cyclic subgroups C of the restrictions R(G) —*• R(C) is an injection,
JV(G) = 0 unless G is cyclic. Since localization away from zero is zero, the conclusion
holds trivially unless G is cyclic. Thus let B be cyclic of order n. The primes that do not
divide n act invertibly on t^{ko) for any G-spectrum kc and any family T by Corollary
22.10 below, which generalizes Corollary 11.5. Let p divide n. It suffices to show that p
acts invertibly on

TYIG

A EV for any KC/G-module spectrum mc, and this certainly holds

if p divides some power of xv in R(G). Choose an epimorphism G -* Z p and a nontrivial
one-dimensional irreducible representation W of Z p . Regard W as a representation of G,
by pullback. Then W is a summand of V and xw divides xv- Thus it suffices just to
observe that {xw)p is divisible by p in R(ZP) since xw = I — W and Wp = 1.
Applying real equivariant Bott periodicity to Spin representations of dimension divisible by 8, and using 8 times the reduced real regular representation to model EV, we
find that a slight modification of the argument just given works to prove the real case of
Theorem 19.1.
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§20. Theories associated to Mackey and coMackey functors
We first recall some general categorical algebra that was implicitly used earlier but
must now be made explicit for intelligibility. Let C be any small additive category and let
C* and C* be the categories of additive contravariant and covariant functors C —• Ab. We
think of C as a "ring with many objects", and we think of objects of C* and C* as right
and left C-modules (compare Mitchell [40]). For an object C of C, define the represented
contravariant functor C* by C*(?) = Homc(?,C). It is then a categorical triviality called
the Yoneda lemma that
(20.1)

Homc*(C*,M)^M(C)

for any M G C*.

We have a tensor product over C. For M G C* and N G C*,
(20.2)

M ®c N = £ M(C) <8> N(C)/(m<p* ®n-m®

<p*n),

where </>,ra,and n run over the maps (j> : C —• C in C and the elements m G M{C) and
n G N(C).

This is just an Abelian group, and this tensor product over C must not be

confused with the more sophisticated tensor product 0 : C* x C* —• C* that we defined
topologically in certain special cases in Section 8. For an Abelian group A, we have the
adjunction isomorphisms
Home, (N, Hom(M, A)) S Hom(M <8>c JV, A) 2 Home* (M, Hom(AT, A)).
Another manifestation of the Yoneda lemma gives the isomorphism
(20.3)

C* 0c N a AT(C) for any AT G C*.

We define a free object of C* to be any sum of objects of the form C*.
The categories C[G] and M[G] of coefficient systems and Mackey functors are examples
of such generalized categories of modules. In the context of families, one might be tempted
to define an ^"-module to be a coefficient system R such that R(G/H) = 0 for H £ T and
113
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to try to prove that t^(HM)

depends only on the underlying .F-module of M , generalizing

what we did in the case T — {e} in Part II. While much of the analysis does go through,
the program fails because s*s*R ^ R, as we observed in Remark 7.4. For this reason, we
shall make little use of coefficient systems in this part.
The theory for families in positive dimensional compact Lie groups diverges from the
theory for T = {e} in a still more fundamental way: we cannot use Eilenberg-MacLane
G-spectra HM to study homology theories. Define a "coMackey functor" to be a covariant
functor OS —• Ab. Let ko be a G-spectrum . The Mackey functor K-n(^G)

may be viewed

as the restriction fcjj of the cohomology functor fcg to orbit G-spectra,
A&(G/fT) =

fcg(E~G/ff+)

=

[G/H+,kG}nG.

Dually, we have the homology coMackey functors kn specified by
kg{G/H)

= k°(Z°°G/H+)

= [S°,kG A G / f f + ] ° .

As was pointed out in [32, p.211], for a coMackey functor N, there is a G-spectrum
such that JN^

JN

= N and JN_n = 0 for n ^ 0. This homological Eilenberg-MacLane

G-spectrum represents the ordinary homology theory on G-spectra characterized by the
dimension axiom specified by AT, and JN is uniquely determined up to homotopy.
The price of arranging the dimension axiom in homology is that J AT is not connective
and does not have obvious homotopy groups. Quite generally, the homotopy groups of a
G-spectrum X are
*»(X)
Here D(G/Hjr)

= [ £ n G / t f + , X) = [Sn, D(G/H+)

= G K # S~L^H\

A X]G.

where L(H) is the tangent ^-representation of G/H

at

the identity coset eH. This representation contains a trivial representation of dimension
dimWH,

and the complementary representation can be triangulated as an H-CW

plex. We see in particular that 7r^(JN)

can be non-zero for — dimG/H
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The ordinary homology theory represented by JN and the ordinary cohomology theory
represented by HM

have chain level descriptions precisely similar to those used in the

definition of Bredon homology and cohomology [8]. For a G-CW spectrum X , we have the
7£n(Xn/Xn~1);

chain complex C_+(X) in the Abelian category M[G] given by C_n(X) =

dn is the connecting homomorphism of the triple ( X n , X n - 1 , X n ~ 2 ) . Here C_n(X) is free
with one generator for each n-cell of X. For a coMackey functor N and a Mackey functor
M , we define
(20.4)

C ? ( X ; N) = C,(X)

®05 N

and

C*G(X; M) = H o m o s ( C + ( X ) , M ) .

These are ordinary chain and cochain complexes of Abelian groups, and we obtain
homology and cohomology theories H^(X;N)

and HQ(X;M)

on passage to homology

and cohomology groups. The Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectra JN and HM

are obtained

by application of Brown's represent ability theorem to these theories [32], and there result
isomorphisms
(20.5)

H?{X;N)5i(JN)°(X)

and

H*G{X; M) S

(HM)*a(X).

R E M A R K 20.6: We can make precisely analogous chain level definitions of H®(X\ S) and
HQ(X;R)

for naive G-CW spectra X and covariant and contravariant coefficient systems

S and R; these are the spectrum level versions of Bredon homology and cohomology [8].
Using freeness and (20.1) and (20.3), we see that, for a coMackey functor N and a Mackey
functor M ,
H?(uX;N)*H!*(X;s*N)

and

H£(i*X;M)

£

H£,(X;s*M)

since these are computed from isomorphic chain and cochain complexes. There is a naive
Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectrum HR such that HQ(X; R) = [X, HR]Q and, in cohomology,
the isomorphism above also follows from the relation i*HM = Hs*M. However, the naive
level homology theory is not represented in any usual sense since, in the world of naive
G-spectra, (jo A G/H+)G

= * whenever H ^ G.
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We relate these theories to families in the following definition. The theories of (20.5)

correspond to the family "A££" of all subgroups of G, for which EAii and EMU can each
be taken to be a single point.
DEFINITION 20.7. For G-spectra X, a family T, and integers n, define
H£(X; N) = MJN)n(X)

and

H£(X; N) =

cjr(HM)n(X);

H£(X; N) = cT(JN)n(X)

and

H£(X; M) =

MHM)n(X);

H*(X; N) = tT(JN)n(X)

and

H£(X; M) =

tT{HM)n{X).

When X = S°, we delete it from the notation, writing H^r(M), etc.
There are no dimension shifts here. The dimension shifts that occur in homology in
Definition 6.5 are entirely an artifact of the fact that we were there using cohomological
Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectra to study homology theories, which is an entirely unnatural
thing to do. Of course, since ET only has cells in non-negative dimensions,
H£{N) = 0

and

H£{M) = 0

for

n < 0.

More interestingly, if d{F) is the minimum dimension of WH for H € T, then
H*(N) = 0

and

H?:(M) = 0

for

n>

-d{T).

This also follows from the cell decomposition of ET, but now it is the duals of cells that
are relevant, as in our discussion of the homotopy groups of JN. The ^"-norm sequences
give consequences for the Tate theories.
The following complement to Theorem 6.3 will imply that the case T — {e} of the
new definition is consistent with the old definition. For a coMackey functor AT, let UN =
N(G/e).

The opposite group of 7r0(G) = G embeds in [G/e+,G/e+}Q via right action

by its elements. Therefore, for a Mackey functor M, UM = M(G/e) is a left G-module
whereas, for a coMackey functor AT, UN = N(G/e) is a right G-module. Write Vop for a
left G-module V regarded as a right G-module via vg = g~1v.
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20.8. Let N be any coMackey functor such that UN = Vop.

Then there

is a Mackey functor M with UM = V and a canonical G-map T,dJN —> HM which is a
nonequivariant equivalence. Therefore the cofiber sequences
f{T,dJN)

-> c(EdJN) — t{XdJN)

and f(HM)

-> c(HM) -» t(HM)

are canonically G-equivalent and, ifN and N' are coMackey functors such that UN = UN1,
then the norm cohbration sequences of HN and HN' are canonically G-equivalent.
PROOF:

By the discussion above, we find that irn(JN) = 0 if n ^ — d and n-d{JN) = Vop.

Define M = 7r_d(JN), note that JN is (—d — l)-connected, and construct a G-map
JN —• T,~dHM that induces an isomorphism on 7£_d by killing the higher homotopy groups
of JN. This map is a nonequivariant equivalence, and the rest follows from Proposition
1.1 and Theorem 6.3.
Now a comparison of Definitions 6.5 and 20.7 gives the following consistency statement.
COROLLARY

20.9. IfN is a coMackey functor such that UN = Vop, then

HW(X,N)*HZ(X;V),

HW(X,N)*HZ(X;V),

and ^ e } ( X , i V ) 2

H%(X;V).

If M is a Mackey functor such that UM = V, then
H?e}(X;M)*HZ(X;V),
REMARK

H?e}(X;M)

S H£(X;V),

and H?e}(X;M)

S

H^(X;V).

20.10: When G is finite, Spanier-Whitehead duality specifies an equivalence of

categories D : OSop —• OS that is the identity on objects and satisfies D o D = Id.
Here a Mackey functor M determines a coMackey functor M o p = M o D and a coMackey
functor N determines a Mackey functor Nop = N o D. This bijective correspondence
between Mackey functors and coMackey functors is realized topologically as a bijective
correspondence between the two kinds of Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectra : JN = HNop and
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HM = JNop. That is, there is really only one kind of Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectrum,
but it should be thought of differently when considered as representing a homology or a
cohomology theory.
Just as we defined the chains of suitably filtered G-spectra, not necessarily G-CW
spectra, in Section 9, so we can generalize the definition of cellular chains given in (20.4).
As in Section 10, this generalization will lead via "^"-calculable" filtrations to generalized
Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences. Let W = UWP, p £ Z, be a filtered G-spectrum
such that each map Wp - • Wp+1 and Wp -> W is a cofibration. Let W =

WpjWp-x,

and assume that each W is equivalent to a wedge of G-spectra of the form G/H+ A Sp
for varying H in T. Write W_ for a G-spectrum W with a given filtration of this sort.
Define a chain complex C+(W) of Mackey functors by letting C_p(W_) = KP(W ), with
differential d* induced by the evident geometric boundary map. For a coMackey functor
N and a Mackey functor M, define H^(Wj; N) and #£(ffij M) to be the homology of the
respective chain and cochain complexes of Abelian groups.
(20.11)

C?(W; N) = C+(W) ®os N

and C%(W; M) = Hom O 5 (£*(H0, M).

Given such a filtered G-spectrum W_ and a G-spectrum ko, we obtain exact couples
by giving ko A W and F(W,ko)

the filtrations induced by that of W and passing to

G-homotopy groups; see Appendix B.

LEMMA 20.12. In the resulting spectral sequences,

and

£ r = ftSf«or)£C£(H:;i&),

and these are isomorphisms of chain and cochain complexes.

PROOF: Observe that C^(W) is a free Mackey functor, with one summand for each wedge
summand of each W9 and apply (20.1) and (20.3) cellwise.
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§21. A m i t s u r - D r e s s - T a t e c o h o m o l o g y theories
We begin by constructing an explicit model for ET.

For this, G can be any topological

group and T can be any family of closed subgroups.
There is a product-preserving functor E* from spaces to simplicial spaces. The space
of g-simplices is X 9 + 1 , the i™ face map is the projection away from the (i+1)

EqX

degeneracy map is the diagonal map applied to the ( i + l ) s t coordinate,

coordinate, the i
and E*X

has a functorial simplicial contracting homotopy.

realization of E*X.

Let EX

be the geometric

Since realization preserves products and homotopies, E is a product-

preserving functor from spaces to contractible spaces. (See [35, pp 97-99], where E* is
denoted D+.)
If X is a G space, then E*X
(E*X)

H

H

= E*(X ).

that (EX)H
if XH

= E(XH).

Therefore E restricts to a functor from G-spaces to G-spaces such
Obviously (EX)H

is empty. Thus, if T(X)

of X, then EX

is a simplicial G-space under diagonal actions, and

is contractible if XH is non-empty and is empty

is the family of subconjugates of isotropy groups of points

is a model for EJr(X).

If X = G, then EG is G-homeomorphic to the

usual bar construction model, by [35, 10.3]. If we start with a family T and define
to be the disjoint union of orbits G/H,
then T(X(Ty)

= T.

X{T)

one for each maximal conjugacy class (H) C T,

Any larger disjoint union of orbits G/H

with H G T would serve

equally well.
Now assume that G is finite and restrict attention to finite G-sets X.

Recall that,

viewed purely algebraically, a Mackey functor M consists of a contravariant functor M*
and a covariant functor M* from finite G-sets to Abelian groups. These functors have the
same object function, denoted M , and M converts disjoint unions to direct sums. It is
required that a* o /?* = 6* o 7* for pullback diagrams of finite G-sets
S
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A Mackey functor in our original sense of a contravariant functor M : OS —• Ab

extends by additivity to the full subcategory of the stable homotopy category consisting
of the G-spectra of the form E°°X + . Maps of G-sets and the corresponding transfer maps
of Cr-spectra determine the contravariant and covariant parts of the associated algebraic
Mackey functor. We shall use these two ways of looking at Mackey functors interchangeably. While our notations and framework are different, the following definitions agree with
some of those used by Dress [17] in his homological study of induction theory. (Our notations partly duplicate those in Definition 20.7, in anticipation of consistency statements
to be proven in the next section.)
DEFINITION 21.1. Let M he a Mackey functor, let X be a finite G-set, and let T =

T(X).

Define the Amitsur-Dress homology, cohomology, and Tate cohomology of T with coefficients in M as follows. For homology, denoted H^(M),

apply M* to the simplicial G-set

E*(X), and take the homology of the resulting simplicial Abelian group. For cohomology,
denoted Hp(M), apply M* to E*(X), regard the result as a cochain complex of Abelian
groups, and take its cohomology. For Tate cohomology, denoted H^(M),

splice the desus-

pension of the homology complex, graded negatively, to the cohomology complex by use
of the composite
7T* o 7T* : M(X)

-+ M ( * ) —

M(X)]

then take the cohomology of the resulting Z-graded cochain complex
• M(Xn)

-> MiX71-1)
- • M{X) -+

->

• M(X)
• M{Xn) -+ M ( X n + 1 ) - • . . . .

(The zero* group of this cochain complex is the second, target, copy of M{X).)
This is precisely analogous to defining the homology, cohomology and Tate cohomology of the finite group G explicitly in terms of the canonical resolution of Z. It is routine
homological algebra to interpret the result in terms of more general resolutions and to
axiomatize these functors on Mackey functors. The homology groups are the left derived
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functors of the right exact functor HQ and the cohomology groups are the right derived
functors of the left exact functor H^ (both relative to the class of X(.F)-projective functors). The groups Hjr(M) and HQ(M) have interpretations as suitable invariants and
coinvariants, the displayed composite 7r* O 7r* induces a norm map
N : H£(M) -

fl£(M),

and
H^(M)

= Ker(iV)

and

H%{M) = Coker(iV).

The Tate cohomology functors comprise the complete derived sequence of the natural
transformation N; compare [12, V§10 and XII§2].
The following generalization of part of Proposition 11.3 is due to Dress [17, p. 204].
We explain the proof since its implications are as important to our work as the result itself.
PROPOSITION

21.3. Let G have order n. Then multiplication by n annihilates

H^{M)

for all Mackey functors M.
PROOF:

Let A be the Burnside Mackey functor.

For a finite G-set Y, A(Y) is the

Grothendieck ring of the set of finite G-sets over Y. We have a pairing Ax M —• M
given by the maps A(Y) x M(Y) - • M{Y) that send a pair (/3 : Z -+Y,m) to /3*(/?*(m)).
By [17, Prop. 2.3], this pairing induces pairings H1p(A) <8> Hj:(M) -* H1p(M) that satisfy
all of the formal properties familiar from the classical case. In particular, Hjr(M) is a
module over the ring ffJr(A). It suffices to show that n • 1 = 0, where 1 € Hjr(A) is the
identity element. Here 1 € Hp(A) is the image of 1 € A(G) under
TT* :

A(G) = A(*) - A{X) = 0

A(H),

and the kernel of 7r* is the ideal IT. We see from the definitions that q • 1 = 0 in Hjr(A)
if and only if q € IT + VT in A(G), where
I'T = Im(7r, : 0 A{H) He?

A(G)).
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In terms of the homomorphisms (pn : A(G) —> Z given by the cardinality of H-fixed point
sets, we have
IT = {a | <pH(<x) = 0 for all H e J7}
and
J'.F = {a I (pK(a) = 0 for all K $ T}.
For the last equality, [33, V.2.15 and 2.16(h)] immediately give that, in terms of the
standard basis {[G/H]} for A(G), VT is the span of the [G/H] for H G T and is contained
in the right side. For the opposite inclusion, let a = T,nj[G/J] and suppose that
for K $ T. If (H) is maximal such that nn / 0, then

^>H{OL)

^PK{OC)

=0

— n#\WH\ ^ 0 and thus

H e T. Therefore nK = 0 for K $ T.
Let C{G) be the product over conjugacy classes (H) of copies of Z. As is well known
(e.g.[16,17, or 33, V.2.11]), the product of the </?# is an inclusion ip : A(G) —• C(G) such
that nC(G) C A(G). In C(G), let e^- be the idempotent whose iP* 1 coordinate is 1 if
H € F and 0 if if ^ J 7 and let e^r = 1 — e?. Then n = nejF + we^ *s m ^

COROLLARY

+ I'^ f° r

an

y

21.4. Define n{!F) to be the smallest positive integer such that multiplication

by n ( ^ ) annihilates Hjr(M) for all Mackey functors M. Then n(.F) is the smallest positive
integer such that niT^e? € A(G), or equivalently, the smallest positive integer such that
n(T)eT

€ A(G).

In principle, n(T) is computable from the standard congruences that characterize the
image of <p, namely (UK) € Im(</?) if and only if
Y^\NH '•

NH

n

NK]fj,{\K/H\)nK

= 0 mod \WH\

for all if, where the sum runs over the iVif-conjugacy classes of groups K such that
H C K C NH and K/H is cyclic and where n(\K/H\)

is the number of generators of
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K/H (e.g. [17 or 33, V.2.11]). Note that the Mobius function /i has the properties that
p>(pk) is not divisible by pk and fi(rs) = /x(r)/i(s) if (r, s) = 1. We display a few examples.
EXAMPLES

21.5: (i) If G is a p-group and f c ? , then p divides n(F).

(ii) If F(p) is the family of p-groups in a group which is not a p-group, then p need not
divide n(.F(p)).
(iii) Let V be the family of proper subgroups of G. Then qe-p € A(G) if and only if
H(\G/H\)q = 0 mod \G/H\ for all normal subgroups H such that G/H is cylic. It
follows that a prime p divides n(V) if and only if the cyclic group of order p is a
quotient of G. If G is cyclic, then p divides n(V) if and only if p divides \G\. In
contrast, if G is perfect, then no primes divide n(V); that is, n(V) = 1. If G is the
symmetric group on three letters then n{V) — 2. More generally, if G is a non-Abelian
group of order pq with p < g, then n(P) = p.
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§22. The generalized Tate Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences
We begin by explaining how to realize topologically the chain level algebraic description of Amitsur-Dress-Tate cohomology theories that we gave in the previous section. We
then obtain generalized Tate, Borel, and free Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences. The
discussion is precisely parallel to that in Sections 9, 10, and 11. Unless otherwise specified,
we assume that G is finite.
Fix a model for ET as an T-CW complex with finite skeleta ET9', such as that
specified in the previous section. Let ETV be empty for p < 0 and filter ET+ by the
ET\.

Recall that ET = 5° U C(ET+) and, as in (9.5), give it, or rather its suspension

G-spectrum , the "filtration"
ET9

(22.1)

[ SPuCiET^T1)
= { 5°
{ D{ET~P)

ifp>0
ifp = 0
ifp<0.

For p < 0, the implicit maps are duals of inclusions. We use the telescope construction to
convert this to an actual filtration of a G-spectrum equivalent to ET without change of
notation. Replacing ETP by 5° for p > 0, we obtain a compatible filtration of the sphere
spectrum S°.
For each integer p, ETp/ETp-x

is a wedge of G-spectra of the form G/H+ A Sp. This

would fail if we attempted to generalize to infinite compact Lie groups as in (9.5), and
for this reason it seems unreasonable to seek chain level descriptions of the Tate theories
of Definition 20.7 in that generality. For p > 1, this quotient is ^ET^1/ETp-2.
p = 1, it is E K ^ J . For p < 0, it is Y>D(ETX-VlET~v).
Definition 21.1, it is important to notice that applying ^

For

When interpreting chains as in
in non-positive degrees is the

same as applying 7r# o D in positive degrees.
REMARK

22.2: Exactly as in Remark 9.7, the filtration on ET is not the skeletal filtration

of a structure of .F-CW spectrum. An .F-CW spectrum X is equivalent to ET+ A X, but
EF+ A ET is trivial.
124
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Of course, the filtration is cooked up so as to realize the Z-graded cochain complex
displayed in Definitions 21.1. Formally, if we define chain complexes of Mackey functors
by
(22.3)

P+GF) = CJEF+\

P - ( ^ ) = X T ^ S 0 ) , and P(F) =

Z^CJEF).

then we have a geometrically realized short exact sequence
0 - • P~{T) -+ P{F) -+ P+(T) -+ 0.
Application of (20.1) and (20.3) to (20.4) and (20.11) shows that the complexes used
in Definitions 21.1 are realized in terms of the complexes in (22.3). Think of M* a s M o D
and recall Remarks 20.6 and 20.10.
PROPOSITION

22.4. Let M be a Mackey functor.

Then the Amitsur-Dress homology,

cohomology, and Tate groups are given by
H?(M) £ H*(P+(f)

0 o 5 M) = i f f

H*r{M) £ i r ( H o m 0 5 ( P + ( . F ) , M ) ) =

(ET+,M),
HZ(EF+;M),

and
£ > ( M ) a fT*(Homo 5 (P(J : ),M)).
In turn, the following analog of Theorem 9.8 shows that the right-hand groups in
the proposition are among the represented groups that we specified in Definition 20.7.
(The duplicative notations there anticipated this consistency result.) The proof will be
immediate from the spectral sequences below.
THEOREM

22.5. Let G be finite and let M be a Mackey functor and N be a coMackey

functor. Then there are canonical isomorphisms
and

H£(M) = cr{HM)n

Si

Si ffn(5°; N)

and

H£(M) = fr{HM)n

Si Hn(S°; M);

Si Hn(E£; N)

and

H£(M) = tjr{HM)n Si Hn+1(E£;

H*{N) = MHN)n

Si Hn(E£+;

H£(N) = cT{HN)n
8£{N)

= t?(HN)n

N)
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For chain complexes C_ of Mackey functors, we can define .F-Tate-Swan homology

theories with coefficients in coMackey functors and J7-Tate-Swan cohomology theories with
coefficients in Mackey functors exactly as in Definition 11.2. The tensor products P± ® C
with diagonal G-action used there must here be replaced by (graded) tensor products of
Mackey functors P ± <8> C, as specified in (8.1). The functors ®G and Home used there
must be replaced by the functors ®os and Hom^s. We prefer not to go into detail. In
order to tie this to the purely cellular approach discussed below, one need only verify
the equivariant Kiinneth isomorphism theorem showing that the chain complex Mackey
functor of the smash product of suitably filtered G-spectra is isomorphic to the tensor
product of their chain complexes, as specified in (8.1).
Recall the discussion at the start of Section 10. When filtering X, we continue to restrict to finite groups G. Here the skeletal filtration of a G-CW structure is ".F-calculable"
in the sense that the product filtrations on ET+ AX, S° A X, and ET A X satisfy the
conditions specified on W at the end of Section 20. The spectral sequences of the following
result are constructed from these filtrations. The dimension shift for t^(fcc)* comes from
Proposition 17.6.
THEOREM

22.6. Let G be finite and let X be a G-CW spectrum. Then there are spectral

sequences with E2-terms and targets:
J5&, = Hp(EF+AX;k°)
E2p,q = Hp(S°AX;k%)
Elq = Hr(EFAX;k°)

=> fr(kG)n(X);

E™ = H^{ET+ A X;f&) = *

c^kG)n(X);

= » cAkoUX);

E™ = fl*(S°A.Y;&) = •

fAkG)n(X);

=> tr(kG)n(X);

E™ = H"+1(EJ^ A X:kqc) = •

tr(kG)n(X).

IfX is bounded below, the top two spectral sequences are potentially convergent and
their Epq and E\'q terms are isomorphic to
H?(X;k%) = f,:(Hi%)p(X)

and H£(X;t&)

=
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If X is finite, the remaining four spectral sequences are potentially convergent and their
E^q and E\'q terms are isomorphic to
H£(X;k°)

= cr(Hk%)p(X)

and

H£(X;k$)

= tr{Hk£)p(X)

and

=

MW&)P(X);

%(*;*&) =

t^Hl^nX).

ti£(X;k&)

The proof is identical to that of Theorem 10.3. In particular, the evident generalizations of Lemmas 10.4 and 10.8 are valid. In view of Proposition 17.7, we also have the
following analog of Theorem 10.5, in which G can be any compact Lie group.
THEOREM

22.7. In the cases of f? and t^, assume that T contains only finitely many

maximal conjugacy classes (H). Then the Postnikov tower of ho gives rise to conditionally
convergent spectral sequences with respective E^-terms and targets:
E™ = HPr(X;)&) = MH!&y(X)

=>

Mka)n(X)

E™ = HPr(X;I&)=cr(H}&y(X)

=»

cr{kG)n{X)

Ep^ = Hpr{X;k^)

=•

tT(ka)n(X)

= tjr{HkinX)

Moreover, there are natural external pairings of spectral sequences in each case. Ifkc is a
ring G-spectrum and X is a G-space, then the cj? and tj? spectral sequences are spectral
sequences of differential algebras.
When kc is bounded below, these spectral sequences are certainly relevant. They are
then lower half-plane spectral sequences and thus converge strongly if only finitely many
higher differentials defined on any given bidegree are non-zero. The proof of Theorem
10.6 applies to give the following comparison of our two triples of cohomology spectral
sequences.
THEOREM

22.8. Let G be finite and let X be a G-CW spectrum.

below, then the two spectral sequences for the calculation of cjr(koY{X)

If X is bounded
are isomorphic.

If X is finite, then the two spectral sequences for the calculation of fp(kG)*(X)
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&re isomorphic. Under the specified bounded below or hniteness hypothesis, if

^T{^GY{X)

the isomorphic spectral sequences satisfy condition (u), then the spectral sequence derived
from the Postnikov tower is relevant.
Finally, we have analogs of Proposition 11.3 and its corollaries.
PROPOSITION

22.9. Let G be finite. Then multiplication by n(T) annihilates the E2-

terms of the T-Tate homology and cohomology spectral sequences. If X is finite and kg is
of finite type, then these Ei terms are finite in each bidegree, hence the spectral sequences
converge strongly if kc is also bounded below.
PROOF:

One can do enough algebra to mimic the proof of Proposition 11.3, using the

Kiinneth theorem that we cited above. Note that Corollary 21.4 gives the result directly
when X = S° and, at least when ko is bounded below, the result follows in general by
pairing the spectral sequence for ko and X with the spectral sequence for SG and S°.
COROLLARY

22.10. IfGis finite and q is prime to n(^ r ), then q acts invertibly on tjr{kG)

for any G-spectrum ko-
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§23. Some calculational methods and examples: groups of order pq
Let G be finite until otherwise specified. By Proposition 22.4, the Amitsur-Dress
homology and cohomology groups of a family T with coefficients in a Mackey functor M
can be described as follows in terms of Bredon homology and cohomology:
(23.1)

H?(M)2*H?(ET+;M)

and

# > ( M ) 2 H*G(EF+;M).

Of course, Bredon homology and cohomology are themselves quite difficult to compute in
general. However, calculations can sometimes be reduced to calculations in the classical
homology and cohomology of groups.
As a first example, let AT be a normal subgroup of G, let J = G/N, and let ^(N)

be

the family of subgroups of N. Regarded as a G-space by pullback along the quotient map
G - • J, EJ is a model for
PROPOSITION

EF(N).

23.2. For any Mackey functor M

H°{EJ+; M) S Hi{M{G/N)),

H*G(EJ+; M) 2

H}(M(G/N)),

and
H*r{N)(M) s

H}(M(G/N)),

where the right sides are the classical homology, cohomology, and Tate cohomology groups
of the J-module M{G IN).
PROOF:

This is immediate by inspection on the chain and cochain level, starting from

(20.4). The point is that, because the restriction maps relating the C*((EJ + ) / f )
are identity maps,
C,(EJ+) 0 o 5 M+ 2 C*(£J+) <8>j M{G/N)
and
Homos(C*(EJ+),M*)

s

Homj(Cm(EJ+),M(G/N)).
129
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For the Tate isomorphism, we simply check that these chain and cochain isomorphisms
splice together properly.
This observation can sometimes serve as the starting point for an induction up orbit
types. For families T' C JF, write E{T,T')
[E{T,T'y)H
E(T,F')

= ET+ A ET'.

Then the fixed point space

is equivalent to S° if H € T — T* and is contractible otherwise. Moreover,

is characterized up to G-homotopy type by this behavior on fixed point spaces.

Smashing the space ET+ with the eofibration sequence ET+ —• 5° —• ET1 and noting
that ET+ A EF+ ~ ET+, we obtain a cofiber sequence

ET'+-^ET+-+E(T,T').
Of course, the displayed eofibration sequence gives rise to long exact sequences of Bredon
homology and cohomology groups. In view of (23.1), these sequences relate the AmitsurDress homology and cohomology groups of T' and T. (We will record some general diagrams relating the norm sequences for T and T1 at the end of the section.)
In order to exploit these sequences, we need a method for computing the Bredon
homology and cohomology of E(T, F'), and this is provided by special cases of our AHSS.
In cohomology, Theorem 22.6 gives an AHSS converging from #£(&£?)
to cjr(fcc)*, and we apply it to he = F^ET',HM).

=

^G(^^'^G)

The target of the resulting spectral

sequence is

and the Mackey functor k^ used to compute its 2£2-term is given by
kh(G/H) = k*H = H*H{E{T'\H)- M\H),
where (M\H){H/K)

= M{G/K) for K CH. Clearly k*H = 0 if H € T\ since E(F\H)

is

then contractible, hence E2 depends only on the value of M on G/H for H in T -- T*. It
is natural to apply this with T — T1 = (H) for some conjugacy class (H) in T, necessarily
maximal. Here T'\H is the family of proper subgroups of H, and we have the following
result.
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PROPOSITION 23.3. Let T - T' = (H) and let V be the family of proper subgroups ofH.
Assume that WH = e. Then, for any Mackey functor M,
H?{E(T,T'y,M)
PROOF:

S H?(EV;M\H)

Let X = ]JG/K,

and H*G(E(T,T'y,M)

*

H*H(EV;M\H).

where the union is taken over one K from each maximal

conjugacy class (K) C T\ we may as well choose H as our representative in (H). Since
WH = 6, XH is a point. This implies that (EX)H

= E(XH)

is also a point. For any

Mackey functor L such that L(K) = 0 for K € ^ ' , we see by inspection on the chain level
that
H?(EF+;L)

= H<?{EF+;L) = L(G/H) and H^(E^+;L)

= H%(ET+;L) = L(G/H).

The conclusion in cohomology follows immediately from the collapse of the AHSS just discussed, and the conclusion in homology follows similarly from the AHSS for the calculation
of fe(kG)*, where kG = ET' A EM.
To calculate the right-hand homology and cohomology groups in Proposition 23.3, we
can apply H?(?; Af|ff) and H^(?;M\H)

to the cofibration sequence EV+ -+ S° -> EV.

By the dimension axiom in Bredon theory, these homology and cohomology groups on 5°
are M(G/H)

in degree 0 and zero in other degrees. By (23.1), these groups on EV+ are

Amitsur-Dress homology and cohomology groups for H. Were it not for the very restrictive
assumption WH = e in the last proposition, these methods would in principle give a general
procedure for computing the Amitsur-Dress homology and cohomology groups of families
by a double induction on the order of groups and on orbit types.
We collate these results to describe the Amitsur-Dress homology and cohomology
groups of the family V of proper subgroups in a non-Abelian group G of order pq, where p
and q are primes with p < q. Let N be the unique (hence normal) subgroup of G of order
q, let J = G/iV, and let H be one of the q conjugate subgroups of order p. Let M be any
Mackey functor. We take T* = T{N) and T = V in the discussion above. Proposition
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23.2 applies to the family ^(N).

Certainly WH = e, hence Proposition 23.3 applies to the

space E(V, F(N)). Moreover, since the only proper subgroup of H is the trivial group, the
Bredon homology and cohomology groups of E(V1J7(N))

reduce to classical H-homology

and cohomology groups. Therefore we can calculate the Amitsur-Dress groups

Hf(M)

and Hp(M) in terms of the classical homology and cohomology groups of the J-module
M(G/N)

and of the #-module

M(G/e).

PROPOSITION 23.4. Retain the notations of the previous paragraph and define A\, Ao, A0
and A1 by the exact sequences
0 —> A1 —• H^(M(G/e))

—• M{G/H) —• A0 —-> 0

and
0 —> A0 —- M(G/H) —• H°H(M{G/e)) —> A1 —+0.
Here the middle arrows are factors of the homomorphisms
p* : M(G/e) —• M(G/H)

and p* : M(G/H) —> M(G/e),

where p is the quotient G-map G/e —• G/H. Then there are long exact sequences
. • • - fl£+1 (M) - H»(M(G/e))

- HJn{M{G/N))

- flf (M) - Ax - Hi{M{G/N))

-

fl£(M)

- < ( M ) - A) - 0

and
0 -• A0 -> fl£(M) -+ H°j(M{G/N)) -^A1^

fl£(Af)

-» fl£(M) -+ HJ(M(G/N))
Of course, for n > 0, H^n~\M)

-> • • •

-> H%(M(G/e)) -+ ^ + 1 ( ^ ) - • • • • •

= ^ ( M ) and tf£(M) = # £ ( M ) . Because the

groups H$(M) vary covariantly with ^" while the groups # £ ( M ) vary contravariantly, it
is not obvious how to describe the groups ffp(M) for n = — 1 and n = 0 in terms of other
groups, but of course they are easily computed when M is given explicitly. It is relevant
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that the norm map for the J-theory of M(G/N) factors as follows through the norm map
for the P-theory of M:
Hg(M{G/N))

- H£{M) - H&M) -

H°j(M(G/N)).

In fact, it is clear from Definition 21.1 that there is a similar factorization of the norm map
of T' through the norm map of T for any inclusion T1 C T of families in any finite group
G.
We end this section with some general change of families diagrams. Here G can be
any compact Lie group, and we assume given families T1 C T in G. Recall (A)-(D) in
Section 17. We have a canonical map ET+ —• ET+ over 5°, where S° should be thought
of as EAII+, and this gives a factorization kG —• cr{kG) —• cpi(kG) of the ^"'-completion
map. This implies the following factorization of Diagram (D) for J7':
fjr, (kG)

• kG

• / £ , (kG)

fr>{cr{kG))

>Cjr(kG)

-fMcrfco))

fr>(kG)

-cr>(kG)

-+tr.{kG).

The map ET* —» ET also induces a map from the cofibering (A) for T1 to the cofibering
(A) for T.

In turn, this induces a map from the entire diagram just displayed to the

diagram

Mka)

f'Aka)

•kG-

-/>(*o)

•cr(kG)

•M*o)

•Cjr>(kG)
•f£(cr'(kG)).
h{cT'{kG))
These diagrams substitute for the evident lack of functoriality oftjr(kG) in T that is caused

by its simultaneous covariant and contravariant dependence on T.
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These diagrams are particularly interesting when T1 = {e} and thus c^(ko)

F(EG+,kG)-

=

The first diagram then shows that every family T gives rise to a factor-

ization of our original Diagram (D). The bottom row of the second diagram suggests the
use of particular families as a tool for the analysis of F(EG+, ko)- For example, with T
taken to be the family of finite subgroups of G, this was the starting point of [24].
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§24. Equivariant root invariants of stable homotopy groups of spheres
We specialize to consideration of tjr(Sc), where G is finite. As in Section 12, the
generalized Segal conjecture and the results of the previous section give the following
conclusion.
THEOREM

24.1. Let G be finite and let X be a CW-complex with finite skeleta. Then

tr(SGMX)<*l

*.{EWH+AWHXH)

0

IT

If X is finite, then there is an upper half-plane spectral sequence which converges strongly
from Egt = Hf(X;]£t(SG))

to tp(SG)*(X)

and a lower half-plane spectral sequence of

differential algebras which converges strongly from Es/ =

H^X^^SG))

to

tjr(SG)*(X).

We focus attention on the family T = V of all proper subgroups of G since that
seems the most interesting to us. Here, by Corollary 21.4, E*^ is annihilated by n(V).
By Examples 21.5(iii), the prime divisors of n(V) are those primes p such that the cyclic
group of order p is a quotient of G. We have t-p(SG)*(X) = 7r*(XG)£p, and the following
observation shows that this completion is the product of the integral completions at the
cited primes.
LEMMA

24.2. Let Mbea Mackey functor such that M(G/H) = 0 for all proper subgroups

H. Then M(G/G)$V
PROOF:

2

M(G/G)${V).

A(G) acts on M(G/G) through

<PG

and the proof of Proposition 21.3 shows that

the ideal of Z generated by the image of (pG is (n(V)).
Now restrict attention to the case X = S°. Here the cohomology spectral sequence
is a reindexing of the homology spectral sequence. We shall use homological indexing to
conform with the literature. Thus, in the spectral sequence converging from Hf
to

£T>(SG)*>

(^(SG))

2

E is annihilated by n(V) and the target is (fl"*)£(p). In comparison with the

spectral sequences of Section 12, the homotopy groups of the classifying spaces BWH for
135
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non-trivial proper subgroups H have been shifted from the target to ingredients in the
computation of the i£2-term. The previous section describes algebraic methods for the
calculation of E2.
However, what seems most interesting about the family V is the periodicity that is
implicit in the structure of EV. We have already exploited this in our study of K-theory.
Let V be the reduced regular representation of G. As noted in the proof of Lemma 19.11,
F(V) = V. Much of what we will say applies to the family T(V) associated to any
representation V, but we prefer to be specific. The cofibration sequence
S{ooV)+ -> D(ocV)H

?ooV

is a model for EV+ - • S° - • EV. Let dim V = d and let n = d + 1 = \G\.
In analogy with Example 9.6, we give EV the filtration
SsV = EV8d = EV8d+l = • • • = Ej>*d+{d-i)

(24.3)

We call this the "V-filtration" of EV.

for all

integers s.

The subquotients are trivial except in degrees

congruent to 0 mod d, where
(24.4)

Jspb+i)d/E<p(B+i)d-i

s

(sv/S°)

A SaV S H(S(V)+) A SsV.

The filtration (24.3) gives rise to another spectral sequence, quite different from that
of Theorem 24.1, that converges to ( T T * ) ^ ) - We shall say something about the comparison
between the two at the end of the section. By Propositions 17.2 and 17.6 and duality, we
have
tv(SG)

- F(EP, E £ P + ) 5 ho\imF{SsV,

E£7>+) - holimEEP + A S~sV.

Note that EV+ may be thought of as E- 1 (S o o V /S°). Define
(24.5)

Y-8d = EV+ A S~8V
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and let K-3d be the fiber of the evident map Y~sd —* Y-{s-i)d' that is,
(24.6)

K-8d = EV+ A S~sV A E-1(SV/S°)

~ E^"1^/S°).

The last equivalence holds because Sv /S° is a P-space. Both Y-8d and K-Sd are (—sd—1)connected. The tower of SF's gives rise to our new spectral sequence, and E]t = 0 unless
5 = 0 mod d when
(24.7)

El^

= T ° .«i(Sif-«j).

For brevity of notation, write 7r* for
(^)n(P) = MSG)* = limTT? (Er_ s d ).
It is important to keep in mind that this isomorphism relates ordinary nonequivariant
homotopy groups on the left with equivariant homotopy groups on the right. Similarly,
write X for the completion of a spectrum X at n(V).
Define the Mahowald F-filtration on 7r* by letting
(24.8)
We let M^iwq)

M{rd(itq) = Ker(7r<? -

nq(EY-ad)).

= M£d(7rq) for 0 < i < d, in line with the filtration (24.3). By conver-

gence, for any a G 7rg, there is a unique s such that
(24.9)

a e M{rd(nq) -

M^1)d(nq).

We define the root invariant Ry {&) of a to be the set of all maps f3 : Sq~1 —• (lT_( s+ i)d) G
such that the following diagram commutes:

(S-1)*
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Here j?y(a) should be regarded as a subset of E]_,s+1^d +,s+1\d. We write |itV(a)| = sd
when (24.9) holds. We have the following estimate on s, which is a generalized analog of
a theorem of Jones [28] and Miller [39].
THEOREM

24.11. For every a e Jrq, \Rv(a)\ is at least qd. That is, M^d(jrq) = nq for

s < q.Therefore E™ad +ad = 0 unless s > q.
Thus the g-stem is generating equivariant homotopy classes of dimensions at least qd
as its root invariants. It follows that E°° is concentrated in the wedge in the third octant
of the (x,2/)-plane specified by — x < y < — x — (l/d)ar, this wedge is on or above the
anti-diagonal —x = y and to the left of the line through the origin with slope — (d + l)/d.
Calculational exploration should be interesting but will be difficult. The root invariants
lie in groups 7r^(EK_ s d). In view of the cofibration Sv —* Sv/S°

—• 5 1 , these groups lie

in exact sequences whose other terms are of the form irf*(SrV) for integers r and t. These
are part of the ,RO(G?)-graded stable homotopy groups of the zero sphere. Unfortunately,
we have few calculations and little understanding of these groups.
We next relate the F-filtration spectral sequence that we have been discussing to
the skeletal filtration Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence of Theorem 24.1. Of course,
generalizing (22.1) and using the cellular approximation theorem, we can check that the
skeletal filtrations of any two G-CW complexes that are G-homotopy equivalent to S°°v
give rise to the same spectral sequence, from E2 on, for the computation of (TT*)^(P)Starting from a triangulation of S(V) as a G-CW complex, we can obtain a triangulation of Sv as a G-CW complex with two vertices and with its remaining cells of the form
G/H x el with H proper and 1 < i < d (think of el as e* -1 x e 1 ). Inductively, we can
triangulate SsV as a G-CW complex that contains S^s~^v as a subcomplex. Then SsV is
contained in the sd-skeleton of the resulting skeletal filtration of S°°v.
Clearly dim(y i f ) = [G : H] — 1. Let c + 1 be the minimum over H € V of the indices
[G : H]. Since {SV/S°)H

is connected for all H and is a point for H = G while SkyH is
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at least (kc — l)-connected for H e V,
S(k+i)v/skv

=

Skv

A

(5v/g0)

is fcc-connected in the sense that all of its fixed point spaces are fcc-connected. Therefore
we can start from T(0) = S° and inductively construct a G-CW complex T(oo) = UT(fc)
and compatible G-homotopy equivalences T(k) —> SkV such that T(k +1) is obtained from
T(k) by attaching equivariant cells of dimension greater than kc. The resulting equivalence
JT(OO) - • S°°v

maps the fcc-skeleton of T(oo) to

Skv.

Thus we have two models, S°°v and T(oo), for l^P with its skeletal filtration, together
with maps
T(oo) fcc - • SkV

->

(S°°v)kd

that are compatible as k varies. We also have inverse cellular G-homotopy equivalences
between S°°v

and T(oo).

Starting from any model of EV as a G-CW complex, we obtain analogs of the definitions in (24.8)-(24.10). (Indeed, we can obtain such analogs for any family T.)
let W-s

(24.12)

= EV+ A EV~8

Explicitly,

and define the Mahowald P-filtration on ?r* by

M^(7rq) = Kei(7rq -

7rq(XW-s)).

By convergence, for any a £ 7tq there is a unique s such that

(24.13)

a e Mf,(7rq) - M | , + 1 ( ^ ) -

Let J-s be the fiber of the evident map W_ s —> W-s-\. Then El_8t = 7r£l s (£J_ s ) in the
spectral sequence of Theorem 24.1. Define the root invariant R-p(a) of a to be the set of
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all maps (3 : Sq

1

—>(J_ s _i) G such that the following diagram commutes:

Here, to ensure independence of the choice of the skeletal filtration, R<p{a) should be
regarded as a subset of E2_8_lqJtS+1

(rather than E1).

Of course, as discussed at the

2

beginning of the section, this E term is an algebraically computable Amitsur-Dress-Tate
cohomology group. Write ^ ^ ( a ) ! = s when (24.13) holds. Then Theorem 24.11 and our
comparison of filtrations gives the following result.
COROLLARY

24.15. If\R-p(a)\ = s, then rd < \Rv(ct)\ < td, where r is maximal such that

rd < s and t is minimal such that s < tc. If \Ry(ct)\ = sd, then sc < \R-p(ct)\ < (s + l)d.
Therefore, for every a G wq, |j?y(a:)| > qc. That is, Mp(7rg) = irq for s < qc. Thus, in the
skeletal filtration spectral sequence, E™8^q+8 = 0 unless s > qc.
Here E°° is concentrated in the wedge in the third octant of the (x, y)-p\ane specified
by — x < y < — x — (l/c)x; that is, the wedge is on or above the anti-diagonal —x — y and
to the left of the line through the origin with slope — (c -h l)/c.
EXAMPLES

24.16: Obviously c = d if and only if V = {e}, that is, if and only if G = Z/pZ

for some prime p. Here c — d — p— 1. IfG = Z/2Z, then we have only one filtration in
sight (since S(V) = G) and we recover exactly the root invariant theorem of Jones and
Miller. However, our proof is technically different since we shall not use the quadratic
construction. (We have not explored the version of cup squares that is implicit in our
argument.) If G = Z/pZ, p odd, then we have four filtrations and concomitant spectral
sequences in sight, namely:
(a) The V-flltration of (24.3), with d = p - 1.
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(b) The analogous ^'-filtration, with d = 2, where V is any nontrivial irreducible real
representation of G; the evident analog of Theorem 24.11 is valid, by essentially the
same proof.
(c) The skeletal filtration of (22.1), or any of its equivalents.
(d) The L filtration studied by Miller [39] and Sadofsky [43].
By construction and by (L) in the introduction, the L-filtration is a p-local wedge summand
of the G-fixed points of the skeletal filtration. The estimate of Corollary 24.15 is in essential
agreement with that of Miller, although his refers a priori to a different filtration. We
verified above that the V-filtration is equivalent to the restriction of the skeletal filtration
to levels congruent to zero mod p — 1, and the same argument shows that the V-filtration
is equivalent to the restriction of the skeletal filtration to levels congruent to zero mod 2.
The ^-filtration refines the F-filtration since V is the direct sum of the (p — l)/2 distinct
nontrivial irreducible real representations V1 and Sv

is p-locally G-homotopy equivalent

to Sv" for any two such representations V and V" (by a standard consideration of r*'*1
power maps relating distinct irreducible 1-dimensional complex representations).
EXAMPLES

24.17: (i) For any p-group G of order p r , d = pr - 1 and c = p - 1. The

sequences Gr = Z/prZ and Hr = (Z/pZ) r give rise to two sequences of spectral sequences
all of which converge to (7r*)p. Perhaps a sharper version of Corollary 24.15 holds. If
not, it would seem that the V-filtration and skeletal filtration diverge more and more as r
increases.
(ii) For a non-abelian group G of order pq, where p and q are primes with p < q, d = pq — 1
and c = p— 1. We again obtain two spectral sequences that converge to (7r*)p. The 2?2-term
of the skeletal filtration spectral sequence was studied in the previous section. Both spectral
sequences seem to retain some dependence on q. This raises the possibility that the pprimary stable homotopy groups of spheres may be influenced calculationally by interaction
with other primes through information encoded in the structure of finite groups.
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§25. Proof of the root invariant theorem
The proof of Theorem 24.11 uses duality and an elementary smash power construction.
To set up the duality, define
^ r ) d _ 1 = X-^S^/S0)

(25.1)

A S~sV

for any integers n and s; this is a G-spectrum that is triangulable as a finite G-CW
spectrum with cells in dimensions from — sd to (n — s)d — 1. For n > 0, the G-spectrum
T,~1(SnV/S°)

can be replaced by the G-space S(nV)+ C EV+, and the canonical map

s° - tv{sG) ~ F(S°°V , EEP + ) - sy_sd
factors through
LEMMA
PROOF:

EYJ.^J

~~ for n sufficiently large.

25.2. The Spanier-Whitehead dual ofY^*^'1

is

YY^n)d-

This is an exercise from the facts that the dual of a cofibration sequence is a

cofibration sequence, the dual of a smash product is the smash product of the duals, and
the dual of Sw is S~w for any W.
The following definition sets up the smash power construction.
DEFINITION 25.3. Define an injection r : G —> £ n , where n = \G\, by fixing an ordering
of the elements ofG. Define A r = (1 x r)A : G —• G x E n . Let X be a naive G-spectrum.
The n-fold external smash power X^

is a (G x E n )-spectrum indexed on (M°°)n, where

(E°°) n is regarded as a G-trivial G x Y.n-universe [33, p.344]. By pullback along A T , we
regard X^

as a genuine G-spectrum indexed on the complete G-universe W°°, where

W = V 0 R is the regular representation ofG.
LEMMA 25.4. Let K be a based G-space and X be a naive G-spectrum.
(i) (Eg>.fi:)(n) - S g * ^ ) , where Eg3 denotes the naive suspension G-spectrum functor
on the left and the genuine suspension G-spectrum functor on the right and where G
acts through AT on K^n\
142
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(ii) (5 r ) ( n ) = SrW 2 E r S r V for any integer r.
(iii) K^

A X^

£ (K A X)<n).

(iv) Via (m'), the reduced diagonal A : If —> If (n) induces a G-map
ip:K AX{n)
PROOF:

->(K

AX)(n).

All but (ii) are easy to check from the explicit prespectrum level definitions and

the general procedures described in Section 0. The case r > 0 of (ii) follows from (i) and
the case — r, r > 0, follows:

Now we have the following analog of Miller's version [39] of a key observation of
Jones [28]. Our version is actually simpler than theirs since the construction just given is
considerably simpler than the extended power construction of [33]. The reader is asked to
bear with our unwillingness to introduce different notations for space level, spectrum level
(= naive (7-spectrum level), and genuine G-spectrum level spheres Sq] we let the names
of maps dictate the intended sense of the notation.
LEMMA 25.5. Let a : Sq —• S° be a map of nonequivariant spectra and let a : Sq —> S° be
the map of genuine G-spectra that it induces. Then for any integer s and for r sufficiently
large (depending on a and s), there is a commutative diagram of G-spectra
yqysd-l
rd

Sq

yqy{r+s+q)d-l
qd

^

>S°,

in which 6 is the (q — l)8t suspension of the dual of the canonical map S"-1 —•
PROOF:

Y^1.

Choose r such that r + s > 0 and there is a map a : Sq+r —• Sr of spaces which

represents a. We can take a to be the map
aM:Sq^

Sq+r A S~r - • ST A S~r * 5°,
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where S~r is the genuine (—r)-sphere G-spectrum. More conceptually, and equivalently,
a = i*a. By (ii) of the previous lemma, the apex of the following naturality diagram is
equivalent to T,qS~rV and its middle right term is equivalent to HqSqV.
Sq+r A

(S~r)W

Sq A (Sr A £ - r ) ( n )

(S«+r A 5 " r ) ( n )

(5«)(n)
(<*)(n)

-^ {Sr A 5 - r ) ( n ) ^

(S°) (n)

Take the smash product of this diagram with S((r + s)V)+. The apex then becomes
E qysd-i a n d t h e m i d d l e r i g h t t e r m

becomes £«y^+« + «) d - 1 •. The map from the resulting

diagram into the displayed diagram that is induced by e : S((r + s)V)+ —• 5° gives the
diagram we want. The identification of 6 is a diagram chase (and is a special case of a
precise form of equivariant Atiyah duality [33, III.5.1]).
P R O O F OF THEOREM

24.11: Let s < q. We must show that the composite of a : S^ - 1 -+

S~x and the canonical map S'"1 —> (Y-sd)G

is null homotopic. Let a : Sq~x —> S - 1 be

the map of sphere G-spectra induced by a. It is equivalent to show that the composite of
5 and the canonical map of G-spectra 5 - 1 —• Y-Sd is null homotopic, and this will hold if
and only if the composite
r{n—s)d—l
-sd

Sq~

is null homotopic for n sufficiently large. Since maps between spheres are self-dual, we
see by dualizing and applying Lemma 24.2 that it is equivalent to show that the dual
composite
{s—n)d
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is null homotopic. In turn, Lemma 24.5 (desuspended by q — 1) shows that this composite
is equal to the composite
ljY

(8-n)d

^

LlY

qd

~* ^

Recalling (24.1), we see that the first of these maps is just
SnV/S°
We may replace SnV/S°

A Sis-n)v

by ES(nV)+.

- SnV/S°

A SqV.

Smashing with S'1 A S^'8^,

we find that it

suffices to prove that
[S(nV)+, S(nV)+ A 5 ( n + « - ' ) v ] G = 0 for s < q.
This follows trivially from the exact sequence obtained by use of the following cofibration
in the domain variable:
E - 1 5 n V -+ S(nV)+ - • S°.
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Appendix A: Splittings of rational (3-spectra for finite groups G
We here give an algebraic analysis of the rational equivariant stable category for
finite groups G, including the following analog of a standard nonequivariant fact. Write
K(M, n) = T,nHM for a Mackey functor M.
THEOREM

A.l. Let G be finite. Then, for rational G-spectra X, there is a natural equiv-

alence X -+

HK(TLn(X),n).

There is something to prove here. Counterexamples of Triantafillou [46] show that,
unless G is cyclic of prime power order, the conclusion is false for naive G-spectra . A counterexample of Haeberly [27] shows that the conclusion is also false for genuine G-spectra
when G is the circle group, with the rationalization of KUQ furnishing a counterexample.
The proof depends on two facts, one purely algebraic and the other topological. The
first is implicit in Slominska [44] and will be proven shortly. We tacitly assume that G is
finite in the rest of this appendix.
PROPOSITION

A.2. In the Abelian category of rational Mackey functors, all objects are

projective and injective.
In contrast, the global projective dimension of rational coefficient systems is one if
G is cyclic of prime power order and at least two otherwise [46]. A counterexample of
Haeberly [27] shows that the conclusion is also false when G is the circle group, but the
first author has shown that in this case all Mackey functors have injective dimension either
zero or one. The following result is also false for general compact Lie groups.
PROPOSITION A.3. For H c G and n^O,
PROOF:

nn(G/H+) <g> Q = 0.

Working rationally, we have the following standard isomorphisms:
Kn(G/H+)(G/K)

=

nn((Z%G/H+f)

=* (Bnn(EWL xWL

(G/H)L)+

*®Hn(WL;Z[(G/H)L}),
146
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where the sum runs over the conjugacy classes of subgroups L of K. For the first, see
e.g. [16] or [33, V.9.1]. The second holds since G/H is discrete and the evident spectral
sequences collapse. For n > 0, these groups are annihilated by the orders of the WL =
NL/L, and the conclusion follows.
Let M [G] denote the Abelian category of Mackey functors over G. For G-spectra X
and y , there is an evident natural map
0 : [X,Y]G -

nHomM[G](Kn(X),Kn(Y)).

Since a Mackey functor is an additive contravariant functor OS —> Ab, the previous result
and the Yoneda lemma give that $ is an isomorphism when X — H^G/H^

for any H.

Throwing in suspensions, we can extend $ to a graded map
d : Y£(X) = [X,Y]% = [E-«X,y] G -

nHomA1[G](2rn(E-^),7rn(y)).

It is still an isomorphism when X is an orbit. Now let Y be rational. We obtain the same
groups if we replace X and the 7r n (E _9 X) by their rationalizations. Since the Mackey
functors 7rn(F) are injective, the right-hand side is a cohomology theory on G-spectra X.
Clearly d is a map of cohomology theories, and this already proves the following result.
THEOREM

A.4. IfYis

P R O O F OF THEOREM

rational, then d is a natural isomorphism.
A.l: Take Y = n^(zL n (^0> n )-

Tne

inverse image under $ of the

identity maps on the homotopy group Mackey functors of X give the required natural
equivalence X —• Y.
Applied to Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectra, Theorem A.4 has the following immediate
consequence.
COROLLARY

A. 5. For a Mackey functor M and a rational Mackey functor N,

is zero ifn ^ 0, and is Hom M [ G ](M, N) ifn = 0.
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Let A =

7£0(SG)

be the Burnside Mackey functor; its value on the orbit G/H is A(H).

It plays the same role equivariantly that Z plays nonequivariantly, and Proposition A.3
gives the following result.
COROLLARY

A.6. The rationalization of So is

Therefore E*(X) 0 Q = H^(X;A

H(A®Q).

<g> Q). In particular, rational Moore G-spectra and

rational Eilenberg-Maclane G-spectra are the same things.
In the rest of this appendix, we abbreviate A(G) = A(G)®Q. Thus A{G) is the rationalization of the Grothendieck ring of finite G-sets. We have a map of rings ipn ' A(G) —> Q
which sends a G-set S to \SH\. The (fn are the components of an isomorphism of rings
from A(G) to the product of copies of Q, one for each conjugacy class of subgroups H (e.g.
[16] or [33, V§2]). This gives the complete set of orthogonal idempotents e# = e# in A(G)
specified by <PH(CH) — 1 and y?j(ejj) = 0 if J is not conjugate to H. Multiplication by the
en induces compatible natural splittings of ^(G)-modules, rational Mackey functors, and
rational G-spectra. (For the spectrum level, see [33, p.267].) In all three settings, there
are no non-zero maps e # X —• ejY unless H is conjugate to J. This gives the following
refinements of Theorems A.l and A.4.
THEOREM

A.7. For rational G-spectra X, there are natural equivalences
X ~ \J(H)e„X

THEOREM

~

\l(H)\[nK{eHlLn{X),n).

A.8. For rational G-spectra X and Y, there are natural isomorphisms

[X,Y]G <* ®{H)[eHX,eHY]G
Moreover, ifVn,H{X)

S

= (eH7Ln(X))(G/H)

HomM[G](eH7Ln(X),eH7Ln(Y))

®{H)Y[n^omM[G](eH7Ln(X),eH7Ln(Y)).
C irn{XH),
S

then

rlomWH{Vn,H{X),Vn,H{Y)).

Thus the computation of maps between rational G-spectra reduces to the computation of maps between functorially associated modules over subquotient groups. The last
statement of the theorem is a special case of the following purely algebraic result.
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A.9. For rational Mackey functors M and N, there are natural isomorphisms
BomM[G](eHM,eHN)

S

where VH(M) is the Q[WH]-module (eHM)(G/H)

rlomWH(VH(M),VH(N)),
C

M(G/H).

Our proof of Proposition A.2 is based on the following observation.
LEMMA A. 10. For a given M and H, e # M is projective if the conclusion of Theorem
A.9 holds for all N. Similarly, for a given N and H, e#iV is injective if the conclusion of
Theorem A.9 holds for all M.
PROOF: VH(N)

is a projective and injective Q[Wff]-module, by Maschke's theorem.

We shall prove Theorem A.9 by using certain adjunctions that were constructed in
[26] and sharpened in [23, §§3,6]. Henceforward, let M[G] be the category of rational
Mackey functors over G and let Q[G] be the category of Q[G]-modules. Fix H and let
i : NH —> G and e : NH —> WH be the inclusion and quotient homomorphisms. Then
there are functors
M[G] - ^ M[NH] - ^ M[WH] ^L Q[WH]
and
M[G] ^— M[NH] £- M[WH] J- Q[WH}.
(The functors U and F were denoted L and R in [26] and e and H° in [23].) The functors
t* and L* are both left and right adjoint to each other. The functors U and F are also
both left and right adjoint to each other; here F would be right but not left adjoint to
U if we were working integrally, but coincides with the left adjoint since we are working
rationally. The functors e* and e* are left and right adjoint to each other if we replace
M[NH] by its full subcategory consisting of those Mackey functors M whose transfer
maps a* : M(NH/J)

—> M(NH/K)

are zero for all maps a : NH/J —• NH/K

such that

J ^b H and K D H. They are right and left adjoint to each other if we replace M[NH]
by its full subcategory of Mackey functors M such that a* = 0 for these maps a.
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Write

UH

and

FH

for the displayed composites Ue*t* and

L*E*F.

By [23,3.9 and

6.3], these functors are left and right adjoint if we replace M[G] by its full subcategory
of Mackey functors M such that a* = 0 for all maps a : Gj J —* G/H such that J is a
proper subconjugate of H\ they are right and left adjoint if we replace M[G] by its full
subcategory of those Mackey functors M such that a* = 0 for these maps a. In particular,
they are both left and right adjoint to each other if we replace M[G] by its full subcategory
M.[G]/H of those Mackey functors M such that M(G/J) = 0 for all proper subconjugates
J of H. These conditions are less restrictive than would be predicted from the previous
paragraph. (This sharpening is implicitly used in the proof of [26, Thm. 12], which we
shall recall shortly.) Explicitly, for a G-Mackey functor M and a WH-representation V,
UHM = M(G/H)
Since {FHV){G/K)

and

(FHV)(G/K)

= (Q[(G/K)H\ ® V)WH.

= 0 unless H is subconjugate to K, FHV is in M[G]/H.

PROOFS OF PROPOSITION

A.2

AND THEOREM

A.9: For a proper subconjugate J of H,

the idempotent en restricts to zero in A(J) and (eHM)(G/J)

= 0. Thus e # M is in

M[G]/H. Since ?7ii(e#M) = V^(M), one of the adjunctions of the previous paragraph
specializes to give
nomM[G](FHUHeHM,eHN)

S

nomWH(VH(M),VH(N)).

Thus Theorem A.9 will hold for H and M provided that the counit
e : FHUHCHM

—•

enM

of the adjunction is an isomorphism, and this will also imply that e # M is projective.
For V e Q[WH], UHFHV = V and e : FHV = FHUHFHV

- • FHV is an isomorphism.

Therefore the following observation completes the proof for Mackey functors of the form
M = FHV.
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A . l l . Let M = FHV for a Q[WH]-module V. Then eHM = M, hence ejM = 0

for J not conjugate to H.
PROOF:

By [26, Prop.8], A(G) acts through (pH on FHV.

Now the following result completes the proofs for general M.
PROPOSITION

A. 12. Any rational Mackey functor M is a finite direct sum of Mackey

functors of the form FHV for varying H and V.
PROOF:

By [26, Thm. 12], every M is built up by successive extensions from the

FHV,

and the conclusion follows. We run through the details. Partition the set of subgroups
of G as follows. Let So = {e}. Inductively, let Sj consist of those subgroups which are
not in Sj-i but each of whose subgroups is in Si for some i < j . Each Sj is closed under
conjugation, say with rij conjugacy classes. Choose one Hj^ in each conjugacy class,
1 < k < rij. Say that M is of type (j,fc) if M{G/Hhk)
f

f < j and for j — j and k' < k. Of course, if M(G/H)
then M =
(f,kr)

FGM(G/G).

^ 0 but M(G/Hj.}k>) = 0 for
= 0 for all proper subgroups H,

Inductively, fix (j, k) and assume that all Mackey functors of type

with jf > j or j ' = j and kf > k are finite direct sums of Mackey functors

FJVJ,

where Vj is a W J-module and
J e {Hjntkn \j" > j ' or j " = j ' and k" > * ' } .
Let M be a Mackey functor of type (j, k) and write H = Hj^- We have a map of Mackey
functors rj : M —•

FHM(G/H)

which is the identity on M(G/H);

this is where we use

the sharpened adjunction cited above. The induction hypothesis applies to Coker(ry) and
Ker(r/), hence these are both annihilated by e#. Therefore
eHM = eHFHM(G/H)
and n is an epimorphism. It is split since
REMARK

=

FHM(G/H)

FHM(G/H)
is projective.

A. 13: Let T be a family in G. Define e? to be the sum over H G T of the

idempotents e# and let e^- = 1 — e?. Since IT is the intersection over H G T of the
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kernels of the ^ , e^A{G) — IT. For any ^"-spectrum X, the map e^ : X —• X is trivial
and thus ej?X is trivial. In particular, e^5° — ^ ^ > , e^S° ~ i£.F, and the cofibration
sequence ET+ -+ S° -> ET rationalizes to S° ~ eTS° V e^S 0 .
REMARK

A. 14: Recall from (4.4) and Section 18 that we have a G-spectrum M(IT)> an

^"-equivalence M(IT) —• SQ, and a G-map £ : £ ^ 2 ^ + —• M(IT) over SG- It is clear by
inspection that the rationalization of M(IT)
to the rationalization of IT.

is equivalent to the construction M applied

Since IT is generated rationally by the idempotent eT^, it

follows that the rationalization of £ is an equivalence.
There is an earlier, and more difficult, topological analysis leading to some of the
conclusions that we have obtained. There is a functor §H from G-spectra to WiJ-spectra
that generalizes the fixed point functor on G-spaces, in the sense that 3 ^ ££?X ~
for based G-spaces X.

Y^HXH

On G-spectra X, one regards X as an NH-spectrum and then

defines
$HX

(ET[H]AX)Hy

=

where T[H] is the family of subgroups of NH which do not contain H. (See [33, II.9.8
and 9.9].) By [5] or [33, V.6.4 and 6.5], there are natural isomorphisms
(A.15)

[X, e%Y]G 2 [X, e£HY]NH
&{[%***

= [* H X,

efH*HY]WH

X,i*9HY]}WH

for G-spectra X and rational G-spectra Y. In the last group, we are passing to underlying
naive WiJ-spectra, computing nonequivariant homotopy classes of maps, and then taking
WH-fixed points. Of course, we can replace the domain G-spectra in the first three groups
with e#X, eQHX, and eYH$HX,

respectively, without changing their values.

In view of Theorem A.l and the splitting of Y by idempotents, this implies the following topological analog of the algebraic analysis above.
THEOREM

A. 16. For rational G-spectra X and Y, there are natural isomorphisms
[X, Y]G -

®(H){\i**HX,i**HY]}WH
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and
\X,Y]G

-

@{H)nn{\i**HHzn(X),i**HHnn(Y))}WH.

We leave it as an exercise for the interested reader to reconcile this result with the
more intelligible algebraic description given by Theorem A.8.
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Appendix B: Generalized Atiyah-Hirzebruch Spectral Sequences
We need a better understanding of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence than
exists in the literature. It is folklore that the AHSS for the calculation of [X, Y]* can
be constructed by use of either the cellular nitration of X or the cocellular (Postnikov)
filtration of Y. However, we know of no proof in the literature that the two resulting
spectral sequences agree. Moreover there are two different ways of constructing an exact
couple from either the filtration of X or the filtration of Y, both of which yields the same
spectral sequence but only one of which is convenient for the analysis of multiplicative
structure. More important, in our applications the relevant filtrations are more complicated
than the usual cellular and cocellular ones, and various groups which vanish in the classical
situation do not vanish in our new situations.
In view of this, we shall here give a general discussion of spectral sequences of AHSS
type. We shall use a nonequivariant notation for brevity, but all of our arguments and
results will apply verbatim in the equivariant context. We fix spectra X and Y throughout
the discussion. We obtain spectral sequences by filtering X as a colimit or by filtering Y
as a limit.
We assume given spectra Xp together with maps tp : Xp —• X p + 1 and a? : Xp —> X
such that a p + 1 o tp = ap for all integers p. We form
Tel Xp = hoc60xnp^ooXp = V ( * p A ]p,p + l]+)/(»),
where xA(p+l)

« i>p(x) A(p+1) for x € Xp. More precisely, this point-set level description

prescribes the prespectrum level construction spacewise, and we apply the spectrification
functor L to the result (as in §0). We assume that the evident induced map Tel Xp —• X is
an equivalence. Replacing X by Tel Xp and Xp by the equivalent subspectrum of Tel Xp
consisting of points with real coordinate < p, we may assume without loss of generality that
we are given an increasing sequence {Xp \ p G Z} of subspectra of X such that X = |J Xp
and each map Xp —• Xp+1 and Xp —• X is a cofibration.
154
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We are interested in only one homological spectral sequence, and we describe it first.
Let JC9 = Xp/Xp~1.

We then have the following sequence of cofiberings and associated

exact couple.
X*-1 —• Xp —•+ K9 —+ E X " " 1 ;

(B.O)

Exact couple: B\q = 7r p+g (X p A Y)

and

E^q = TTp+gfX* A Y).

The resulting spectral sequence is relevant to the calculation of 7r* (X A Y) since the
natural map colim 7r* (XP A Y) —• 7r* (X A F) is an isomorphism by our assumption that
X = (JXP. It is conditionally convergent if holimp_>_00(Xp A7) is trivial. This obviously
holds if Xp = * for p sufficiently small, but the special argument of Lemma 10.8 was
required to handle the equivariant situation encountered in the text. It is then strongly
convergent to iv*(X/\Y) if certain obstruction groups W and RE°° both vanish, by [7,10.1].
The precise meaning of the italicized convergence statements, together with conditions
sufficient to ensure the vanishing of the cited obstruction groups, will be recalled shortly
(in a cohomologically graded context, to which we can convert by setting Ep>q = Er_v_q,
as usual).
We consider cohomology type spectral sequences in the rest of the appendix. In
addition to our filtration of X, we assume given a sequence of spectra {Yq \ q G Z}
together with maps nq : Yq -+ F*+i and /3q : Y -> Y<* such that nq o (3q ~ /? 9 + 1 for all
integers q. We form
Mic Yq = holim^-ooy* C UHh

« + !]+, Yq),

namely the subspectrum of those tuples of maps (fq) such that irqfq{q + 1) = fq+l{q

+ 1)

for all q; this makes perfect sense with the explicit definition of function spectra given in
Section 0. We have an induced map Y —+ Mic Yq, and we assume that this map is an
equivalence.
In the classical situation, Xp is the p-skeleton of a CW-spectrum X with its skeletal
filtration and Yq = Y(—oo, — q] is the (—q)

term in the Postnikov tower of a spectrum
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F ; thus Yq = * for q large if Y is bounded below. The unusual indexing of the Yq is
chosen for convenience in our present cohomological framework.
We let F 9 be the fiber of nq : Yq - • Y^1

and Y\Yq

be the fiber of /3q : Y -+ y«. We

need no further assumptions on the filtrations of X and Y to set up four spectral sequences
related to the computation of [X, Y]*. All result in a standard fashion from sequences of
cofiber or fiber sequences and their associated exact couples. In each case, the three arrows,
in the order written, will be denoted i, k, and j . They induce the structure maps of the
specified exact couples.
(B.l)

XP'1 -+ Xp -> K9 -+ EX*" 1 ;
Exact couple: Dp'9 = [ X p - \ y]P+«-i

(B.2)

X/XP-1

a n d EM =

^ , Y]*+«

— X / X p - • EX** -* EX/X^" 1 ;

Exact couple: L>?* = [ X / X ^ 1 , y]*+« and Ep»« = [X*\ y]*+«.
(B.3)

y 9 + 1 <- y« <- F 9 <- E ^ y ^ 1 ;
Exact couple: D™ = [X, y ^ "

(B.4)

Y\Yq^

<- y \ y «

1

and E™ = [X, F*]*+«.

4- E ^ y *

4-

E ^ Y ^ *

1

;

Exact couple: D™ = [X, Y\y*]i>+« and E™ = [X,Y*]*+«.
The maps D —• JD induced by maps i all have bidegree (—1,1), the maps J5 —• D
induced by maps k all have bidegree (1,0), and the maps D —> E induced by maps j have
bidegree (0,0) in cases (B.l) and (B.2) and bidegree (1, —1) in cases (B.3) and (B.4). The
reader should convince himself that this is correct: the spectral sequences really do begin
with their ^ - t e r m s in cases (B.3) and (B.4).
The cofiber sequence (B.2) maps naturally to the suspension of the cofiber sequence
(B.l), with the map EX** —• EX^ being the identity and the other three maps being
boundary maps. There results a map on exact couples which is the identity on E\-terms
and thus induces the identity map of spectral sequences. The reader should convince him-
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self that this too is correct: the spectral sequences really are identical despite their different
Di-terms (as Boardman first noted [7, Example in §9]). When studying convergence, one
looks at the maps
[X/Xp,Y]n

-+ [X,Y]n -+

[Xp,Y]n.

In favorable cases, the first induces an isomorphism on passage to colimits as p —• — oo
and the second induces an isomorphism on passage to limits as p —• +oo. The usual
construction of the AHSS fits into the context of (B.2), and we agree to write this spectral
sequence as {Er{X_^ Y)}; the underline is meant to indicate that the filtration of X is used
in the construction.
Dually, the fiber sequence (B.3) maps naturally to the suspension of the fiber sequence
(B.4), with the map Y —> Y being the identity and the other three maps being boundary
maps. There results a map of exact couples which is the identity on jE^-terms and thus
induces the identity map of spectral sequences. Here, when studying convergence, one
looks at the maps
[X, Y\Yq]n -• [X, Y]n -+ [X, Yq]n.
In favorable cases, the first induces an isomorphism on passage to colimits as q —• +oo and
the second induces an isomorphism on passage to limits as q —> — oo. The spectral sequence
of (B.4) is the one of greatest interest to us, and we agree to denote it by

{Er(X,Y_)}.

Boardman's discussion of convergence [7] concentrates on the context applicable to
(B.2) and (B.4), but [7,§9] indicates how one can handle (B.l) and (B.3) compatibly. We
have introduced (B.l) and (B.3) because we shall find it convenient to use them to compare
our two genuinely different spectral sequences. That is, we shall use the exact couples of
(B.l) and (B.3) to compare spectral sequences, and we shall interpret this as a comparison
of the spectral sequences {Er(X_,Y)} and {Er(X,Y_)} of (B.2) and (B.4).
To be precise about convergence, we set

£>£, = limp^D^-P

and D^

=

c60inp^ooDp^p
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for any given cohomologically graded exact couple (D,E). These groups are decreasingly
filtered by
FPD00 = keT(Doo -> Dp) and FpD-QO = lm{Dp —
DEFINITIONS

D^).

B.5 (BOARDMAN [7]). The derived spectral sequence is said to be condi-

tionally convergent if D^ and lim*..^ Dp,n~p

are both zero for all n. It is said to be

strongly convergent if the evident natural map from the associated graded E0D-oo

to Eoo

is an isomorphism.
We recall the main features of Boardman's general study of convergence before returning to our homotopical context.
THEOREM

B.6 (BOARDMAN [7, 10.1]). Consider a conditionally convergent spectral se-

quence derived from a cohomologically graded exact couple (D,E).

Assume that the

following condition (u) holds and define
RE™ = Uml^Zr

=

Uml^iZr/B^).

Then {Er} is strongly convergent if and only if RE'QQ = 0. Moreover, the following condition (p) is sufficient to ensure that RE^ = 0.
(u) For each fixed n, there exist numbers u(k) and v(k) such that
J
. rp—u,n+u
j?v}n—v+l
u+v : &u+v
~* -^u+v

a

is zero for all u > u(k) and v > v(k).
(p) For each pair of integers (p, q), only finitely many differentials
dr : E™ -+ EP+r>q-r+x
are non-zero.
Condition (p) holds if each EP>q is finite, or if Er = E^ for any r, or if the spectral
sequence lies in a left or upper half plane. Condition (u) holds if {Er } lies in any half plane
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(left, right, upper, or lower); it ensures that Boardman's whole plane obstruction groups W
vanish. We shall also have occasion to use the following remarkable comparison theorem
of Boardman. Its point is that a conditionally convergent spectral sequence determines
D

—oo even though it may fail to calculate it.

THEOREM

B.7

(BOARDMAN

[7, 10.2]). Let f : (D,E) -+ (D',E')

be a map of exact

couples, where both spectral sequences are conditionally convergent and satisfy condition
(u). Suppose that f : E^ —• E'^ and f : RE'^ —• RE'^ are isomorphisms, for example if
f : Er —• E'r is an isomorphism for some r. Then f : D_oo —• D-oo

JS an

isomorphism of

filtered graded groups.
Returning to homotopy theory, we next consider the convergence properties of the
spectral sequences {Er(X_, Y)} and {Er(X,Y_)} of (B.2) and (B.4). In either case, we say
that the spectral sequence is relevant if the natural map D^^ —> [X, Y]* is an isomorphism.
Clearly { £ r ( X , F ) } is relevant if and only if colin^-oofX?, Y]* = 0. This holds
trivially if Xp = * for p sufficiently small, but the special argument of Lemma 10.8 was
required to handle the equivariant situation encountered in the text. By our standing
assumption that X = UXP, we have Te\(X/Xp)
{Er(K.,Y)}

~ *, and this is easily seen to imply that

is conditionally convergent.

Dually, {Er(X,Y_)} is relevant if and only if colim,z_>00[X, F 9 ]* = 0, and this holds
trivially if Yq = * for q sufficiently large. It is conditionally convergent if Mic(Y\Yq)
and this holds by our assumption that Y —• Mic Y

q

c^ *,

is an equivalence. The assumption

obviously holds for Postnikov towers, and Proposition 3.3 verifies it in our applications.
So far, everything has been so general that it applies to a plethora of spectral sequences
in stable homotopy theory. To identify JE^-terms and compare spectral sequences, we must
specialize. In the classical situation, X is a CW-spectrum with skeleta {Xp} and X^ is a
wedge of p-sphere spectra, while Y is a spectrum with Postnikov tower {Yq} and Y is an
Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum K(ir-q(Y),—q).

The hypotheses of the following theorem
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abstract the key features of this classical situation.
THEOREM

B.8. In addition to our standing hypotheses X = UXP and Y ~

Mic(Yq),

assume that the following three conditions hold.
(i) The spectral sequence {Er(X_, Y)} is relevant, and similarly with Y replaced by Yq
or Y for any q.
(ii) [X , Y9)71 = 0 if n ^ p + q and the map Y9 —• Yq induces an isomorphism on
[XP,l}p+q.
(iii) [X , Yq]n = 0ifn<p

+ q and the map Y —• Yq induces an isomorphism on [X , ?] n

for n > p + q.
Then there is a map from the derived exact couple of (B.2) to the exact couple of (B.4)
which is an isomorphism on E2-terms and therefore induces an isomorphism of spectral sequences {Er(X_, Y)} —• {Er (X, Y_)}. Moreover, if these spectral sequences satisfy condition
(UJ), then the spectral sequence {Er(X,Y)}

is relevant.

PROOF: Since (i) asserts that colinip^-oofX^F]* = 0, it also holds with X replaced by
any of its filtered subspectra Xp.

By (ii) and (iii), {Er(X_, Yq)} is an upper half plane

spectral sequence and {Er(X_,Y )} has a single row. Therefore these spectral sequences
are strongly convergent, and similarly with X replaced by any Xp. Of course (ii) and (iii)
also give that the maps Y —• Yq and Y*1 —* Yq induce isomorphisms on i^'^-terms and
therefore on E^9-terms.
In the classical case, the proof that i?2(2L Y) = E2{X, Y_) is just the standard concrete
proof of the representability of ordinary cellular cohomology, and an elaboration of that
proof gives a comparison of exact couples and thus of spectral sequences. We run through
the details in order to show that our hypotheses give sufficient information.
We deduce from {Er{X_p,Yq)}

that [Xp, Y9]n = 0 for n > p + q. This implies that

the two maps k in the following diagram are epimorphisms, and by (ii) the map i is clearly
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a monomorphism.
0

[xp-\7qY+«-1

fX p + 1 Yq]p~*~q
i\

[X

•[xp,Yy+«

P-I)F9]P+9-I

k

>[Xp,Yq)p+q-

^0

[Xp+\Yq]p+*+1.

0

An easy diagram chase shows that we obtain inverse isomorphisms k~li and i~xk between [Xp+\Yq]p+q

and £f'*(X,F 9 ), and the latter is isomorphic to E™(X_,Yq)

and

Ep'q(X_, ^ ) - By inspection of the map of spectral sequences

we see that
EP'q(X,Y)

= [X,Yq]p+q - • [ X p + 1 , y 9 ] p + 9

is an isomorphism. Thus we have an isomorphism EP'q(X_, Y) =

EP,q(X,Y_).

To compare JCVterms in (B.l) and (B.3), consider the following commutative diagram:
0

jr>p+i,«r-i

DJ»« =

Xp,Y]p"rq~1

[XP-^Y]^-1

, [ X P , F Y + 9 - 1 <— =:

[X,Yq]p+q-1

= Df'9

^ X pp-l
- l ) F g \rq}p+q-l
];

The right map i is a monomorphism since {X*\ Yq]pJtq~~l = 0, by (iii). By inspection of the
map of spectral sequences {Er{X_^Yq)} —• {i£ r (X p ,y 9 )}, we see that the arrow labeled
^ is an isomorphism. Therefore the diagram displays a map / from Dp'q = i{Dp*
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of (B.l) to D%q of (B.3). Explicitly, for x G [X p , Yp^ 9 "" 1 , fi(x) is the unique element
of [X, Y 9 ] p + g _ 1

w ith

the same image as i(x) in pf p_1 , Y 9 ] p+9 ~" 1 . Diagram chases verify

the compatibility of these maps with the structural maps i, j , and k of the (D2, E2) exact
couples of (B.l) and (B.3).
We have observed that there is a map from the exact couple of (B.2) to the exact
couple of (B.l) which is an isomorphism on E\ and a map from the exact couple of (B.3)
to the exact couple of (B.4) which is an isomorphism on E2. Thus, on the (2^2,^2) level,
we have maps of exact couples from (B.2) to (B.l) to (B.3) to (B.4), all of which are
isomorphisms on E2. This gives the desired isomorphism {E r (X, Y)} —• {Er(X,Y_)}.
Since our standing hypotheses give that the spectral sequences of (B.2) and (B.4) are
conditionally convergent, Theorem B.7 gives that the induced map from Z)£o of (B.2) to
D^Q of (B.4) is an isomorphism when condition (a;) holds. Another diagram chase shows
that this map is compatible with the maps to [X, Y]*, hence the relevance of {Er(X,Y_)}
follows from the relevance of {Er(X_, Y)}.
We must still consider multiplicative structures. The standard procedure is to compose
external maps with maps induced by a given diagonal map A : I - ^ I A I and product
ip : Y A Y —• Y. If we use {E r (X, Y)}, then we must first approximate A by a map that
respects filtrations. We don't know how to do this in our equivariant context. We get
around this by using {Er(X, Y)} instead. Here we need <p to be appropriately filtration
preserving, but we can just apply naturality in the unfiltered X variable.
In the study of [X, Y]* for a ring spectrum Y, the essential point is that if {Yq} is
a Postnikov tower for Y, then Y^^1

is the connected cover Y[—q, 00) of Y and, by

the connectivity of smash products of such covers and obstruction theory, we find that a
pairing Y A Y' —* Y" lifts uniquely to give a compatible system of diagrams

(B.9)

y\ yi+1 ^ y/\yO"+l

^y"\ y"t+j+l

I

I

r A Y'J

v Y"i+i.
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From here, the introduction of products into the exact couple of (B.4) is routine. Of
course, like everything else above, this applies equally well equivariantly.
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A l p h a b e t i c a l i n d e x of notation.
An entry "*" indicates that no specific reference
is appropriate.
Ail
Ab
Ad(G)
A(G)
av

family of all subgroups
category of abelian groups
adjoint representation of G
Burnside ring
Euler class of V in k^

*
*
*
4.0
16.1

B(X,G, Y)
BP
BP < n >

bar construction
Brown-Peterson spectrum
Johnson-Wilson spectrum with coefficients Z( p )[vi,V2,... ,vn]

9.4
*
*

C

I

X
X * V>

geometric completion spectrum for kG
continuous functions from space of conjugacy classes
of closed subgroups to Z
category of coefficient systems
reduced cellular chain complex of X
chain complex of the "skeletally" filtered spectrum W
Mackey functor version of C*(W)
equivariant chain complex of the filtered spectrum W
equivariant cochain complex of the filtered spectrum W
(i) classical Euler class of an orientable representation
(ii) K-theory Euler class shifted into degree zero by Bott periodicity
special case of (ii) in which G = T and V is the natural representation
twisted G-cell formed from a free G-cell x a n < l a non-equivariant cell ip

21.3
7.0
*
9.4, 20.11
20.11
20.11
20.11
16.6
19.11
15.5
14.5

d
^(V^)
DX

dimension of G
The unit ball in the orthogonal representation V
functional dual F(X, SG) of a G-spectrum X

*
*
0.7

e
en
e?r
l?
EX
ET
ET

(i) neutral element of a group
(ii) inclusion S° — • Sv
(iii) an idempotent
idempotent in A(G) <g> Q (or C(G)) with support H
idempotent in A(G) <g> Q (or C(G)) with support T
idempotent in A(G) 0 Q (or C(G)) with support complementary to T
geometric realisation of the Amitsur complex for the G-set X
universal space for the family T
unreduced suspension of ET

ET
E(T, F')
EG
EG+
EG

term in the complete filtration
isotropy segment space ET+ A ET'
universal free G-space
universal free G-space with a disjoint basepoint
unreduced suspension of EG

*
16.1
*
A.6
21.3, A.13
21.3, A.13
21.0
17.0, 21.0
17.0
22.1
23.2
I
I
I

(^G)
C(G)
C[G]
Cm(X)
CJW)
CJiK)
C?(iK> N)
CQ(WJ, M)
Xv
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EG
€
rj
S

term in the complete
counit of an adjunction
unit of an adjunction
conjugacy classes of elements of G

/>
fyr
f(ko)
F
FH[G,Y)
f
T(X)
!F(H)
T[H]
T(N, G)
T<p>
F(V)

image of e? in R(G) ® Q
19.2
image of er in R(G) <g> Q
19.2
free spectrum of kG
I
2[G] — • M[G\ right adjoint to the forgetful functor; FV = 2Lo(LV) 6.1 , 6.2
coinduced G-spectrum of an .//-spectrum Y
3.7
a family of subgroups (i.e. closed under conjugacy and passage to subgroups).
family generated by the isotropy groups of X
21.0
family of subconjugates of H in G
17.0
family of subgroups not containing a conjugate of H
17.0
family of subgroups intersecting the normal subgroup N trivially
17.0
family of p-subgroups
17.0
family of subgroups fixing a nonzero vector in the representation V
17.0

G
G
G\
G *HY
GVU
GSU
GSUG

a compact Lie group of dimension d
the group of path componentsfl"o(G)of G
the path component of the identity element
induced G-spectrum of an iT-spectrum Y
category of G-prespectra indexed on U
category of G-spectra indexed on U
category of naive G-spectra (= G-spectra indexed on UG)

*
*
*
0.8
0.0
0.0
0.0

HM

Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectrum representing ordinary cohomology
with coefficients in the Mackey functor M
homology of the "skeletally" filtered spectrum W
cohomology of the "skeletally" filtered spectrum W
coMackey coefficients version of H+(W_; V)
Mackey coefficients version of H*(W_; V)
conjugacy classes of subgroups of G

6.0
9.4
9.4
20.11
20.11
19.2

H*(Wj>V)
H*(W_; V)
HG(K; N)
HG(W_; M)
ft

filtration

9.5
*
*
19.2

i
i*
U

The inclusion UG —>U
forgetful functor GSU —• GSUG
functor GSUG —• GSU building in nontrivial representations;
left adjoint to i*

0.0
0.0

1(G)
&(G)
I'F{G)

augmentation ideal ker{res : A(G) —• A(\)}
f)Her ker{res : A(G) —> A{H)}
ilHuT im(ind: MH) —> A(G))

4.0
18.0
21.3

jo
J
J(G)

generic notation for a naive G-spectrum
chain map of degree d + 1 like that induced by action of G = T or U
augmentation ideal ker{res : R(G) —• R(l)}

*
14.3
13.0

J?(G)

OHC? ker{res : R(G) —• R(H)}
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J'T(G)
JO(G)
JOF(G)
J'OT(G)
JSp(G)
JN

characters vanishing off the family T
19.1
augmentation ideal ker{res : RO(G) —• RO(l)}
13.0
f]HeT ker{res : RO{G) — • i?0(tf)}
19.1
characters vanishing off the family T
19.9
augmentation ideal ker{res : RSp(G) —• RSp(l)}
13.0
Homological Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectrum representing ordinary homology
with coefficients in the coMackey functor N
20.3

ka
kG(X)
k„(X)
K
KQ
kUG
KOG
kOc
K(n)
K(M, n)

generic notation for a G-spectrum
ko cohomology in degree n, [X A S~n, ka]G
0.5
ko homology in degree n, [Sn, X A ka]G
0.5
nonequivariant periodic complex K-theory
equivariant periodic complex K-theory
equivariant connective complex K-theory
equivariant periodic real K-theory
equivariant connective real K-theory
periodic mod p Morava K-theory
Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum for the Mackey functor M in dimension n

t

forgetful functor GSU — • GVU
0.0
(i) specification functor GVU —• GSU ; left adjoint to I
0.0
(ii) functor 2[G] —^ GSU
6.2
the tangent space at H in G/H as a representation of H
0.7
the left derived functors of /-completion
*
Thorn spectrum of —a times the standard bundle on the infinite lens space
Bott class in K°G(SV)
19.11

L
L(H)

«(•)

Av
M
M(I)
M(I)
mic
Mp
Mj,d(*q)
H(n)
M[G)

generic letter for a Mackey functor
local cohomology spectrum for the ideal I of the Burnside ring
cofiber of M(I) — • S°
mapping microscope: holim of a sequence
mod p Moore spectrum S° Up e 1
Mahowald V-filtration
Mahowald T^-filtration
number of generators of the cyclic group of order n
category of Mackey functors

4.4
4.11
3.1

*

24.8
24.12
21.4
6.0
21.4

MOS

order of the identity in T Amitsur-Dress-Tate cohomology
(i) norm element ^g£G9
(ii) generic letter for a coMackey functor
full subcategory of G-orbits G/H+ in GSUG

OS
Qv

full subcategory of G-orbits G/H+ in GSU
^ t h loop space functor F(SV, •)

6.0
0.0

P
P+

complete resolution of a finite group; analog for S1 or S"3
positively graded quotient of P

11.1, 14.2
11.1, 14.2

n{T)
N
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$GX

negatively graded subcomplex of P
complete complex of ^"-projective Mackey functors
positively graded quotient of P(F)
negatively graded subcomplex of P(!F)
family of proper subgroups
mark homomorphism A(G) —• Z defined on G-sets by <J>H{X) — \XH\
$-fixed point spectrum of a G-spectrum X

11.1, 14.2
22.3
22.3
22.3
17.0
A.6
A. 14

QG{X)

equivariant Q-construction

0.1

R(G)
RO(G)
RSp(G)
RU{G)
Rv{<x)
R-p(a)

complex representation ring
real representation ring
symplectic representation group
alternative notation for complex representation ring
V-root invariant of a
"P-root invariant of a

24.9
24.13

Sa
Sv
S(V)

zero-sphere G-spectrum
one point compactification of the representation V
unit sphere of the orthogonal representation V
forgetful functor M[G] — • C[G]
functor C[G] —• M[G] ; left adjoint of s*
suspension spectrum functor GT —• GSU or GT •

P-

pyy
p{?r

V
<t>H

t(kG)
tel
T
T

V
VH(M)

generic letter for a representation of G
(ej{M){G/H) for a rational Mackey functor M

X(?)
XG
XhG
X/G
XhG

>GSUG

I
3.1

u

W
W
WG{H)

*
7.1
7.2
0.1

Tate spectrum of kG
mapping telescope: hocolim of a sequence
unit circle group
category of based topological spaces
generator of Hd+l(BG) for G = T or U
(i) a complete G-universe
(ii) the underlying module functor A4[G] •
group of unit quaternions

U

0.2

•Z[G] or C[G]

14.2
_ 0.0
Z[G] 6.0

filtered
G-spectrum whose pth subquotient is a wedge of G — p-cells
pth subquotient of W_
Weyl group NG(H)/H
G-set UH^F G/H
(i) set of G-fixed points of a G-space X
(ii) fixed point spectrum of a G-spectrum X
homotopy fixed points F(EG+,X)G
of a space or spectrum
quotient of a G-space or spectrum
homotopy quotient (EG+ A X)/G of a G-space or spectrum
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*

21.0

*

0.1
5.7
0.6
5.7
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X(n^

smash power G-spectrum of a naive G-spectrum X

25.3

Y(n-,)d-i

Y(—oo, k]
Yq

E- 1 (5' n V /S' 0 ) A S~sV for the reduced regular representation V
Y with homotopy groups killed above dimension k
abbreviation or analog of Y(—oo, — q]

25.1
*
B.O

Z[G\

category of G-modules

*
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/ , c, and t theories.

1. Associated to a G-spectrum koRepresenting spectrum (I)
free

geometric completion

Tate

f(kG):=kGAEG+

c(kG):=F(EG+,kG)

t(kG) := c(kG) A EG

Representing spectrum relative to T (17)
fr{kG)

:= kG A EF+ cr(kG):=F(Ef+,kG)

tr(kG)

:= cr{kG) A ET

Notes: (i) f(kG) ~ f'(kG) := c(kG) A £G+ and fT(kG) ~ />(*<?) := M M A £:F + .
(ii) The columns in all subsequent tables are arranged by representing spectrum.

2. Algebraic versions.
Finite groups (11.2)
/-cohomology/Borel homology
HG{C; V) = Hm(HomG(EP-

Tate cohomology and homology

Borel cohomology/c-homology

<8> C, V)) HG(C; V) = H*(HomG(P+

H?{C; V) = H.((P+ <g> C) <8>G V)

® C, V))

H?(C; V) = # , ( ( E P " ® C) ®G K)

HG(C; V) = H*(HomG(P ® C, V))
tff (C; V) = tf*((EP <g> C) <8>G V)

Finite groups relative to T (22.4)
#>(D; M) = Hm{Homos{^Pr

® A A/))

JSTf (£>; M) = # • ( ( / £ <8> £>) <8>os M)

H£(D; M) = H*(HomOS(P£
Hf(D; M) = H.((ZPr

® A M))

<g> £>) <8>os M)

HmT(D\ M) = H*(HomOS{PT

<S> A M))

fff (£>; M) = Hm((ZPr <g> Z>) 0 O 5 M)
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Circle and unit quaternion groups (14.3)
H£(C; W) = H*(Ham(LP'

<g> C, W)} 6) H*G(C; W) = H*(Hom(P+ <g> C, W), 6) # £ ( C ; W) = H*(Hom(P <g> C, W), 6)

H?(C; W) = #•((/>+ ® C) <g> W, 6)

&?{C\ W) = if*((EP" <g> C) ® W), 6) jy?(C; W) = # , ( ( E P <8> C) <8> W, 6)

Notes:
(i)
For finite groups, V is a ZG module and C is a complex of ZG-modules; P is a Z-graded
complex of free ZG -modules where PQ — • F_i factors through Z. Then P_ is the subcomplex of P which
is concentrated in negative degrees and P + is the quotient of P which is concentrated in non-negative degrees.
(ii)
Similarly, for a family T, M is a Mackey functor and D is a complex of Mackey functors; Pjr =
P(F) is the complex of Mackey functors obtained by applying the Burnside functor to the Amitsur complex
for the G-set X(F) — WHZT G/H. The positive and negative parts are defined as before.
(iii) For the circle and quaternion groups W is a Z-module and C is a chain complex equipped with a chain
map J of degree d so that J2 = 0 and P is the graded group Z[ti, u"1] with u of degree — (d + 1). The
differential 6 on P <g> C is then defined by8z=u(g>J + l<g)d.

X).

3. Filtered versions (calculable

(9.4, 9.5, 14.5)
/-cohomology/Borel homology

Borel cohomology/c-homology Tate cohomology and homology

H*(S°

H*(EG+AX;V)

AX:V)

H*(EdEG+AX;V)

HJXdS°AX:

HUE-1 EG
V)

HJZdEG

Relative to T (finite groups only) (9.4, 22.1)
H*(S°AX;

V)

H.jE^EF+AXiV)

H*(EF+AX;V)

H*(EzlE£A2L;V)

HJEd^S°AX:V)

HJZd^EFAX:V)
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4. Theories for ordinary cohomology.
Represented theory (6.5)
/-cohomology/Borel homology

Borel cohomology/c-homology Tate cohomology and homology

HG(X,V)(<-d)

#G(*;V)(>O)

H?{X\V)

H?(X;V)(>0)

H?(X;V)(<-d)

H°(X;V)

Represented theory relative to T (20.7)
H'r(X;M)(<-d(F))
•H?(X;fi)(>0)

H'r{X;M){>Q)

H?(X;M)

B*{X\N){<-d(F))

H?(X;N)

Remarks: (i) These are the represented theories for ka = HM in all cases with cohomology and for ka =
JN in all cases with homology. For the homology theories with T — {e} and ka = HM there is a shift in
dimension by d as recorded in (9.8) and proved in (20.8).
(ii) The entries following the notation summarise the degrees in which the coefficients of the theories are
typically nonzero. The integer d(F) is the minimum of dimWaiH) over H € T. The picture for the Tate
theories is easily deduced from the norm sequence.
(iii) In the case of the circle group the notation of J.D.S.Jones [29] agrees with ours except that his/f„ (X)
is our i / J . x W , his Gj(X) is our HJ.X(X)
and his G | ( X ) is our H^"X(X) (see (14.4)).

5. Concordance.
The equivalence of the various definitions 1.-4. for ordinary cohomology is proved in the following results.
Recall that 1. and 4. are alternative notations for the represented theory, 2. is the algebraic version and 3.
is the version obtained from a topological filtration.
Finite groups

Circle group

Unit quaternion group

l=4WVi92
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Finite groups relative to T
l=4«=a3^,2

Note: In all cases the complex C is the complex of cellular chains of X. If G is finite it acts on this, and
for T and U we assume that the action is cellular so that it provides the operator J.
The equivalence of the / , c, and t theories for E d JN and HM with M(G/e)
£ N(G/e)°P is proved in
(20.8).The equivalence of the theories of Part II and the theories relative to the family {e} is then clear;
further discussion surrounds (20.9).

6. Historical Dictionary
At the prompting of the referee and almost all other readers we have adopted notation and terminology
different from that used in the first author's earlier work and preprint versions of the present volume.
We
include a dictionary for the use of those who wish to read this earlier work.

Notation
c(kG)
c(ka),()

Present
Name
| Notation
geometric completion of ka KM
Borel cohomology
c-homology
KkG).()
free spectrum of ka
c(ka)
/-cohomology
c(kGy(-)
Borel homology
1 c(kG).(-)

Old

Name
Borel spectrum
Borel cohomology
Borel homology
coBorel spectrum
coBorel cohomology
coBorel homology

Notes: (i) There is no change in notation for Tate spectra or their associated theories.
(ii) Familiar theories now have familiar names, and the representing spectra have descriptive names.
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